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FOREWORD 

rhis report contains the proceedings of the Seventh International Cryocooler 

Zonference, held in Santa Fe, New Mexico, on 17-19 November, 1992. Jill L. Ludwigsen 

~f Nichols Research was the conference chairperson; Capt William Wyche and Marko 

Stoyanof of Phillips Laboratory served as the program committee chairmen. 

The first cryocooler conference held in 1980 was designed to stimulate interest and 

discussion in the scientific and engineering community about the latest developments and 

advances in refrigeration for cryogenic sensors and electronic systems. The conference is 

held every even numbered year and this year over 300 participants attended representing 

11 countries. 

The technical program consisted of over 100 unrestricted oral and poster presentations. 

The topics included Cryocooler Testing and Modeling, Space and Long Life 

Applications, Stirling Cryocoolers, Pulse Tube Refrigerators, Novel Concepts and 

Component Development, Low Temperature Regenerator Development, and J-T and 

Absorption Coolers. The proceedings show significant progress in the field of cryocooler 

technology. 
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THERMOACOUSTIC THEORY FOR REGENERATIVE
CRYOCOOLERS: A CASE STUDY FOR

A PULSE TUBE REFRIGERATOR

J. H. Xiao
Cryogenic Laboratory, Academia Sinica

PO Box 2711, Beijing 100080, P.R. China

ABSTRACT

A thermoacoustic theory is established for analysis of gas oscillations and time

averaged energy fluxes in regenerative cryocoolers. In regenerative cryocoolers,

the oscillatory motions of the gaseous medium ar.e longitudinally transmitted in the

form of acoustic wave motion, which is governed by the wave equations. The

thermoacoustic effects, i.e., time averaged energy effects is caused by thermal

interaction of oscillatory gaseous fluid and solid mediums, which could be

described by the energy-temperature equations. With these equations and other

thermoacoustic relations, one can perform systematic evaluation for the dynamics

and thermal characteristics of a regenerative cryocooler. The paper gives a brief

introduction to the basics of the thermoacoustic approach for regenerative

cryocoolers analysis. Then it present a case study for a orifice pulse tube

refrigerator in terms of the thermoacoustic theory. The calculated results, including

the gas fluctuations, energy fluxes, and the system performance, is presented. The

analytical overall performance is well comparable to experimental results.

INTRODUCTION

It is commonly known that there is still a lot to do with working processes

analysis and dynamic modeling of regenerative c-yococlei., for this problem is
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considerably complicated. Many theories based on regenerative thermodynamic

cycle analysis have being established to analysis the thermal performance of

regenerative cryocoolers'". These theories usually make quasi-steady assumptions

and do not consider the interaction between flow characteristics and thermal

characteristics, they use steady flow thermodynamics and heat transfer analysis

methods to evaluate the ideal performance and heat transfer efficiency of the

coolers, then by separately calculating of varies losses (pressure-drop loss, heat

conduction loss, etc.), thei could find out the overall performance.

To have a more rea:.,. -"odel of regenerative cryocoolers, it is necessary to

model the irreversibility that may occur during the cycle more accurately.

Therefor, one must solve all the fundamental transport equations simultaneously:

continuity, momentum, energy and the equation of state(gas laws). In addition, the

problem can not be simplified into steady flow or incompressible. In order to deal

with this ptoblem analytically, we suggest investment this problem in Eulerian

point of view rather than in Lagrangian point of view of fluid dynamics. It is well

known that the oscillations of compressible fluid is sound (acoustic oscillations).

Reminding this, one can realize that regenerative cryocoolers works rely on time

averaged energy effects caused by the thermal interaction of oscillatory gaseous

fluid medium and solid medium, i.e., rely on thermoacoustic effects. The

thermoacoustic approach for regenerative cryocoolers analysis mainly deals with

two problem: first, the wave propagation in tne cryocoolers, second, the time

averaged energy flow (thermoacoustic effects) of the cryocoolers.

The most noticeable works on thermoacousti .- in recent times were carried out

by Rott, Merkli and Thomamm, Wheatley and Swift etc.. In 1970's, Rott and his

co-workers established a sound theoretical foundation to describe how the acoustic

energy and heat energy is mutually transformed in tubes with adiabatic walls

where acoustic st.,ading waves imposes". Merkli and Thomann studied the

thermoacoustic effects in a resonant tube with isothermal wall, i.e., forced acoustic

oscillations induced time averaged beat flow in the tube and heat exchange of the
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tube with its environment both theoretically and experimentally'. Based on Rott's

theoretical work, in 1980's, Wheatley and Swift et al. developed the standing wave

"the:moacoustic engines", and extended Rott's theory applicable to both standing

wave thermoacoustic refrigerators and prime movers"'. All above thermoacoustic

theory is successful, but they limited their study to acoustic standing waves, we

can not apply their theory to regenerative cryocoolers.

This paper will briefly describe the basic equations of the thermoacoustic

approach for regenerative cryocoolers analysis, and present a case study for a

orifice pulse tube refrigerator using the thermoacoustic theory.

THERMOACOUSTIC EQUATIONS

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The basic assumptions for the theoretical analysis are: (1) the solid materials

(solid outer walls and porous solid matrices) are stationary and rigid. (2) the fluid

medium is a simple compressible fluid, mechanical energy and heat energy are the

only two active work forms involved. (3) the cryocooler are under periodically

stationary working condition, and the mean fluid velocity is zero. (4) the

dimension of the regenerator gaps in porous matrix and the dimension of porous

solid matrix are smaller than the thermal penetration depth of the fluid a,,

2Ko I8, p0( PCa ) and the thermal penetration depth of the solid matrix material a,,

2 K..," (Peocew,) respectively, so we can use volume averaging method to average

the states variables to describe the flow and thermal characteristics of the

regenerators. (5) the acoustic amplitudes are low enough to avoid turbulence, so

that -o o ', I(8 ---01o (6) let e which represents the ratio of1A 1 P o W 2 n ao

particle displacement to the wave length. Finally, it is assumed that e<1, so that
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we can assume complete linearization, with nonlinear effects neglected.

WAVE EQUATIONS

Using pressure, volume velocity, gas and solid temperature fluctuations as state

variables and also using complex notation of fluctuation quantities, the cross

section averaged longitudinal wave equations for regenerative cryocoolers, under

the above assumptions, could be written as'"-:

dX

drJ= I 0+f1 - dT0 (1)

where z, is the flow inductive impedance, z, is the flow capacitive impedance, fr

is a complex acoustic factor.

Eqs.(1) are the longitudinal wave equations for regenerative cryocoolers, it

express the relationship between pressure and velocity fluctuatfons, from which

acoustic attenuation and phase shift of pressure and velocity fluctuations could be

predicted.

THERMOACOUSTIC EFFECTS

Thermoacoustic effects are time averaged energy effects caused by interaction

of the gas working medium and the solid working medium. The time averaged

energy effects concerned are: acoustic work flux, heat flux, and total energy flux,

etc.. We just write out equations for base waves (first harmonic). High order

harmonics cab be treated easily on the basis of superposition principle.

ACOUSTIC WORK FLUX

The longitudinal acoustic work flux is:
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W,. Re[(L'5 (2)

The transverse work flux is zero because the solid wall is rigid.

HEA T FL UX

Heat flux is caused by the hydrodynamic transportation of entropy (carried by

the oscillatory velocity) and heat conduction of gas and solid.

The entropy transportation caused longitudinal heat flux is:
0,' [P-L Re TofPA', 2 f tf (poCk'-topC) dA]

2-- Topfg[t7'd,,, - !ReL- T, 3

2 IF •'Aw, Q d~x

where f. and g, is a complex and a real acoustic factor, respectively.

The first term in Eq. (3) is caused by sound oscillations, it can be positive or

negative, depend upon the sound field. The second term is caused by irreversibility

of heat exchange between the gas and solid mediums, and it is proportional to the

temperature gradient, its direction is always opposite to that of the temperature

gradient, which means that it always flow from hot end to cold end. It is

convenient to introduce an "effective" coefficient of heat conduction by

"22P •AtW (4)

The longitudinal conductive heat flux is:

Qc AK d -A.Ký.-- ( 5dT dx (5

where the first and second terms are contributions of gas and solid, respectively-

Combining Eqs. (3) and (5), the total longitudinal heat flux write:
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o r 2 1., dT (6)

where K. is the toWi effective coefficient of heat conductivity

,- _ A,

K.. :.-A•xK,, (7)

The transverse heat flux is caused by heat exchange between walls of the

cryocooler and its environments. It is reasonable to suppose the transverse heat

flux is proportional to the temperature difference of the solid wall and its

environment, so that the transverse heat flux per unit length reads:

Q,"h.U,,( To--To) (a)

where we choose the direction of heat flow from the cryocooler solid walls to its

environment as positive direction.

TOTAL ENERGY FLUX

The total energy flux of regenerative cryocoolers is caused by the

hydrodynamic transportation of enthalpy (carried by the oscillatory velocity) and

heat conduction of gas and solid, it is equal to the sum of acoustic energy and heat

energy.

The longitudinal total energy flux reads:
E~W+--~~qadT 0,

W,,-- 12.,- -1Re I[L15 -(I - To, of,) I -ARK.Ldx 19 )

where the first term can be positive or negative, depend upon the sound field; the

sign of the second term is always opposite to that of the temperature gradient.

The transverse total energy flux is equal to transverse heat flux. For the total

energy is conservatory, it can not be produced nor absorbed. The increase of

longitudinal total energy flux per unit length should be equal to the heat absorbed

from the environment, so that:
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dx Qbh.NU (T.- To) 
(10)

Eqs. (9) and (10) express the relationship which the longitudinal total energy

flux E, and temperature distribution T. should be satisfied, we can rewrite them

as:

dT 0 =____2__ __ __ _

dx At.'tc

dEx - hwN(T To (T -1 ).dx

We call Eqs.(11) the energy-temperature equations, from which the mean

temperature and total energy flux fields could be predicted.

The wave equations (1) and energy-temperature equations (11) form a close,
complete thermoacoustic longitudinal equation group. Once we know the

geometrical configurations, thermo-physical properties of the materials and
longitudinal boundary conditions of a regenerative cryocooler, the above equations

could be solved. With their solutions, and other thermoacoustic relations, one can

find out the performance of the cryocooler. .

CASE STUDY FOR A PULSE
TUBE REFRIGERATOR

9

ORIFICE PULSE TUBE

CONFIGURATION

The one-stage orifice pulse tube -1Iw

refrigerator configuration includes a P o,, WG,_

wave generator, a connecting pipe, a LI
hot end heat exchanger, a regenerator, Furel Exper•.entalset.up 1. Vacuumvessel. 2 ,er.e.,oi3

heat exchanger. 4. sealing ring. 5. compressor 6. by.pass ýale 7
flow straighteler 8. pulse tube. 9 flow slraightene, !O hteiIa cold end heat exchanger, a pulse exchanger. 11. orfice. 12. gas fesero,,
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tube, a pulse tube hot end heat exchange, a orifice and a reservoir", see Fig. 1.

TREATMENT OF COMPONENTS

WAVE GENERATOR

The wave generator is considered as a segment of tube with the length of half
the piston stroke. The volume velocity of the piston at its equilibrium position is

given by 0, - 1-w vexp-jv t] , where v, is the swept volume of the piston. Here it
2

is asssumec the piston ve!ocity is much slow than that of the sound velocity of the

working fluid.

TUBES

Th- connecting tube is assumed to have nature heat convection with roomn air.
The pulse tube is assumed to have ideal thermal insulation with its surroundings,
i.e., the heat transfer coefficient of the pulse tube wall with its environment is set
to be zero.

HEAT EXCHANGERS

All room temperature heat exchangers of this orifice pulse tube is forced water
cooled, so the heat transfer coefficient is determined from forced heat convection.

For we hope to obtain the system performance of the refrigerator with a fixed
cold-end temperature, the heat transfer coefficient of the cold-end heat exchanger

is set to be a very large number, such that the tempercture difference could be
very small to satisfy our requirements.
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REGENERA TOR

The regenerator is assumed to have ideal thermal insulation with its

surroundings, i.e., the heat transfer coefficient of the regenerator wall with its

environment is set to zero. The heat exchange coefficient of the working fluid and

porous matrix is simply determined by Ke-4.36.

ORIFICE(VALVE) AND RESERVOIR

The orifice and reservoir construction is called Helmholtz resonator in

acoustics. It is a forced acoustic oscillation structure. It dissipate acoustic energy

into heat at the orifice or valve. We have assumed to simplify the flow pass in the

valve used in this refrigerator as a circular gap with its diameter of 3ram, width

of 0. 1 mm, and length of I mm, this set of parameters is numerically tested to have

best performance for the refrigerator. The reservoir is assumed to be ther.al

insulated from its surroundings. The acoustic impedance of the Helmholtz

resonator is determined by acoustic impedance equations in general acoustics.

The acoustic factors appeared in the thermoacoustic equations for all above

components is presented in reference 11,12.

SYSTEM APPROACH PROCEDURES

We compiled a computer program for the system performance analysis of the

orifice pulse tube refrigerator. The maih, procedures for numerical approach are

as follows:

1 forming the system network model of the refrigc, iator (acoustic circuit of the

refrigerator), including the system configuration, construction and connection

relation of varies components. At any connection position, the dynamic pressure

remains the same, the algebraic sum of volume velocity is zero, and the mean

temperature remains the same, the algebraic sum of total energy flux is zero. The
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system network model of the orifice pulse tube is shown in Fig. 2.

2 given the operation conditions, including the operation frequency, the mass of

filling gas, the effective heat exchange coefficient of each component to its

environment, the volume velocity of the piston of wave generator, etc..

3 dividing the refligerator into a series of segments along the longitudinal

direction with finite length small enough for each segment to be considered to have

constant properties.

4 setting a initial mean temperature distribution, then find out the mean working

pressure of operation according conservation of total mass, and calculate the

physical properties of each segment.

5 dynamic pressure and velocity distribution calculation using the wave equations.

6 mean temperature and total energy flux distribution calculation using the

energy-temperature equations.

7 taking the calculated mean temperature distribution to be the newly setting

initial mean temperature, then repeating procedures (4) to (7) till the calculation

achieves the goal of accuracy.

8 computation of the work flux, heat flux and system performance, and other

parameters of interest for the refrigerator.

Figure 2 System network model of the orifice pulse tube refrigerator
1,ave generator; 2,cornecting pipe; 3,hot-end heat exchanger; 4,regenerator; 5,cold-end

heat exchanger;6,pulse tube;7,putse tube hot-end heat exchar'er;8,Heti*hottz resonator
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SYSTEM MODEL RESULTS

The present thermoacoustic approach was used to analyze the performance of

the orifice pulse tube refrigerator used by Liang et al. in their experiment. The

design details, operation conditions and the measured system performance have

reported in reference 13,14. The calculation results, together with Liang's

experimental results, are given below. Computation was carried out on a PC-AT.

Figure 3 shows the refrigeration power, Q,, versus the cold-end temperature,

7c, with the experimental results presented. The predicted cooling powers agrees

with experimental results very well: the predicted lowest temperature is 56.2K,

measured is 49K, the predicted cooling powers are 5.54W at 65K and 13.68W at

77K, while the measured are 6.6W at 65K and 12W at 77K.

Figure 4 shows the relative coefficient of performance of the refrigerator,

coplcopc, versus the cold-end temperature, Tr, with the experimental results

presented. The predicted work input from the wave generator agrees with

experimental results well too. At 77K, the predicted work required is 487.4W,

while the measured are 478W.

9C (w] COP/COPc

0.theory - theory
0.10

20 * qlnr.nt - . ipefintot

0.08

U 0.06

0.0.4

0.02

0 =•i " l I . . o .oioII ,I . I

45 50 55 60 65 70 758 O 5 90 95 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 20 95

Tc (KI T [K]

Figure 3 Refrigeration power Figure 4 Relative effectiveneas
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energy flux [w]
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dre 5 Energy flux of the orifice pulse tube refrigerator
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Figure 5 shows the energy flux (acoustic work flux, heat flux and total energy

flux), wo o,, E,, versus the position, x, with the cold-end temperature T"=77K.

"This results shows that, from the wave generator through the cold end, the orifice

pulse tube refrigerator works similar to a Stirling refrigerator. From the pulse tube

through the reservoir, these part of components works similar to a expansion

piston, it absorbs acoustic work from the regenerator. However, this second

gaseous piston is not a perfect one, there exists a heat flow (approximately 11 W)

from the hot-end of the pulse tube to the cold-end, and this part of absorbed work

is not recoverable, which is dissipated into heat in the orifice.

Figure 6 shows the mean temperature, To, versus the position, x, with the cold-

end temperature Tc,,77K. The temperature field becomes more strongly curved as

the temperature decreases.

Figure 7 shows the pressure and volume velocity fluctuation, 1, 0, versus the

position, x, with the cold-end temperature Te-77K. The results indicate that there

AP (bar) AU [10-lm 3/s] phase ongle [degree]
7 '" , , , ,0 , , ' ' , -

6 a -10 b
5 U -20

4 -30

3 -40

2 P -50

1 -60

0 • -70
0.00 0.37 0.74 1.11 1.48 1.85 0.00 0.37 0.74 1.11 1.48 1.85

position x In) position x (m]

Figure 7 Pressure and volume velocity distribution in the orifice
pulse tube refrigerator a. amplitude b. phase angle
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is a significant difference in the amplitudes and phase angle of the pressure

fluctuation and volume velocity fluctuation across the regenerator and pulse tube.

It also shows that the traveling wave have a substantial fraction in the pulse tube.

CONCLUSIONS

The linear thermoacoustic approach developed for regenerative cryocoolers

analysis reveals that the working mechanism of regenerative cryocoolers is rely on

tiermoacoustic effects, i.e., time averaged energy effects caused by the thermal

interition of the oscillatory gaseous fluid medium and the solid medium in

Eulerian point of view.

The wave motion, temperature distribution and time averaged energy fluxes in

regenerative cryocooiers is governed by the wave equations and energy-

temperature equations respectively. They are influenced by the geometric

arrangement, thermodynamic irreversibility, and operating conditions of the

regenerative cryocoolers.

The thermoacoustic approach for regenerative cryocoolers analysis can be used

to predict the flow dynamics and the thermal performance of the cryocoolers. The

analysis is simple, more accurate than thermodynamics cycle analysis, and can be

carried out on personal computer.

The case study for a orifice pulse tube refrigerator si vs that the regenerator

is responsible for the heat pumping effect in the pulse tube refrigerator, which

consumes acoustic energy and transform it into heat energy to pump heat from its

cold end to hot end, it works similar to the regenerator used in Stirling cryocooler.

The pulse tube, the orifice and the reservoir act as a gaseous expansion piston

similar to the solid expansion piston used in Stirling cryocooler, which absorbs the

acoustic work flux coming from the regenerator. However, this second piston is

not a perfect one, it brings a heat flow from the hot end to the cold end of the
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pulse tube, this reduced the refrigeration power, and the absorbed acoustic work

is dissipated into heat irrecoverably in the orifice, this reduces the effectiveness of

the refrigerator.
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SOME PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON OSCILLATORY
HEAT TRANSFER IN A PERIODICALLY REVERSING PIPE FLOW

Xiaoguo Tang and P. Cheng
Department of Mechanical Engineering

University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

ABSTRACT

Some preliminary experimental results have been obtained on oscillatory

heat transfer induced by a sinusoidally reversing flow of air in a heated pipe

with constant heat flux. The central heated tube (the test section) is

connected at both ends to two coolers, and the heated fluid in the test .e:ion

is displaced periodically and cooled by the coolers. Experiments w-ýr- ý.rriea

out for the Reynolds itumber (Re) ianging from 15 to 7,000, the dy'1 ndic

Reynolds number (Re1,,) ranging from 8 to 181, and the dimensionless stroke

(Aj ranging from 0.06 to 2.21. Because of the thermal history effect, the

temperature of the displaced hot fluid returning from either one of the

coolers during each half cycle is not constant but changes periodically with

time. A correlation equation for the cycle-averaged Nusselt number is

obtained in terms of the three similarity parameters: Re, Rem, and A(,.

1. Introduction

During the past two decades, a considerable amount of work has been

given to the experimental study of a periodically reversing flow in a pipe [1-

3]. For example, Akhaven et al.]I measured the velocity distribution in an

oscillating flow with a laser Doppler anemometer. Their measured velocity

profiles are found in agreement with their theoretical predictions. In

another paper, Hino et al.[2] used a hot wire anemometer to investigate the
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transition from laminar to turbulent flow in an oscillating pipe flow. They

found that transition is characterized by both the Reynolds number and the

dynamic Reynolds number. Similar conclusions have been observed by

Seume and Simon [3].

Recently, the related problem of oscillatory heat transfer in a

periodically reversing pipe flow with application to heat exchangers of a

Stirling engine or cryocooler has received a great deal of attention. For

example, Kornhauser and Smith [4] reported studies on oscillating heat

transfer in a cylinder confined by a movable piston and restrained by a gas

spring. Since the heat flux is out of phase with the temperature difference

between the wall and the bulk mean temperature of the fluid, they define a

complex temperature and derived a complex instantaneous Nusselt

number. Hwang and Dybbs [51 performed an experiment for oscillating flow

ix an open-ended cooled tube, and presented their data graphically for the

cycle-averaged Nusselt number as a function of the Reynolds number and

the dynamic Reynolds number. Iwabuchi and Kanzaka [61 performed

another experiment on oscillating flow and heat transfer, and correlated

their data similar to those of a steady turbulent flow. Roach and Bell [71

performed experiments on heat transfer and pressure drop in a packed tube

under the condition of rapidly reversing flow. They reported higher friction

factors in both heater and cooler but could not find frequency dependence in

either pressure drop or heat transfer data. Wu [81 obtained some data for

friction factor as weil as instantaneous and cycle-averaged Nusselt numbers

for an oscillatory flow in a gap heat exchanger, and presented the data

graphically as a function of the Reynolds number at given values of the

oscillation frequency. In a recent paper, Seume and Simon [31 found that the

Reynolds number Re, the dynamic Reynolds number Re.,, and the

dimensionless stroke A,, are the three similarity variables for oscillatory

heat transfer in a periodically reversing pipe flow.

La this paper, some preliminary heat transfer data have been obtained
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on oscillatory heat transfer induced by a sinusoidally reversing flow of air in

a heated pipe with constant heat flux. A multivariate statistical analysis [9]

was employed to obtain a correlation eqt'ation for the cycle-averaged

Nusselt numbc in terms of the three similarity variables: Re, Re., and A\..

2. Description of Experimental Apparatus

A closed-loop test rig (see Fig.1), consisting of a pump, a sinusoidal

motion generator, an angular velocity signal encoder, a test section, two

mixing chambers, two heat exchangers (coolers), and a data acquisition

system, was constructed for this experiment. The test section was a long

copper tube (73 cm in length and 1.35 cm in diameter with D/L = 0.01'35)

which was heated under constant heat flux. Each end of the test section was

connected to a water cooler (40 cm in length) having the same inside

diameter as the test section. The working fluid (air) in the tube was driven

by a double acting cylinder. The piston in the cylinder was driven by a crank

shaft and yoke sinusoidal mechanism. The stroke of the piston can be

adjusted from 0 to 70 mm with a speed from 7 to 570 rpm (i.e., 0.12 - 95 Hz).

Two mixing chambers composed of plastic screens were inserted between

the heating section and the cooling sections in order to provide a mixing

cup temperature for the inlet and outlet of the heated tube. Fine type E

thermocouples were attached on the screens to measure the mixing cup

temperature. An IBM PS/2 computer, together with a plug-in analog-digital

(AD) board and two analog input multiplexers, was used as a data-

acquisition system.

3. Data Collection

The physical variables measured in the present study were the mean

fluid velocity, the frequency and amplitude of oscillation, the wall
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temperature of the heate;, and the instantaneous bulk temperatures of the

fluid entering to and exiting from the heated tube. A photoelectric pickup, a

chopping wheel, and an angular signal encoder were employed to measure

the angular position of the sinusoidal motion. The wall temperature was

measured by three fast response film thermocouples located at both ends

and at the middle of the test section. Five type E thermocouples were used

to measure the bulk temperature of air at the inlet and outlet of the heated

tube.

4. Results and Discussion

Forty experimental runs were performed for air (Pr = 0.7) in a heated

tube with D/L = 0.0185 for the following range of the similarity parameters:

15 < Re <7,000

7 < Re,,) < 180

0,06 <A(,, <2.21

where Re = pUD/p., Re. = ponD2/t.t, A(, = irU/icL with U being the cycle-

averaged velocity of the fluid, w the frequency of oscillation, 4. and p being

the viscosity and density of the fluid.

4.1 Bulk Temperatures at the Inlet and Exit of the Heating Tube

Fig. 2 shows the periodic bulk temperature variations of the fluid at

one end of the heated tube during a complete cycle for four different

experimental runs with A,, >1. Since the fluid is reversing periodically, the

bulk temperature shown in this figure represents the temperature of the

entering fluid during the first half cycle (crank angle from 0' to 180'), and

those of the exiting fluid during fhe second half cycle (crank angle from 180'
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to 3600). Each of these curves can be idealized into four different phases as

shown in Fig. 3. Point A is the temperature of the displaced hot fluid when

it reverses its direction and re-enters the heated tube. Thus, the fluid

temperature TA is at a temperature close to the wall temperature of the

heated tube. As time progresses, this temperature continues to dro}' because

of the cooling effect on the displaced hot fluid. The duration of Phase I,

which can be considered as the thermal history effect of the cooler, depends

on the ratio of the fluid displacement to the length of the cooler and the

effectiveness of the cooler. Thus, owing to the thermal history effect, the

temperature of the entering fluid drops continuously toward the cooler

temperature during the half cycle. Consequently, the heat transfer rate from

the heated tube to the entering fluid decreases because of this effect. Phase II

begins at point B when most of the displaced hot fluid has returned to the

heated tube. As a result, the temperature of the fluid (TB) entering the

heated tube is now closest to that of the wall temperature of the coolers'.

Phase III begins at point C where the fluid begins to reverse its direction, and

the entrance of the heated tube now becomes the exit. As time progresses,

the temperature of the fluid exiting from the heated tube is getting higher

because the fluid is being heated at constant heat flux. It can be shown that

the duration of Phase III, which can be considered as the thermal history

effect of the heater, depends only on the ratio of the fluid displacement

relative to the length of the heater. The peak temperature TD is closest to

the wall temperature of the heated tube since this part of the fluid traveled

twice along the heating section and was heated for the longest duration

during the cycle. The drop in the exit fluid temperature during Phase IV is

owing to the cooling effect of the cooler and beat conduction from the hot

displaced fluid to the adjacent cooler fluid. At point E the displaced hot

fluid has been completely blown out from the heated tube during the second

hall cycle. Exit fluid temparature is relatively constant during phase V.
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Since the reversing flow changes its direction every half cycle, the

thermal condition at the end of the half cycle becomes the initial condition

of the next half cycle while at the same time the exit condition suddenly

becomes the entrance condition. This results in a situation where the

temperature of fluid entering the test section may be higher than that of the

fluid exiting from the test section. This situation is represented by the

shaded areas in Fig. 4 where the solid lines indicates the entering fluid

temperature while the dashed lines indicate the exiting fluid temperature.

Note that this situation occurs during the early part of both forwarding and

returning strokes.

4.2 The Nusselt Numbers

Other quantities of interest are the instantaneous and cycle-average

Nusselt numbers. The instantaneous Nusselt number is defined as

Nu = qD/k(T'- Tb ) (2)

where q is the instantaneous heat flux between the wall and the fluid and T,.

is the wall temperature; Tb is the instantaneous bulk temperature of the

oscillating fluid in the heated tube which can be calculated as

Tb = (Ti + T) + T, )/3 (3)

where Tj and To are the instantaneous bulk temperatures of the fluid at the

inlet and outlet of the heated tube while T, is the instantaneous bulk mean

temperature of the fluid residing in the heated tube. The instantaneous

Nusselt number is a function of the following parameters:
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Nu = f(Rc, Re., Pr, Ao, R, t) (4)

where Re, Re., A,, are the Reynolds number, the dynamic Reynolds

number, and the dimensionless fluid displacement mentioned earlier; Pr, R,

and t are the Prandtl number, the length ratio of the cooler to that of the

heater, and the dimensionless time which are defined as

Pr=o/v, R=L, /L, andt =cot (5)

where (x and v are the thermal diffusivity and the kinematic viscosity of the

fluid, t is the dimensional time, and L, is the length of the cooler.

Integrating the instantaneous Nusselt number over a complete cycle gives

the cycle-averaged Nusselt number

Nu. 1 [NU drt (6)

where P is the period of oscillation. For the present experiment with R =

0.533 and only air (Pr = 0.7) was used as the working fluid, the functional

dependence of the cycle-averaged Nusselt number is reduced to

Nu, = f(Re, Rc(, At,,) (7)

which is a four dimensional space. A multivariate method [9] was used to

obtain a correlation equation for the cyclic average Nusselt number based on

forty data points. The result of this analysis gives

Nuav =-0.4944-.<A I 2 Re0 "-0.00162 Re4 Re" (8)

w.'hich is valid for 15 < Re < 7,000, 7 < Re(,< 180, and 0.06 < A,ý < 2.21 for air
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(Pr = 0.7) with R = 0.533. To assess the accuracy of the correlation equation,

the forty data points of the Nusselt number (Nu,,) are plotted in the

horizontal coordinate in Fig. 5, and the corresponding Nusselt numbers

given by the correlation equation (NuaV) are plotted in the vertical

coordinate. An inclined straight line for Nuc, = Nuav is also plotted in Fig.

5 for comparison purposes. Since most of the data points deviate only

slightly from the straight line, it can be concluded that Eq.(8) correlates the

experimental data quite well.

5. Concluding Remarks

Because of the thermal history effect and the ineffectiveness of the

cooler, the temperature of the hot displaced fluid re-entering the heater

decreases continuously during the first part of the half cycle. This effect

decreases the heat transfer rate from the heater to the fluid. A method has

been proposed for the definition of the instantaneous and the cyclic average

Nusselt number in an oscillating and reversing flow. Based on preliminary

experimental data, a multivariate statistical method was applied to obtain a

correlation equation for the cycle-averaged Nusselt number in terms of the

Reynolds number, the dynamic Reynolds number and the dimensionless

Stroke.
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ASTRACT

THRL.MOFECTRIC COOLERS FOR THE

TWS. SFW. WAM AND SADARM PROGRAMS

AND ASSOCIATED MANTECH PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

AuLhor:William L. Kolander, Barry Morrison, Jim Bierschenk of Marlow Industries, Inc. and Jim Fuhrer of

Army Night Vision and Electro-Optics Directorate and Captain Tim Kottak of the Air Force Manufacturing

Directorate.

The Mantech Program is comprised of a two year effort at Marlow Industries directed toward establishment of

produczion rate capability for four DOD critical thermoelectric cooler devices. Contract DAAB07-91-C-K258

originated out of CECOM with technical and financial iognizance from the US Army Night Vision and Electro-

Optics Directorate, FL Belvoir, VA., and the US Air Force Manufacturing Directorate at WPAFB, Ohio.

Performance parameters ranging from single stage, fast transient, low power consumption units through two stage

ruggedized and six stage, low power consumption, large delta temperature units have been optimized and mea-

sured. Conswaints such as high "G" set-back during launch have been evaluated, analyzed and resolved. Line

drawings and graphs present the configurations of the coolers aliowing systeins designers to implement this

technology.

Improved production rate capability via automated assembly, cleaning, inspection and testing work stations have

been designed, procured and are being implemented allowing projected cost savings of S80M.

The THERMOGENICTM Division of Marlow Industries has initiated work on the nert generation of thermoelec-

mc materials to manage the technology required to extend performance to 120K and below.

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Thermoelectric coolers (solid state, s.-miconductor Peltier devices) have been designed, manufactured, qualified

and delivcred for numerous weapon systems, thermal viewers and missile guidance systems as well as spa,7c

applications in accordance with explicit needs of the Dtpartment of Defen.e..This paper disco&sses an oh going
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MANTECH program initiated to reduce cost and increase the production rate capability for four particular units

which were designed specifically for the Sensor Fuzed Weapon (SFW), Seek and Destroy Armor (SADARM),

Thermal Weapon Sight (TWS) and Wide Area Mine (WAM) programs. Many other applications will also benefit

from the cost reductions in coolers provided by the automated production facility developed at Marlow Industries

on the MANTECH program.

Having been involved in the early stages of the four program definition stages of the TWS, SFW, WAM AND

SADARM programs, Marlow recognized early in 1988 that when all of the programs reach their maturity phases

and large scale production rates are required, there will be a dramatic short-fall in industry capacity to manufac-

ture the required coolers. This dilemma was presented to the program offices of each of the four systems and an

effort was initiated to address these issues. It was also observed that the production prices and life cycle costs for

the required TEC units would impact the affordability of the weapons and viewer systems. Figure 1-1 is a current

estimate of the volume projections for the four programs through CY2005.

Mantech Thermoelectric Cooler Production
Requirements (SFW, WAM, SADARM, TWS)
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Figure 1-1
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Because the production capacity shortfall hs a multi-service impact, the US ARMY and USAF were challenged

to initiate a co-operative effort which would provide the necessary thermoelectric cooler manufacturing capacity

with acceptable unit cost and pricing budgets.

MANTECH effort is in month twenty of a twenty-four month contract. One of two Demonstrations To Industry

which will be accomplished under this contract will be conducted at Marlow Industries, Inc.'s Dallas, Texas

facility on 18 November 1992.

2.0 TE COOLER RELATED THEORY, TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS/PERFORMANCE

Thermoelectric coolers (TECs) are small, light weight, solid state, low power consumption, ,ibrationless heat

pumps that have no moving bearings, pistons or parts and use no CFC other g',ses.

They obey the laws of thezmodynamics as do conventional mechanical absorption pump refrigerators, Stirling

cycle coolers and other devices involving the transfer of heat energy.

2.1 SINGLE AND MULTI-STAGE THERMOELECTRIC COOLERS

A single stage TEC is comprised of a matrix of thermoelectric couples, connected electrically in series and

thermally in parallel. The thermoelectric couple consists of p- and n- type semiconductors rather than dissimilar

metals as used by Peltier resulting in modules with superior performance. A TEC can be fabricated with as few as

one couple or as many as several hundred couples contained between two or more ceramic plates. These plates

form the top and base of the cooler and provide structural integrity as well as electrical insulation from, and

thermal conduction to, the heat sink and the device being cooled. Regulating the direcuon and amount of cuient-

-with the use of a feedback loop and temperature controller-allows TECs to cool, heat or stabilize temperature (eg.

temperature stabalization of "uncooled" FLIR detectors).

When a positive DC voltage is applied to the n-type thermo-element, electrons pass from the p- to the n- type

thermoclement and the cold side temperature (Tc) will decrease as heat is absorbed. The heat absorption (cool-

ing) is proportional to the current and the number of thermoelectric couples, and occurs when electrons pass from

a low energy level in the p-type element, to a higher energy level in the n-type thermoelement. The heat is then

conducted (transported) via this electron current through the "leg" or thermoelement to the hot side (TM) and
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liberated as the electrons return to a lower energy level in the p-type elemenL

Although the Peltiet cooling is proportional to the current applied to the TEC, the power dissipated by Joule

heating in the TEC is proportional to the square. of the current, and it can be shown that half of this Joule heat

must be pumped from the cold junction. For this ,and other reasons, an increase in current above a certain value

will result in less net cooling because Joule Heating and other parasitic losses increase at a faster rate than the

Peltier cooling. The value of current which yields the greatest cooling is termed "Imax".

Adequate heat sinking and close attention to configuration form factors are among the primary drivers that enable

or impede TEC devices to perform the intended cooling function adequately. Figure 2-1 shows a simplistic single

and multi-stage cooler to provide visualization of the cooling devices when relating to the fabrication cycle.

Single Stage Multi-Stage

Figure 2-1

A multi-stage TEC is essentially two or more single-stage TECs, stacked vertically with fewer thermocouples in

each ascending stage. They are therefore typically pyramid-shaped, because the lower stage requires more

thermoelectric couples to pump the heat dissipated by the upper stages, in addition to the heat pumped from the

cold side or device to be cooled.

2.2 SPECIFIC COOLER PERFORMANCE OF THE FOUR MAN fECH COOLERS

2.2.1 SFW AND WAM THERMOELECTRIC COOLER MODULES

Performame curves for the SFW and WAM coolers are shown in Figure 2-2 and 2-3 This method of pre-sentation

for performance daia is utilitarian since a pztential user of the device can determine what the unit will do under
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various trade-off operational conditions. Maximum heat pumping capability with no temperature differential and

maximum temperature differential with no heat pumped are shown with the family cf curves for all conditions

between these two points.
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The SFW and WAM thermoelectric coolers are both single stage coolers that cool relatively simple infrared

detector arrays or elements that are used in air-dropped or ground emplacement launching platforms. Both

detector devices have few wires that come off of the cooled focal plane and the active Joule heating imposed by

their biasing circuits are minimal. The units are both operating in a dry back-filled Argon atmosphere, so there

are some conductive and convective loads which must be accommodated. Since the mission time is short and the

hermetically sealed package containing the cooler/detector has no moisture in it, there is no concern for frosting

or moisture condensation during the flight-search time.

Both devices require rapid cool down to accomplish their respective missions. Careful consideration of thermal

masses, specific heat of constituent parts, size and thickness of parts as well as structural integrity of materials

must be taken into account to opimize the total assembly operational performance characteristics. Fast Transient

thermal modelling programs and algorithms had to be generated to analyze the designs to allow trade studies to

converge on the optimized designs for the particular mission requirements.

Both WAM and SFW coolers are required to contain gold bond pads capable of accepting thermo-sonic ball and

stitch bonds; this will allow automatic wire bonding and assembly during subsequent manufacture of the sensor

products. Preliminary processes for this bonding pad accommodation have been developed and are presently

being revised to increase throughput and provide better adherence of the bali or stitch bonds. Details of these

bond pads can be seen on the line drawings in Figures 2-2 and 2-3.

2.2.2 THERMAL WEAPON SIGHT (TWS) COOLER

The TWS cooler is a six stage cooler which must reach temperatures well below 180K (-93 degrees Centigrade)

and pump the required heat load with 3.5 watts of input power provided by batteries in the man-portable thermal

viewer. While the response time is not deemed to be "Fast Transient", as are the requirements for the SADARM,

SFW, and WAM. the cooler is capable of reaching the operating temperature much faster than a Stirling cycle or

Brayton cycle cooler. Figure 2-4 contains a picture of this six stage cooler as contained within the Hughes

Aircraft TWS unit. Other performance parameteri are also contained within this figure that provide FPA opera-

tional temperature performance as a function of varying ambient temperatures.
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2.2.3 SEEK AND DESTROY ARMOR (SADARM)

The SADARM cooler contains two stages and pumps over 70 milliwaus from 235K (-38 degrees Centigrade) to a

heat sink at +50 degrees Centigrade. This unit is again considered to be a "Fast Transient" unit since it must

rapidly reach it's operating temperature.

Due to the fact that it is fired out of a 155mm Howitzer or the MLRS system and encounters severe high "G" set-

back and shock as well as centrifugal acceleratio:n, the

two stage TEC had to be potted with a closed cW! potting T PI LEAD

0.38
compound to enable it to with-stand this harsh environ- 0.i1 #AWG NALHEAO LEAWS

ment. Potting the cooler derates its Delta Temperature * NEGATIVE LEAD

by 8.5%. o. I-

Multiple trade off analyses had to be performed and POTTING MATE RL.
COL.D SlOE. "r7c. /

multiple prototype units were tired during rail and gun CO_ _.

fire tests to arrive at the current optimized design. Figure ..11

2-5 contains a drawing which shows the dimensional J_

characteristics of the cooler. 0 SCE. rE Th
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Figure 2-5
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3.0 MANTECH CONTRACT SCOPE, STATUS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

3.1 CONTRACT SCOPE

This MANTECH program (Contract No. DAABO7-91-C-K258) is a joint US ARMY and US Air Force program

initiated to significantly reduce the cost of thermoelectric cooling devices for the SFW, WAM, SADARM AND

TWS programs and provide a manufacturing rate capability to accommodate planned and "surge" production rate

requirements.

The specific technical requirements provide for a two-phase program. Phase 1 addresses single stage coolers for

the SFW AND WAM programs and generic assembly processes and procedures capable of accommodating multi-

stage TEC fabrication. Phase 1 requires the demonstration of a manufacturing capability which will support a

1000 unit/day production rate for the single stage coolers. Phase 2 similarly will demonstrate a combined 1000

unit/month production rate for the SADARM AND TWV program coolers. These two planned "Demonstrations

to Industry" are contractual line items which are a part of the benefit transfer objectives set forth in the

MANTECH contract statement of work.

Deliverable items under the contract include thermoelectric cooler units of each of the four device types manufac-

tured using recently developed manufacturing technologies, technology transfer data items such as process

specifications, tooling drawings, comprehensive reports and industry demonstrations.

3.2 CONTRACT STATUS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Marlow Industries has investigated numerous options and alternate methods for the manufacture and test of

thermoelectric cooler modules to contrast and expand from our previously existing "base-line" process. It was

from this baseline process that we drew the compajisons of production rate capability, yields and cost. The new

MANTECH optimized processes to be described here-after were chosen based upon the following criteria:

*Capacity *Tooling requirements

* throughput *Yield rates

"*Labor costs *Other critical issues that accrued with time

*Risks
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The specific elements of the fabrication process that are being addressed to effect the desired production rate

capabuitie: and costs are shown below.

"*Thermoelement inspection and sorting

*Thermoelement loading into a cooler module solder fixture

"*Solder reflow to solidify the cooler assembly

*Provision of Wire bondable pads or provision for wire aaach

"*TE cooler cleaning and drying

"*Application of low emissivity coatings to multi-stage coolers

"*Potting of coolers for High "G" environments

'Automated screening, environmenzal and performance testing

*Precision mounting of cooler modules in dewars and headers

The equipment layout for the improved MANTECH process for assembly, clean and test is shown iii Figure 3-1.

The unique auachments, jigs and fixtures to accomplish the various operations of the MANTECH program were

funded by the government while Marlow Industries provided funds for the capital equipment to which they were

attached. Marlow also has ongoing programs to develop and increase their thermoe!ctric cooler material perfor-

mance and production capability.

REFLOW SYSTEM+

OPTICAL ELEMENT
ME= INSPECTION SYSTEM

LE ELEMENT PRE-SCRTING "-
STATION [ ,0 TAN

AUTOMATED TEST AND
BURN-IN SYSTEM AUTOMATIC CLEANING

Figure 3-1, MANTECH Equipment Layout
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Expanded explanation of the major stations and their functions will follow.

3.2.1 ELEMNENT PRE-SORTING STATION

The baseline process used pnor to MANTECh was accomplished by an operator sitting at a microscope to hand

pick the good elements from among the pile of good elements, slivers, chips and shards. This was extremely time

consuming and was subject to operator still and state of alertness. Yields were poor and rate was a pacing item.

The new element pre-sorting station accepts the thermoelements from the front end where they have been grown,

p',sted and cut into the required form factors for each cooler. The vibratory bowl orients the approximately cubic

elements and presents them in the proper

orientation to the roller bars which are pre- TO--ER OUT

cisely aligned to separate and remove chips BOWL

and splinters of the semiconductor elements. ',

Semi-screened "good" elements then progress POWEA
SEC~nON

into another vibratory station which separatcs STAGING

bad elements by a screen mesh system. This BADTROOD

station is shown in Figure 3-2. SECTION i

Figure 3.2

3.2.2 MANTECH VISUAL ELEMENT INSPECTION SYSTEM AND PICK AND PLACE SYSTEM

Baseline process consisted of thee distinct processes which were inspection, orientation and insertion into the

matrix. When performed manually die operator picked up the element with micro-manipulation tweezers,

visually inspected it under a microscope, rotated it to the proper orientation and inserted it into a rubber matrix in

the proper half-fill pattern.

Since it is so critical that no faulty elements get loaded into a thermoelectric cooler matrix, an additional element

inspection station was required. Should one bad element get into a cooler it will be a reject since all elements are

elecmically in series. A three camera visual inspection station looks at three sides of each element and feeds the

digitized video image to a computer that contains pattern recognition algorithms that make go/no-go decisions on
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each element inspected. Elements with any of a large number of reject criteria are expunged from the assembly

fine. This assures that all elements that are incorporated into TEC units are of the highest quality available.

Figure 3-3 provides detail of this station.

Also included at this station is the automatic element pick and place system which incorporates vacuum chucks

that pick the elements up, properly orients them, positions them in the matrix and rotates the partially filled matrix

to a location where it is then fed to the other type semiconductor element station, which is an identical system, for

the completion of the matrix fill operaion.

OPTICAL __HIGH RESOLUTION CAMERAS
CONTROLLERF 1

I LOADER WHEEL

I I VACUUM PICKUP PINS

MATRIX FEEDER BOWL

c f POSITIONING TABLE

Figure 3-3

3.3.3 MANTECH REFLOW SYSTEM

Previously, the reflow operation consisted of taking a properly tilled bottom ceramic-rubber matrix and placing a

non-metallized ceramic on the top of the matrix and applying heat with a soldering iron until the bottom stage

solder reflowed securing the thermoelectric elements to the base. The matrix was then removed and the top

ceramic with pre-tnned metal pads on it that corresponded to the element pattern was placed on top of the

elements. Again heat was applied until the solders reflowed and the total unit was then securely soldered together.

A non-contact heating method was required for the MANTECH process to reflow the solders which were con-

tained within the TEC structure while it was still an assemblage of un-attached piecc parts. Since high tempera-
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ture solders (183 r)egr-es Centigrade) or higher may be implemented, it was necessary to incorporate a heater

mechanism capable of routinely accommodating these temperatures. After having evaluated condensation (vapor

phase), radiant heating and hot nitrogen; infrared heating methods were investigated and chosen. This method

provides the desired through-put rate and temperature range capability. An enlarged view of this station is

presented in Figure 3-4.

BASE CERAMIC TOP CERAMIC

FEED STATION "• FEED STATION

CERAMIC PICK & PLACE ASSEMBLY OPERATOR STATION

INFRARED HEATING UNIT
a STAGING PROBE ASSEMBLY

Figure 3-4

3.3.4 AUTOMATIC CLEANING SYSTEM

Prior cleaning techniques were quite

laborious and frequently did not do an HOT HOT WATER

adequate job of cleaning off the flux

residues and other chemical deposits HOT WATER HOT WATER

that precipitate during the soldeuing

operations. Many different tech- INPUT 0 SOAK TANKCONVEYOR _ ,,

niques have been tried some of which COVEO

were boiling in de-ionized water SUMP TANKOD WATER

while agitating the water with RINSE

ultrasonic devices and another was i-O HOT> HOT DI WATER
GO,"x"SPIN-DRY RINSE

manual scrubbing with very small

bristle brushes.

Figure 3-5
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An automated cleaning system capable of accepting TEC modules from an input conveyor and rotating them

around the vanous baths, chemical soaks, hot air dry stations and unload stations that comprise the system is

shown in Figure 3-5.

3.3.5 AUTOMATED TEST AND BURN-IN SYSTEM

Manual test stations were previously used where the test operator had to auach the leads via alligator clips,

bayonet connectors or solder attach posts. The power supply knobs then were adjusted to seek optimum perfor-

mance characteristics for the particular module under test Data was recorded by hand onto data sheets. Computa-

tions for adequacy of performance were then accomplished. Coolers were then disconnected and placed in a

container.

Due to the large number of TEC units that must be processed and have their lot data correlated, analyzed, retained

for trace-ability and stored, it was imperative that an automated system that could be computer controlled be

developed. Figure 3-6 shows the resulting system that evolved and is being procured and installed at this time.

Computer driven stimulus has been incorporated so that TEC units are subjected to bum-in and 100% parametric

testing. The computer software also provides trend, yield and SPC data for facilitating rn-process control and

correction. Cooler connections are accomplished automatically with the use of Pogo pins and connection pads.

POWER SUPPLY COMPUTER a

MONITORR

CONTROL
PANEL CARD TEST

RACK
CARD CAGE FAN

BURN-I
CHAMBER
AIR INTAKE PRINTER

CARD CAGE DATA
CURNBIN ACOUISITION

CAAMBER 
DATA

AIR INTAKE ACOUISmION
CARD CAGE DATA

BURN-I A IS
CHAMBER

AIR INTAKE POWER SUPPLY

BURN-IN RACK TEST RACK

Figure 3
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3.4 MANTECH BENEFITS FOR GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY

Some of the Contract objectives established in the statement of work are shown below. Data accrued to date

shows that the goals and objectives set forth in the contract are being met or exceeded.

These goals are shown below.

*Reduce TEC unit cost by Approximately 50%

*Increase production rate capability to those set forth in the contract

Figure 3-7 presents the most recent estimate of combined WAM, SFW, SADAd'RM and TWS cumulative savings

through CY2005 in constant 1991 dollars. These sa.ings are attributed to this MANTECH program.

Combined Mantech Thermoelectric Cooler Cumulative

Savings (SFW, WAM, SADARM, TWS)

175 1-

S 100-

75

so

2 5

1993 1994 1995 19%6 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2000 2004 2005

Calendar Year

Figure 3-7

4.0 NEXT GENERATION COOLERS, BUILDING ON MANTECtl SUCCESSES

4.1 THERMOGENICT' PROGRAM

Current inulu-stage thermoclectric cooler performance is shown in Figure 4-1 which shows the WTC1rcrt atC-0t-
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the-art cooling capability. It shows the cooling capability of custom built multi-stage coolers operating in most of

the scenarios currently encountereJ. An example would be: At T-hot = 300K, it takt, 17.5 watts to pump 100

milliwaus from T-cold of 175K with a six stage TEC for an Infrared Focal Plane Array (IRFPA) and it's astendant

on FPA multiplexor.

A national THERMOGENIC'rM program has been initiated that will be managed by Marlow Industries: Inc. of

Dallas, Texas which is strving to define, characterize anid synthesize a family of NEW AND INNOVATIVE

thermnelectric materials capable of reaching 120K within four years and 77K within five years. Capabilities of

national governmental laoratories, Academia, and indstry are being pulled ino this program at tis time to

accomplish these ambitious goals. Material modeling and preparation has already beer, initiated at some of the

major U.S. National laboratones and Universitie-s with various meas=res of stccess -qxqicd.

WATTS/WATAS EST!MATES FOR OPTIMIZED TECs
AS A FUNCTION OF Tc AND Th

Tc/Th 260 265 270 275 280 2&5 290 295 300 305 310

16 230265 300 426 490 560

165 1351 165 1961 230 282 320 361 rWSPerformance
170 8- 103 1261 154 175 197 221 246
175 58 6, 80 102 1151 129 143 159 175 190 6StageTEC

I --- 6 ta e_
180 36 43 50 70 79 88 97 1071 118 129

185 27 3L 4 7 56 62 69 75 321 90 97

190 19 2 26 32 3p 7 45 50 54 59! 64 70 5-6StageTEC

195 18 M 2 9 ZN 40 44 47 51

200 18 2? 251 _9W 33 36 39 5SGageTEC

205 19 25 28

210 20 221 23
4 - 5 Stage TEC

Assumpticons/Not-s 
4 Stage TEC

* Into~ded tor Preliminary emstinaes of TEC Power consumption - Total hwat load: all radia0-m, oonductve, and active loads
* Watts of TE Input power per watt of rutal heat pumped * Optabo.'r in h•rd vacum (better than 10-6 Totr)
* Assumes Optinixed TEC dtssgii for each Tc(Th combinano. *C'esn max' c, may not be prardi to build
* Assumes StMe of the Ar" Tec Desigti and Materials -Conritt IKM.lw Industies d more accuracy t. required
* Acourate to wthin Appoximately +1- 20% ,Typk.I ,•wer mir of a pra¢ca•,J EC is 100 watts

B ,weo on Towj hwat load botwoeer .025 and 300 w'V:.

k-igure 4-1
4.N 7i
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The next generation of Thermoelectric/THERMOGENICTM coolers will of necessity need to grow and proliferate

from the work accomplished on the current MANTECH program. New processes and materials will have to be

identified, developed and accommodated to be compatible with the extreme temperature differentials to be

encountered in the TEC modules of the future. The new family of THERMOGEN1CT
M' materials promise to

provide a small, light weight cooler with no moving parts or focal plane vibration, no gases to destroy the environ-

mentlozone layer and a rugged all solid state construction. Figure 4-2 provides a graphic view of the current

state-of-the-art cooling capability and the projected benefit area which will be addressed by the innovative

THERMOGENICTM cooler.

The Problem / Opportunity

The THERMOGENICTM Cooling Range

350K 330K 300K 160K 120K lOOK 77K

k Current Performance Range I
r Multi Stage Structures
* Relatively Low Efficiency Superconductor

Tc On-set

Capability Extension "•

L Full Performance Rathe ._
- -Capability Extension

Figure 4-2
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CRYOGENIC ATTACHMENT FIXTURE WITH
HIGH STRENGTH AND LOW THERMAL CONDUCTION

Pat R. Roach
Space Projects Division

NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, CA 94035

ABSTRACT

In the development of cryogenic systems for space application it is frequently necessary

to securely anchor low-terrperature components to high-temperature surroundings.

This inevitably requires some trade-off between the conflicting requirements of high

strength and of low thermal conduction through the anchor.

An attachment fixture using strands of Kevlar has been developed that is extremely

strong and stiff while at the same time it allows only a tiny amount of heat to flow to the

low-temperature component. The fixture consists of two metal beams at different tem-

peratures that are connected by eight strands of pretensioned Kevlar in such a way that

neither beam can move with respect to the other in any direction. The method by which

the Kevlar is anchored allows the full strength and stiffness of the Kevlar to be

achieved. The only thermal-conduction path from the high-temperature beam to the

low-temperature beam is along the length of the thin Kevlar strands.

INTRODUCTION

A fixture that attaches a cryogenic component to its surrounding must meet much more

difficult conditions when the system is part of a package that must be launched into

space. The support fixture must be unusually strong and stiff to survive the high forces

and severe v-.brations of the launch without breaking or losing alignment between com-

ponents. It is difficult to achieve the strength required without rather massive struc-

tures that conduct a large amount of heat.
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At the same time, satellite systems designed for a long stay -.n space generally require an
extremely low heat load into the lowest-temperature components to minimize the ex-

penditure of non-renewable cryogen or else to minimize the heat that must be carried

away by a cryocooler. This means that thermal conduction through the attachment fix-

ture must be very low.

The main reason that bulky supports are chosen for high- strength applications is that

the long, slender rods that would be desirable from a thermal conduction standpoint

are unstable againsi buckling if very much compressive load is applied to them. It

would be much better if such rods could be arranged so that they were always under

tension. It is very difficult to achieve an arrangement of tension members that are all
under a uniform, high tension, however.

DESIGN OF FIXTURE

A cryogenic attachment fixture has been developed that uses thin strands of high-

strength Kevlarl fiber to achieve a high level of strength and stiffness while maintaining
a very low level of thermal conduction through the fixture. This is accomplished

through a method of winding Kevlar under high tension and anchoring it in a way that

does not reduce its inherent strength and stiffness.

Figure 1 shows the design that accomplishes this; it is a modification of a previous de-

velopment 2. The figure shows a cryogenic chamber attached to one of a pair of flat
beams. The other beam is attached to a high-temperatwre base plate by a simple angle

bracket. The two beams are coupled to each other by eight strands of Kevlar. The

strands are under high tension and are anchored by epoxy 3 to attachment plates on the

ends of the beams. The geometry of the strands restrains relative motion of the two

beams in any direction. Because the strands are pretensioned, there is no slack in the

coupling between the two beams. This and the inherent stiffness of the Kevlar results 'n

very little movement of one beam with respect to the other when a force is applied be-

tween them.

The flat beams of the fixture are of low-expansion Invar alloy. T'his is because the Kev-

lar has very little contraction when it cools to low temperature and the use of a material

such as aluminum, which contracts much more than the Kevjar, would result in a loss

of the pretension on the Kevlar at low temperatures.
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Cryogenic Epoxy
Chamber .•..:<:. :••:.,;,

Invar Beam

::,•,-,::.:... Support

": ~Bracket

Fig. 1. Attachment fixture using Kevlar strands. A cryogenic chamber is shown mount-
ed on one side of the fixture and the other side of the fixture is attached by a support
bracket to a higher-temperature base plate.

To fully realize the strength and stiffness of the Kevlar, it is necessary to be very careful

in the way the strands are anchored. The use of knots is undesirable because they seri-

ously weaken the Kevlar. Wrapping several turns of Kevlar around a post to provide a

buffer between the high-tension strand and the point where it is actually terminated is
also undesirable because this compromises the high stiffness of the Kevlar. These extra

turns can tighten up under high load, adding length to the strand that causes a loss of

pretension when the load is removed. By anchoring the strands in grooves filled with

epoxy, the design of Fig. 1 avoids both these drawbacks.

A particular advantage of this design is its modularity. The Kevlar strands are wound

on the fixture ahead of time, producing a fixture of known spacing. Since the whole
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unit can be bolted in place when needed, there is no need to go through the difficult
process of tightening and equalizing the tension of strands that are applied in place.

When a load is applied to a fixture of this geometry, some strands increase their tension
by a certain amount and other strands decrease their tension by the same amount. As
long as all strands have a tension between zero and the breaking strength of the strands,

the fixture behaves linearly and predictably. Therefore, to maximize the range of forces
that the fixture will withstand and to achieve an equal range of positive and negative

forces, all the strands should be pretensioned to approximately one-half the breaking

force of the strands.

CONSTRUCTION

The fixture is assembled by attaching the two beams to a temporary spacer, mounting

the fixture ii a lathe and winding the Kevlar ;.nder the appiopriate tension. The ten-
sion is determined by a special coupling4 that slips at a predetermined torque. Before

going to the fixture, the Kevlar is wrapped several times around a brass shaft connected
to the coupling; the coupling slips and feeds the Kevlar when the correct tension is
reached. To prevent the strands from advancing along the shaft as it turns the shaft has

a 150 taper that opposes this tendency. Note that there are two independent strands of
Kevlar coupling the two beams; if one strand is followed from attachment to attachment
the path returns to the starting point without overlapping the other strand. Both

strands of the fixture are wound at the same time; a slip coupling for each strand is
mounted on a pivot to allow the strands to be pruperly positioned as the fixture is slow-
ly rotated in the lathe. The fixture is wound in multiple rotations so that each Kevlar
link is actually built up of more than one strand. The multi-strand approach greatly

improves the anchoring of the strands by the epoxy that is applied during winding; for
the same total breaking strength, four strands have twice the surface area of a single
heavy strand. The tension is maintained on the strands until the epoxy hardens; then

the fixture is removed from the lathe and the temporary spacer is removed.

TESTING

The length of the Invar beams of the fixture is 7.4 cm, their width is 1.9 cm and their

thickness is 0.25 cm. The attachment plates on the ends of the beams spread the Kevlar
strands 3.0 cm apart at their tips. Braided Kevlar 29 of 223 N (50 ib) tensile strength and
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0.13 mm 2 cross sectional area was used; the slip couplings tensioned the strands to 89 N

(20 lb) during winding and four turns of Kevlar were applied for each link. This yield-

ed an initial tension in each link of 356 N (80 lb) and a breaking force of 890 N (200 lb).

Each link is 4.8 cm long and the four strands combine to make up a cross sectional area

of 0.52 mm 2.

The fixture was tested in axial compression at 77 K. Simultaneous measurements of

force and deflection were obtained and are shown in Fig. 2. The fixture failed at a load

of 1962 N (441 lb) by breakage of the Kevlar, not by failure of the epoxy joints. Calcula-

tion of the tension in the links at the maximum load showed that the Kevlar closely ap-

proached its nominal breaking strength before failure. The deflection per unit force of

the fixture is 0.000165 cm/N (0.00029 in/lb); this is about twice that of the previous con-

figuration 2, which had additional aluminum U-beams attached to the Invar beams.

These U-beams greatly reduced the bending of the Invar beams and, therefore, made

the fixture stiffer but at the cost of greater weight.

0.35 o I
Temp. =7

M .........................5 c m / ... ...... !.... .................... ............... .. .... ........ ......................... .
0 .30 ......... ... .

0.25 Slope .000165 cm/N........................
E (.00029 In/Ib)

, - 0 2 0 . . .......... ........ .... ... ..... .............. .. .. ........ .......... ... . . . .. . .. ..................
c0.20

0o
CD

= ..... . ............ ... ....... . .... .................. •. ,• 0 0 : .......... ............. ........... .. . .. .......... K e v la r b re a k s .. . ...
0 o.150 e

00
0.1 ~001962 N (441 Ib)

0.00

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

Force (N)

Fig. 2. Axial compression test of attachment fixture at 77 K.
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CONCLUSIONS

An attachment fixture has been developed that combines the features of very high

strength and very low thermal conductivity. It achieves these conflicting goals by a
unique geometry and by taking maximum advantage of the properties of Kevlar. The
low thermal conduction arises from the use of relatively thin strands of Kevlar that are

highly stressed and from the fact that Kevlar has the typical low conductivity of other

plastics5. A particularly useful aspect of the design is that the deflections and stresses in

the beams and the strands can easily be calculated under typical load conditions; this

allows the fixture to be used at stresses close to the breaking strength of the strands
with considerable confidence.

Although the fixture is intended primarily for cryogenic applications, the concept is
readily applicable to other temperature regions. The use of metallic strands and, per-

haps, a brazing method of anchoring them could extend the usefulness of the concept to

quite high temperatures. In addition, the small version described above can easily be

scaled up to meet the requirements of larger tasks. It should also be pointed out that
greater thermal isolation can be achieved by using smaller strands if less strength is ac-

ceptable, and conversely.
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HELIUM LIQUID- AND GAS-GAP HEAT SWITCHES

Ali Kashani
Atlas Scientific

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Ben P.M. Helvensteijn
Sterling Federal Systems

Palo Alto, CA 94303

Frank J. McCormack and Alan L. Spivak
Trans-Bay Electronics
Richmond, CA 94804

ABSTRACT

Helium liquid-gap and gas-gap heat switches are operated at 2 K and 10 K, respectively.

They are tested for their on- and oft-conductance and turn-on and turn-off times. The

measured on- and off-conductance of the heat switches are close to the theoretical values.

The on- to off-conductance ratios of the heat switches are from 400 to 8000. The turn-on

and turn-off times of the 10 K heat switches are less than one minute. The 2 K heat

switches can be turned on in about one minute. However, the turn-off times are several

minutes due to the adsorbed helium on the interior surfaces of the 2 K heat switches.

INTRODUCTION

Several future astrophysics missions planned by NASA, such as the Large Deployable

Reflector (LDR), require a 2 K cryocooler. NASA - Ames Research Center is developing

an adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR) which would operate between 2 K and 10

K and would provide 0.05 W of cooling at 2 K. The ADR would be the last stage of a

multistage cryocooler to achieve 2 K cooling. The magnetic material selected for operating

in the 2 - 10 K temperature range is Gadolinium Gallium Garnet (GGG). During the ADR

cycle, thermal contact has to be made between the GGG and the 2 K heat source or
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between the GGG and a 10 K heat sink. Liquid- and gas-gap heat switches are employed to

eliminate the need for moving parts, thus increasing reliability.

All heat switches are configured as two matching surfaces which are separated by a narrow
gap. A switch is on when its gap is filled with helium and is off when the gap is emptied.

This is accomplished by an activated carbon pump (ACP). The carbon adsorbs helium

when cooled and desorbs it when heated. The 2 K heat switches are liquid-gap heat

switches to reduce the required heat transfer surface area, taking advantage of the high

thermal conductivity of superfluid helium. The 10 K heat switches are gas-gap heat

switches since the thermal conductivity of gaseous helium is considerably higher at 10 K.

In the ADR design two different approaches have been considered. In the first approach,

both the 10 K and the 2 K heat switches are an integral part of the paramagnetic matcrial. In

this design one surface of either heat switch is formed by the GGG. 1 These heat switches

are referred to as the internal heat switches. In the second approach the heat switches are

linked to the GGG via thermal buses and are referred to as the external heat switches.

The evaluation of the heat switches for the ADR is based on their on- and off- thermal

conductance and their turn-on and -off times. These parameters are greatly dependent on

the performance of the ACP used for each heat switch. Adsorption of helium by various

activated carbon samples have been measured. 2 The results are used in a numerical model

that optimizes the ACP parameters for a given heat switch-ACP system. The activated

carbon used in these tests is Barnabey-Cheney type PE.

The performance of each heat switch is determined by building and testing a prototype.

Description of the prototype heat switches and the results of the tests conducted are

presented here.

INTERNAL 10 K HEAT SWITCH

The internal 10 K heat switch, shown schematically in Fig. 1, consists of two concentric

cylindrical copper tubes. The outside diameter of the inner cylinder is 3.81 cm and the

inside diameter of the outer cylinder is 3.86 cm. The gap between the two tubes is 0.025

cm wide. The length of the inner cylinder is 12 cm, providing an effective heat transfer area
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of 144 cm 2 . T.e tubes are held together by two SS support tubes. The SS tubes are 0.012

cm in wall-thickness and 1.9 cm in length. The inner copper tube is capped at both ends

and contains helium gas. A heater is placed in the internal gas volume of the heat switch to

raise its temperature. A heater is placed on the outer copper tube to simulate the heat load on

the heat switch.

An ACP is connected to the gap volume of the heat switch by a 0.16 cm-OD SS tube. It

contains 60 mg of activated carbon and is pressurized to 10.9 kPa with helium gas at room

temperature. A thermal link between the ACP and the helium bath removes the heat of

adsorption of the activated carbon.

He II bath

Thermal link I
Activated

carbon pump
/• ~SS tube

Thermometer

Heater , -"

< Etatnr

Inner copper 
O t .be

tube

"••._..He gas
S" gap

SS support
tube He gas

tube •volumne

Fig. I Schematic of the internal 10 K heat switch.
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The heat switch assembly is mounted in the vacuum can of a test cryostat with its internal

gas volume thermally anchored to the helium bath. The off-conductance of the heat switch

is tested by applying power to the outer tube. With 0.018 W applied, the temperature

difference across the gap increases to 8.29 K. The experimental off-conductance, defined

as the ratio of the heat flow rate to the temperature gradient, is 2.17*10-3 W/K. The

theoretical off-conductance is calculated to be 2.0* 10-3 W/K due to the heat transfer

thr,_,gh the SS support tubes.

To measure the on-conductance the heater inside the inner tube is turned on, raising the

temperature of the heat switch to approximately 10 K. Then, 0.223 W is applied to the

outetr tube as a heat load. The heat switch is turned on by heating up the ACP releasing

helium into the gap. I.- the on-mode the temperature difference across the gap is 0.25 K.

The e;:perimental on•-,on.uct:Ince of the scat switch is 0.89 W/K. The theoretical on-

conductance is Kr, = kg-/d; whece, kg is tht thennal conductivity of the gas, A is the heat

transfLer ,i;ea and 6 is the gap width. This yields an on-conductance of 0.91 W/K. The on-

to off-conductance ratio for the heat switch is greater than 4)0.

To measure the "urn-on and turn-off times of the heat switch, a heat load is applied to the

outer tube. T17he ACP heater is cycled on and off while monitoring the temperatures of the

inner tube, the oter tube aud the ACPM In Fig. 2, 0.005 W is applied to the outer tube

heater. When the outer tube terilpeature is i1 K the ACP heater is turned on. A sharp

decrease in the outer tut;e temperature occurs when the ACP temperature rises to 14 K

indicating the on-mode of the heat switch. The turn-on timc is on the order of 40 s. The

ACP heater is tu-rme.- off rem,,, the gas from the heat switch. The time it takes for the

temperature of tlc oute, tube to rise to i I K is measured :igain. This yields a turn-off time

of less thin I:rn minute.
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Fig. 2 Temperature profiles for the internal 10 K heat switch.

The previo.s case is repeated (Fig. 3) with the heat switch at 2 K. After the ACP heater is

turned off the temperature of the outer tube begins to rise very slowly as compared to the

10 K test. This problem is attributed to the adsorption of helium on the 2 K surfaces of the

heat switch. The adsorbed helium is pumped out at a slow rate, resulting in a long turn-off

time. To confirm this a heat pulste is applied to the inner tube causing the heat switch

temperature to rise. After the pulse the outer tube temperature is at its off-mode value while

the inner tube temperature drops to 2 K indicating the switch is turned off. The adsorption

of helium on cold surfaces has also been observed when the switch is operated at 4 K but

dues not appeal to be significant at 10 K.
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Fig. 3 Etfect of adsorbed helium on the turn-off time.

EXTERAl l K EAT WITCH

i h, extc~rn;," K heat switch is based on the design delineated in Ref. 3. It consists of two

.Jr.. 2d cuiper 1.ylinders, shown schematically in Fig. 4. The fin patterns on the two

cylinders are a mirror image of one another. When put together the fins are separated by a

gap of widtha 0.010 cm. A (.012 cm-thick SS support tube holds the two pieces together

and seals the gap volume. The fins are 2.54 cm long and 0.142 cm thick. The diameter of

the heat switch is 2.45 cm. 1 he effecti,,e heat .?ransfer area of the heat switch is

approximately 82 cm 2. To keep the c~lyl•r fins; from r;a: ,Ing c~t~at in thc a~ssembled heat

'itch small glass Iheads are epox i u oh 'iL tx,• vt a'c tin.
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the external 10 K heat switch.

The ACP for this heat switch has an internal volume of 4.5 cm3 and contains 20I mg of

activated carbon. It is charged to 5.3 kPa at room temperature with helium gas. A copper

wire is the therm ' iink between the ACP and the helium bath.

The heat switch assembly is placed in the vacuum space of the test cryostat with one end

thermally anchored to the helium bath. The tests, performed to find the on- and off-

conductance are similar to those described for the internal 10 K heat switch.

Tile temperature gradient across the heat switch as a function of applied power is shown in

Fig. 5 for both the on- and the off-modc. In the off-mode, when 0.0(07 W is applied to the
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heat switch, the temperature difference between the warm end and the cold end is 7.77K.

The measured off-conductance of the heat switch is 9* 10-4 W/K, while the theoretical off-

conductance is 4.3*104 W/K. The difference in these two results is partially due zo the

conduction through the glass beads.

In the on-mode, when 0.245 W is applied to the warm end of the heat switch a temperature

difference of 0.18 K develops across the switch. The experimental on-conductance is 1.36

W/K. The theoretical on-conductance for this case is calculated to be 1.43 W/K using the

equations developed in Ref. 3. The on- to off-conductance ratio of the heat switch at an

input power of 0.007 W is nearly 8000.
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Fig. 5 Temperature difference acr1ss the heat switch vs. input Power.

The procedure used to determine the turn-on and -off times of the heat switch is similar to

the one used for the internal 10 K switch. In Fig. 6, a load of 0.007 W is applied to the

heat switch. The turr.*on time is on the order of 30 .; whereas, the turn-off time is less than

one minute.
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Fig. 6 Temperature profiles for the external 10 K heat switch.

To observe the transients of the heat switch during the on-mode the ACP temperature is

varied incrementally as shown in Fig. 7, again applying 0.007 mW to the heat switch. The

heat switch begins to conduct when the ACP temperature rises to 13 K and its conductance

continues to increase until the ACP temperature reaches 20 K. The increase in conductance

occurs in the transition between the free-molecular regime and the continuum regime of the

gas. The transition is well predicted by the numerical model that is developed to

characterize the performance of the heat switch-ACP system.
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Fig. 7 The effect of gas pressure on the conductance.

INTERNAL 2 K HEAT SWITCH

The internal 2 K heat switch has been described in an earlier report. 4 The switch consists of

a brass cylinder with a blind-hole drilled at its centerline. A stainless steel He II tube,

plugged at one end, is inserted into the hole. A gap width of 0.018 cm is maintained

between the He II tube and the brass cylinder by a stainless steel support tube as shown in

Fig. 8. The hole in the cylinder i 4.13 cm long and 0.251 cm wide. The SS extension tube

is 2.0 cm long and has a wall-thickness of 0.025 cm. The ACP has 2 g of carbon and is

charged with 5 atm of helium gas at room temperature.
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He It bath
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Fig. 8 Schematic of the internal 2 K heat switch.

The temperature difference, across the switch as a function of applied power is shown in

Fig. 9, for both the on- and the off-mode. The on- to off-conductance ratio is 3000 at 0.07

mW and goes down to 1000 at 0.6 mW. The on-conductance of the heat switch when filled
with He II is about ten times higher than its on-conductance when it is filled with helium

gas.
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Fig. 9 Temperature difference across the heat switch vs. power input.

The turn-on time of the heat switch is on the order of three minutes. The turn-off time is on

the order of six minutes. The long turn-off time is attributed to the adsorption of helium on

the 2 K surfaces of the switch as noted in the 10 K heat switch tests.

EXTERNAL 2 K HEAT SWITCH

The external 2 K heat switch consists of two copper cylinders that are positioned end to end

separated by a 0.018 cm-wide gap. The two cylinders are held together by a SS support

tube which has a wall-thickness of 0.010 cm and is 1.0 cm long. A gap is also maintained

between the SS tube and the longer cylinder as shown in Fig. 10. The diameter of the gap

is 0.57 cm and the heat transfer surface area of the heat switch is 0.26 cm 2 .
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The ACP for this heat switch has a volume of 17.6 cm 3 and contains 1.7 g of activated

carbon. It is charged to 2 atm with helium gas at room temperature. The ACP is connected

to the He II bath by a brass thermal link.

He II bath

Thermal ,N
SlinkN

CopperN

Activated
"Carbon Pump

Thermometer S • Heater

"•"'•1tubSS support

~He II gap

Copp~er
warm end xN ] Hae

Fig. 10 Schematic of the external 2 K heat switch.

In Fig. 11, the temperature difference across the heat switch is plotted as a function of the

input power for both the on- and the off-mode of the heat switch. The experimental off-

conductance with 2 mW applied to the heat switch is 1 .9* 10 .4 W/K, while the theoretical

value is calculated to be 1.8*10" WiK. For the same input power the on-conductance is

0.29 W/K. The on-conductance decreases to 0.12 W/K as the applied power is increased to

5.3 mW. The theoretical on-conductance ranges between 0.08 W/K and 0.51 W/K. The
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lower value is limited by the Kapitza boundary resistance between the He II and the copper.

The on- to off-conductance ratio for an applied power of 2 mW is 1500.
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Fig. 1 Temperature drop across the heat switch vs power input

To test the turn-on and -off times of the heat switch transient tests are conducted. Figure 1 2

shows thc temperature profiles of the warm end and the cold end of the heat switch along

with tha of the ACP for an input power of 2 roW. The temperature of the warm end

decreases ,sharply once the ACP temperature rises to 13 K. Above this temperature the gas

in the gap is in the continuum regime. This takes approximately 30 s to occur. A~s the

temperature of the ACP reaches 29 K the helium condenses in the gap and the temperature
difterene acroOs the heat switch dro...s to 7 inK. The tim. to reach this state is nearly three

minutes; however, it can be shortened by increasing the rate at which the ACP is heated.
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When the ACP is turned off the liquid is evaporated. This is denoted by a slight decrease in

the heat switch temperature due to the evaporative cooling. After this point the switch

conducts in the gas continuum regime which lasts for more than one minute. This time can

be shortened by increasing the thermal conductance of the ACP thermal link. When the

ACP temperature is sufficiently low transition to the gas free-molecular regime occurs. It

takes an additional one minute for the switch to fully turn off. This is primarily determined

by the amount of he!ium adsorbed on the surfaces of the heat switch. In comparing the

turn-off times of both 2 K heat switches, it is evident that the external heat switch turns off

more quickly. This is because the external heat switch has less surface area compared to the

internal heat switch.
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CONCLUSIONS

All four heat switch designs tested in this study have on- and off-conductance close to their

theoretical values. The on- to off-conductance ratios of the heat switches are between 400

and 8000. For the 10 K heat switches the turn-on and -off times are less than one minute.

For the 2 K heat switches the turn-on time is on the order of three minutes. This time can

be reduced by increasing the ACP temperature at a faster rate. The turn-off times of the 2 K

switches are on the order of several minutes. This time is longer for the internal heat switch

than for the external heat switch, because the external heat switch has less surface area as

compared to the internal heat switch.

The model developed to determine the ACP parameters based on a given heat switch design

has been successful in predicting the performance of the heat switch-ACP systems.
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A RADIATIVE COOLING SYSTEM FOR 11E
EOS STRATOSPPERIC WIND INFRAU,)ED LIMB SOUNDER

Donald J. •ýi..r
AEC-Able Engiaiei--•ho Co., Inc.

Goleta, CA 9.51 l

ABSTRACT

,dvanced reinote sensing instruments of tthe lB90's employ detector/sensor arrays with
increased cooling powcx requirements over those of the past. Lower operating temperatures

and increased bias power dissipation of on-focal-plane detectors and electronics havc combined
to require substantial -itcreases in cooling power capability. The state-of-the-art of radiative
cooler design has also progressed rapidly and compact radiative coolers with substantially
increased cooling power are now a reality.

A radiative cooler must ':ometimes be located some distance from the instrument's cooled focal

plane, to obtain an unrestricted view to cold space. Heat must then be transported from focal
plane to cooler at cryogenic temperature. Heat can be efficiently transported by means of a

metal rod conductor surrounded by a cooled thermal shield. AEC-Able recently completed a

radiative cooling feasibility study for the Stratospheric Wind Infrared Limb Sounder
(SWIRLS) instrument for the Earth Observing System (EOS). Analyses indicate that by using
an advanced radiative cooler with an unrestricted view to cold space, 80 Kelvin refrigeration

can be provided to the SWIRLS twin focal planes. The current presentation reports on the
SWIRLS radiative cooling study including the design of the rod conductor and the cooling
system thermal performance analyses.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Instrument Mission

The SWIRLS investigation focuses on stratospheric structure, dynamics and transport, and the

influence of natural and anthropogenic forcing on stratospheric change, including changes in
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ozone. The primary data products of the investigation will be daily, monthly, seasonal, and
annual global maps of wind, temperature, abundances of ozone and nitrous oxide, as well as
fluxes of heat, momentum, ozone, nitrous oxide, and dynamical quantities such as potential
vorticity. 1

1.2 Instrument Description

SWIRVS will provide the required direct measurements of wind by observing wind-iiiduced
Doppler shifts in the atmospheric thermal emission spectrum of nitrous oxide using a new gas
correlation technique that employs electro -optic phase modulation (EOPM). EOPM gas
correlation radiometry provides the high spectral selectivity needed to measure winds. The
instrument is a six-channel limb-viewing radiometer wi:h I -km ver-ica! rc-olutior, in the 20 to
60 km altitude range (Figure 1). The mass is estimated to be 150 kg. Thermal control of the
optics and electronics is by radiator, central thermal bus, and heaters. Twin cold focal planes
are cooled by a cryocooler to 80 Kelvin.

,/,/ flW _______._____________,__Nt

Figure 1 -- SWIRLS Instrument and Cooler on Spacecraft
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A block diagram for the instrument is shown in Figure '. The telescope and relay optics 2-re
mounted on an optical bench cooled to 200 K by radiation through the fore and aft limb-
viewing apeitures. The two EOPM's dissipate about 29 W of thermal power and are cooled
by heat ppes and a remote radiator to 220 K. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the instrument

thermal design.

OPTICS MODULE t MA_"AO•&_ (tO,

r OKOPIIKAL(NECL0SVR t O- R FOCAL PLANME

t p CeROCOOLL-

W^MCIIIPt 10

EERNSIONOUE

= "SPACE VIEW UMW4ORl(

/5 -tL .j 40. FOCAL "ME
*MCP orw *x' to-Im*

L --- -------- --------------------- -- --

ELECTRONICS MODULE 
- - - - - -. - - - --

"EI - n --- '

ESmP UtAC EEROP-9oCEPS(71 -

Source: JPL!Perkin Elmer

Figure 2 - Instrument Block Diagram

1.3 Cryocooler Description

The cryocooler was originally baselined to be a matched pair of split-Stirling cycle crvoengincs
producing about I W of refrigeration power at 80 Kelvin. This presentation reports on the

feasibility of employing a high-performance radiative cooler instead. No change in the
instrument's electro-optical design was permitted to accommodate zhe radiative cooler.
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4 - SPECULAR SURFACE

END TOP

TWIN 220 K mEAr PIPES
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H E)GHT OF
NIEHBOI tS, i13 wAT I'S •••

sPACIEeHAF COLD PLT.,E T al K RADITrORI

SPACIEC-AVr NADIR PANEI.

Figure 3 -Instrument Therneal Design Schematic

Compact raiative coolers wit, substantially increased cooling power are now a reali:y. As an

example, a high-perforriance r. liative cooler was developed for use on the Pressure

Moculatoi Infrared Radiometer (i MIRR), an instrurnent aboard the JPL Mars Observer

launc' ' in :ate 1992. This coole will operate in eath polar, sun-synchro.nous orbit without

change.

To obtain an unr,.stricted view to cold space, a radiauve cooler must s.'omettims be located

some distance from the instrument's cooled focal planes detectors, and the cooling power nmus'

then be transported from focal plane tc, cooler at cryogenic temiperature. Fcr t-ansport

distance- greater than• a few ccntimeter, system designers oecr, assume a cryogenic heat pipe

is nwcu-d. However, to-cal plane coolibg -.owcr cax• In effici,:ntly transported by means ot a

nreta. iod conductor surrounded b%. a cooled snield, for distajices as gfea! as one meter.

"The SWII.LS intstilmlcnt employs two coolcd locall p),i;uie sse-paratcd from ecU:h other by about

30 cvi (12 incl:hs). Botn of t0lcWe toca. pianrs are lucated about 38 cm (15 inchCe) away I-rom
fhc ladiauvc coolci Itsc!t. I he [tLa W plan1e 1 ooling laa'Jis are Tra.'ll;or1cd tO 0hC radiative cooler

usiiq- coiiducLi-,c mtcul rodJv which are surround',ed by co.o)led thoermal %hcl•;ls. jsrialytical
.,ettilod'; ioi ( mtimiring the ht:at trimsjx• nt c•lici.cicy ol metal rod .)ndo, ctor!, have I.en applierd
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SWIRLS. By using an efficiently-designed rod conductor, the cooled focal plane can be

located some distance away from the radiative cooler. The applcdiion of the rod conductor
involves only existing technology; no engineering development is required.

The PMIRR cooler is an upgraded version of the Landsat Thematic Mapper cooler, with
increased thermal performance and vibration endurance, and reduced mass. It represents three
generations of NASA/JPL-sponsored cooler engineering development. Each generation
improves on the former's performance in spaceflight. The Thematic Mapper coolers have
been operating successfully in space since 1982. Radiative cooling is a proven technology
with a long, successful history; however there are practical limitations to the size arid mass of
a radiative cooler and to its threat survivability. For some remote sensing instruments, these
practical limitations have been exceeded aimd only cryoengine detector cooling is feasible. This
paper provides an analyses of the feasibility of employing radiatively-cooled detectors on the
SWIRLS instrument for the EOS mission, using a modified PMIRR-type cooler (Figure 4) ;.
combination with a rod conductor.

-7'-
OUTER-STAGE RADIATOR

MOUNTING RINO

-SPECULAR PARABOLIC SHIELD
OUTER HOUSING

"COLD-STAGE RADIATOR

IN', ýMEfIATE.STAOE
S~RA3,IA'OR

SPECULAR PLANET<.1 1:::- SH.ELDI.ooH

CONTA INATION
ENCLOSUR-.

Figure 4 '. 1\VIR1S Radiative Cooler
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2.0 RADIATIVE COOLING SYSTEM

2.1 System Design Requirements

The SWIRLS radiative cooling system consists of a radiative cooler component and a rod
conductor component. The rod conductor transports heat from the cooled focal planes to the

radiative cooler at cryogenic temperature.

The thermal performance requirement of the radiative cooling system was to provide a 80 K
focal plane dztector operating environment with an ade*i"vte cooling margin of safety over the

life of the 5-year mission. Temperature control heaters were to be employed to maintain both
of the twin cooled focal planes at the 80 K operating temperature.

Structural design requirements were also considered to the extent that they drove the thermal

design. The launch/boost vibration environment at the cezler attach points was assumed to be

severe - on the order of 15 g rims random overall levcl in all axes. After exposure to
vibration, the cooled detector arrays mounted on each of the twin focal planes must remain

within 0.013 mm (0.0005 inch) of their initial positions, in all axes. This means that focal

plane fundamental frequencies of vibration must be kept high, to avoid any resonance

conditions that couid overstress the critica! thermal isolation support members.

Following space operational cooldown both detector arrays must retain position within

0.013 mm in all axes when cold, as compared to the ambient position. The same requirement

was in effect for instrument testing using a bench cooler in ambient air.

The radiative cooling system mass must be competitive with that of an alternate cryoengine
cooling system, so that the overall mass of the SWIRLS instrument was not increased. The

cryoengitc. compressors, displaccrs, and power supply/conditioning electronics, mounted on
the fist:rument, had a mass of 10-12 kg; thus the mass of the radiative cooling system could

not exceed this value.
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2.2 Design Configuration

2.2. 1 Radiative Cooler

The SWIRLS cooler is similar in design to a PMIRR cooler but with increased radiator area.

The thermal design employs three thermally-isolated cooling stageq. Without increasing the

cooler outside envelope, the cold stage radiator area was increased 83%, and the intermediate

stage 16%. This was accomplished by allowing the radiators an unrestricted hemispherical

view of cold space, either by direct view or by reflected view off the specular thermal shields

(Figure 5).

if' SPECULAR
EARTH SHIELUIDOOR

1,0, UNO SUC

SOLAR
RASCOLD-STAGE INTERMEDIATE-

SRADIATOR STAGE RADIATOR

PARALLIC OL'TER-STkGE

11V UN06SMUCTED \I/ •

SRIOLI I-.

LOCAL -- i
HORIZONTAL NA
TO COOLER
AMO

NOTE: Solar and Earbi ray angles are for a 705 km,. snrh-nolar, 1:00 pm
sun-synchronous orbit at tho sbsolar p 'nt.

Figure 5 - Cooler Environmental Radiatioq, Schemptic

The thermal design is arranged to reduce environmental loads iand IR emissiotis fallirg on the

cold radiator to a. minimum. The design techniques employed to accomplish this are similar to

those used on the TM and PMIRR coolers2,3 . The enlarged radiatc; aueas, Ji combination

with minimum tare heat loa,"s from the e-vircnment and the cooler itself, results in high

thermal performancv.:. In earth polar orbit, the lowest teinly.rature achievable is about 60 K.
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At 80 K, 130 mW of focal plane cooling power are available; at 90 K, 240 mW; and at 116 K,

800 mW (Figure 6).

120- i ;

" REFACE TEMPERATURE. 300 K

* ORBIT: 705 kMW EARTH - POLAR
110, SUN.SYNCHRONUS. II AM ORU; ::PM EQUATORuIAL CROSSING

c c IG

u_70.- -/__

60"

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

FOCAL PLANE REFRIGERATION POWER ,mW

Figure 6 - Radiative Cooler Refrigeration Power

2.2.2 Rod Conductor

Figure 7 is a cooling system sectional cutaway showing the radiative cooler, rod conductor,

and twin cooled focal plane detector substrates. The rod conductor is of "T" configuration,

with its long leg thermally grounded to the cooler cold stage. The two short legs of the "T"

are each thermally grounded to a detector substrate using thermal straps. Figure 8 is an

exploded view showing the above features. Each detector substrate is mechanically supported

on eight fiberglass pretensioned bands. The bands are symmetrically arranged so that elastic

symmetry will maintain the original position of the detectors during cooldown. The stiffness

of the bands is such that the suspended substrate has a rigid-body response up to 500 Hz, in all

axes.

The rod conductor is fabricated in one piece, from commercially-pure aluminum. It is

supported at the intersection of the "T" by three fiberglass pretensioned bands and has a rigid-

body response up to 200 Hz. Thermal shields surround the rod conductor and focal planes and

are thermally grounded to the intermediate stage of the radiative cooler. The entire rod

conductor/detector substrate/thermal shield asscmbly is enclosed in a vacuum manifold
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Figure 7 - Cooling System Cutaway
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attached to the instrument optical bench. Each focal plane thermal shield or "detector cold
shield" carries three windows (or band-pass filters). This maintains separation of the cold and
intermediate stage cavities to prevent ice contamination when cold. To expose the cold
detectors directly to a warm enclosure would invite icing. Even with these anti-contamination
features, electric heaters are provided on the cold and intermediate stages for decontamination
in space if needed.

To cool the instrument's detectors in ambient air for bench testing, the radiative cooler is first
removed from the instrument. The rod conductor and thermal shield are attached to a test cold
plate and the vacuum manifold evacuated. The test cold plate can then be cooled by
inerpensive laboratory equipment, such as a dewar filled with liquid nitrogen. The detectors
will be cooled to the desired temperature for bench testing by conduction through the rod.

3.0 THERMAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

3.1 Environmental Loads and Radiation Interchange

Briefly, the SWIRLS radiative cooler thermal design employs three cooling stages with open
faced honeycomb for the cold and intermediate stage radiator emitting surfaces (Figure 4).
These stage radiators are shielded from direct view of the sun, planet, or spacecraft
appendages. Planet energy is shaded from these radiators by a deployable shield which also
serves as a door.

The radiative cooler is enclosed in a thermal blanket except for the planet shield, which utilizes
thermal control paint on its outside surfaces. All inside surfaces of the planet shield are highly
specular, so that solar energy impinging on it is reflected back to space except for a small
diffuse component. Diffusely reflected solar energy and 1R emissions from the planet shield
can only fall directly on the intermediate stage radiator. The cold stage radiator "sees" cold
space and IR emissions from a cooled, specular radiation shield mounted on the intermediate
stage. Only diffusely reflected IR emissions and double-diffusLly rcflected solar energy from
the planet shield can fall on the cold stage radiator.

The cooler outer stage, consisting of its outer housings mounted on a thermal isolator, employs

four flat-plate fin radiators. These radiators are also shielded from direct view of the sun and
spacecraft. The two lower fin radiators are shielded from direct view of the planet while the
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two upper ones "see" only a portion of it. The SWIRLS instrument thermal design also

requires a separate single-stage radiator to cool the two EOPM's to 220 K.

3.2 Thermal Analytical Model

A SWIRLS cooler thermal-analytical SINDA model was developed in a manner similar to an

existing test-proven PMIRR cooler model except the radiator sizes were enlarged and new
thermal nodes added to represent the rod conductor, twin focal planes, and thermal shields.

Environmental loads for an Earth 705 kin, polar, sur:-synchronous, 1:00 pm equatorial

crossing orbit were applied.

Both typical-case and worst-case design conditions were analyzed. These cases do not

represent environmental load extremes, but represent instead choices to be made by the

instrument's designer. Both cases assumed "hot" environmental conditions in terms of solar

intensity, earth IR, and earth albedo loadings.

3.3 Predicted Thermal Performance

The results of the SINDA heat balance analyses are shown in Table 1. For typical-case design

conditions the detector steady-state equilibrium operating temperature is 74.8 K, assuming a

detector bias dissipation of 32 mW, or I mW per detector. The cooler is assumed to be

structurally-attached and thermally-grounded to the 200 K optical bench.

For the worst-case design conditions the detector operating temperature is 80.4 K, assuming a

detector bias dissipation of 64 mW, or 2 mW per detector. For this case, the cooler is

assumed to be structurally-attached and thermally-grounded to the 300 K instrument mounting
plate instead of the 200 K optical bench.

The above analyses indicate that the SWIRLS twin detector focal planes can be cooled to 80 K
with an adequate cooling margin of safety, if the instrument designer adopts the t pical case

design conditions of Table 1. Focal plane temperature control heater power must be applied
to raise the operating temperature from 74.8 K to 80 K.
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Table 1 -- Predicted Thermal Performance

Typical Case Design Conditions Worst-Case Design Conditions

FPA bias power dissipation 32 mW '1 mW/PC detector) 64 mW (2 mW/PC detector)

Cooler bolting intrface temperature 200 K 300 K

Cooler exterior blanket temperature 200 K 250 K

SWIRLS optical bench temperature ZOc, K 200K

Vacuum manifold temperature 200 K 200 K

Predicted Steady-State Temperatures

FPA detectors 74.8 K 80.4 K

FPA cold shield 126.7 K 134.9 K

Cold stage radiator 74.1 K 79.3 K

Intermediate stage radiator 125.7 K 133.9 K

Outer stage radiator 166.8 K 198.4 K

Specified FPA operating temperature: 80 K

4.0 RADIATIVE/CRYOENGINE COOLING COMPARISONS

4.1 Cooling Load Comparison

How can a radiative cooler producing 130 mW of focal plane cooling power at 80 K compete

successfully with a cryoengine with a cooling capability of 1 W at 80 K? The answer lics in

examining the source of the cooling loads characteristic of each design application. The on-

focal-plane power dissipation is no greater than 64 mW in both applications. The total heat

load applied to the cryoenginc cold head has been calculated at 836 mW, while the total heat

load applied to the radiative cooler cold stage (i.e., the power radiated to space by the cold

radiator) is 170 roW, as determined by a SINDA heat balance. Why is there such a difference

in these heat loads?

For the radiative cooler application, there is an intermediate thermal shield interposed between

the 80 K cold stage and the 200 K vacuum manifold not present in the cryoengine application.

This intermediate stage is in thermal balance at 134 K, and is radiating 1.3 W to cold space.
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Thus, much of the heat leaking in from the 200 K ambient optical bench is intercepted by the

intermediate stage and diverted to space. Also, for the radiative cooler application, a more

advanced low-heat-leak design for the focal plane structural supports was employed.

Fiberglass bands suspend the focal planes from the 200 K vacuum manifold, instead of a

titanium truss structure employed with the cryoengine design.

4.2 Cooling System Mass Comparison

A preliminary mass property analysis of a SWIRLS three-stage radiative cooler with a rod

conductor and its associated thermal shield indicates that the required mass limit of 12 kg was

not exceeded. The mass of the SWIRLS instrument with a radiative cooling system is no

greater than that with the baselined cryoengine cooling system.

A radiative cooling system requires no input power or waste heat rejection. The additional

cost and mass ol. providing means to accommodate these requirements at the spacecraft level

are then eliminated. Preliminary estimates indicate substantial cost savings arc available. A

study to determine the focal plane operating temperature below which cryoengine cooling

becomes more attractive from a total mass and projected area point of view has been carried

out by Haskin and Dexter 4. This study showed a crossover temperature of 67-74 K for

moderate cooling 'oAcds (0.1-1.0 W) and a higher crossover temperature of about 94 K for

larger cooling loads (10 W). However, the empirical cooling system data collected for the

study showed significant scatter, and thus these crossover temperatures should be considered

only as indicative of general trends. The abe', • c'jcparison takes no account of threat

survivability, and so may not be relevant to militaiy aplications.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Many advanced remote sensing instruments of the 1990's can successfully employ radiatively-

cooled focal planes. Recent advances in radiative cooier design have made possible substantial

increases in cooling power. A SINDA heat balance indicates that the SWIRLS instrument twin

focal planes can be cooled to 80 K using a modified PMIRR-type, three stage radiative cooler

vwith an unrestricted view to cold space.

It required, the cooled focal plane can be physically located outside of the radiative cooler.

Heat can then be efficiently transported by means of a thermally-shielded rod conductor from
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the focal plane to the cooler. A high-performance radiative cooler with a thermally-shielded

rod conductor is a reliable, versatile and self-contained cooling system with no electrical power

drain, no waste heat, and no induced vibration. Substantial cost savings are available which

arise from spacecraft accommodation simplification and extended cooler service life.

The multi-stage design employed by an advanced radiative cooler proN ides a ,hcrmaily-

efficient method of dealing with the heat leak problem. Heat leaking in trom the ambent

environment is diverted to space by the intervening stages of the cooler, thus greatly rcdu,_ing

the heat load applied to the cold stage.
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NEW MAGNETIC REFRIGERANTS FOR THE
LOW TEMPERATURES REGION

Mihail D. Kuz'min
Theoretical Department, General Physics

Institute, Academy of Sciences of the
USSR, Vavilov Street 38, Moscow 117492

USSR

Alexander M. Tishin,
Sergey Y. Dan'kov

Physics Department, Moscow State
University, Moscow 119899, USSR

ABSTRACT

The thermodynamic and magnetic characteristics of
rare earth orthoalumirates (ReOA) ReA103, the compounds
with perovskite striucture have been investigated theore-
tically. The opp:rtunities of their using as working ma-
terials for 4.2-77 K magnetic refrigerators are consi-

dered. It is shown that magnetic properties of ReOA can
be described well by means of mean field approximation
(MFA). The magnetic entropy change, absorbed heat per
unit volume and magnetocaloric effect under applied ex-
ternal magnetic field up to 30 T have been calculated
within the limits of MFA. It appears that orthoalumina-
tes are more advantageous than Gd 3 Ga O1 2 , DY 3 Ga"0 1. and
Dy 3 A160 1 2 , the garnets which so far fave been c6nsidered

the most promising refrigerants. The comparison of effec-
tivity of rare earth orthoaluminates shows that GdA10 3
(GOA) and DyAlO3 (DOA) are the most perspective among
ReOA. DOA is more effective in weak and moderate magnetic
fields, GOA is better within the strong field region. DOA
appears to be P.n ideal material for the device using the
rotation of a working body in a constant magnetic field.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE REGENERATIVE
MAGNETIC REFRIGERATOR OPERATING BETWEEN 4.2 K AND 1.8 K

Sangkwon Jeong and Joseph L. Smith, Jr.
Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA02139

Yukikazu Iwasa and 'fakenori Numazawa*
Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory, Cambridge, MA02139

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the construction and the experimental results from the successful

operation of a prototype tandem regenerative magnetic refrigerator in the temperature range

of 4.2 K to 1.8 K. The magnetic system of the tandem refrigerator has two virtually
identical units, each consisting of a GGG (Gadolinium Gallium Garnet; Gd3Ga5O, 2)
magnetic core, a superconducting magnet, a warm end heat exchanger and a cold end heat

exchanger. These components are united by a cryogenic displacer which shuttles 46 torr
He 3 gas between the two units. Sub-atmospheric He3 gas, rather than atmospheric He4,
was chosen as the heat transport medium to avoid undesirable superfluidity in the

regenerative magnetic core. The experimental net refrigeration rate was 19.2 mW at 1.8 K
*under the magnetic field swing of 0.4 T to 2.8 T. The refrigeration performance of the

GGG magnetic core with irregularly shaped granules was 40 % less than the other

magnetic core that contained about 70,000 GGG spheres, each 0.8 mm in diameter. The
paper also descnbes design ideas for regenerative magnetic refrigerators that can reach

warm end temperatures up to 15 K and cover a larger temperature span.

INTRODUCTION

There arc a growing number of superconducting devices and detectors that require cooling

below liquid helium temperature. Magnetic refrigeration has the potential to provide
cooling for such devices, since it has been used as a cooling method to obtain temperatures

below 1 K('). While most magnetic refrigerators were one-shot process typc for

approaching zero Kelvin, a continuously operating magnetic refrigerator with reasonablc

a visiting %cientist from the National Rcscarch Institute for Metals in Tsukuba, Japan
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refrigeration capacity has also been in demand for engineering applications. The simplest

magnetic refrigerator is a single Carnot type machine composed of four reversible

processes: adiabatic magnetization, isothermal magnetization, adiabatic demagnetization,

and isothermal demagnetization. The magneto-thermodynamic properties of most magnetic

refrigerants, however, do not allow the single Carnot cycle to operate over a large

temperature span with a reasonable magnetic field swing. This is why the regenerative
concept was introduced for magnetic refrigerators(2). The regenerative (or cascaded Carnot

cycle type) magnetic refrigerator, having a porous magnetic core, is constituted with many
independent single Carnot cycles along a temperature coordinate between warm and cold

heat reservoirs. The first experimental apparatus attempted at MIT(-) was for the

temperature range of 4.2 K and 10 K using GGG wafers in the magnetic core. That device

contained 3 atm. supercritical helium, the heat transport medium between the active

magnetic core and the heat reservoirs. Even though the GGG core seemed to work well,
the overall performance was not successful due to many extraneous factors such as axial

conduction, large helium entrainment, and excessive dead volume.

This paper describes the second generation magnetic refrigerator developed in the

Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory of MIT. Although the same magnetic material, GGG.
was again used, the temperature range of the present device was shifted to 4.2 K--1.8 K

from the range of 10 K-4.2 K. A magnetic refrigerator takes a more important role at

temperatures below 4.2 K, which is the boiling temperature of liquid helium at 1 atm. An
1.8 K refrigerator is usually used for production of superfluid helium (He II), which is

very useful for cooling sensors and other ultra-low temperature devices with its high heat

transfer capability. The resolution of infrared sensors greatly improves as their operating

temperatures are decreased due to less back-current noise. All key components have been
redesigned based on our past experiences. The inherent sources of irreversibility in

regenerative magnetic refrigerators are miuiimized by the design optimization of the system

components, performed with a numerical analysis of the system.

SYSTEM DESCRIPON

The experimental magnetic refrigerator is a tandem system as shown in Fig.1. The two
magnetic systems, each consisting of a GGG magnetic core, a superconducting magnet, a
warm end heat exchanger, and a cold end heat exchanger are connected by a cryogenic

displacer. The displacer is a constant pressure actuator for moving the heat transport

medium (46 torr sub-atmospheric tHe 3 gas) through the two magnetic systems. The use of
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low pressure He' gas as the heat transport medium avoids undesirable superfuidity and

reduces the helium entrained in the porous magnetic core. The required He 3 mass flow can

be achieved with a reasonable size displacer. The advantages of the tandem system are as

follows:
"* Twice the refrigeration cycle frequency (2 refrigeration cycles / period),

"* Simplified displacer mechanism,

"* Potential simplification in magnet energization.

•7LIQUID HELIUM

V/ ROOM TEMP.\ DISPLACER / ...- -- IHe3SPACE

He3 HEAT TRANSPORT MEDIUM

WARM END HEAT EXCHANGERS

GGG MAGNETIC CORES -

-SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS,

.COLD END HEAT EXCHANGERS.

SVACUUM ISLATIO

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the tandem regenerative magnetic refrigerator.

The key components of the system (GGG packed bed magnetic core, warm end heat

exchanger, cold end heat exchanger, superconducting magnet, and cryogenic displacer) are

constructed with designs optimized with respect to given design constraints( 3). The

assembled magnetic refrigerator is completely submerged in a liquid helium bath so that the
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refrigeration is initiated from 4.2 K, The magnetic core and the cold end heat exchanger are

thermally isolated from the 4.2 K bath by vacuum insulation. The temperature controlled
heater in the cold end heat exchanger measures refrigeration capacity of the system by

simulating a cooling load at 1.8 K.

A closed recycling He3 system employing a charcoal adsorption pump is designed for the
experimental apparatus because of the high cost of He3 ($89.70/STP liter). While the
magnetic refrigerant (GGG) is stationary in the system, the heat transport medium (He 3

gas) is shuttled by the displacer which is driven by a step motor at room temperature. In

order to keep the working space contamination free, because it is a 46 torr vacuum, the
whole driving mechanism including the step motor is placed in the He3 space. This

configuration eliminates dynamic sealing.

The unique power charging method for the tandem superconducting magnets(4) reduces the
reactive power flow between the superconducting magnets and the power supply. Each
magnet is divided into two parts and only one half is ernergized and de-energized.
Actually each magnet consists of two identical separate coils: one for the persistent current
mode and the other for the variational current mode. The pu sistent current coil and the
variational current coil are physically wound together by juxtaposing them in a magnet
winding machine. The measured mutual inductance between the persistent and variational

coils is 1.0, which confirms that they are well coupled. The self inductance of each
variational current mode coil is, therefore, only 25% of the total inductance of the magnet.

Due to this reduced inductance, the reactive power requirement for charging the variational

current mode coil is also reduced by a factor of 4.

In tandem mode, one magnetic unit is magnetized while the other one is demagnetized and
vice versa. The magnetic field variations are 1800 out of phase with respect to each other.
For operation of the magnetic refrigerator, the persistent current mode coils which are
connected in series, are first energized up t, the maximum operating current level. They

contribute half of the maximum field for both GGG magnetic cores. The variational current

mode coils in the two units, connected in series, are then energized to the positive and
negative maximum operating current level by a single bipolar power supply. As a result, at
, ny given instant, the direction of the variational field in each coil adds to the persistent

field in one core and subtracts from the persistent field in the other core. The combined
fie', ,,. f, each coic, therefore, makes the tandem operation of the system possible.
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EXPERIMENTAI RFSIULLTS

The experiment of the tandem regenerative magnetic refrigerator was performed with a

cycle time of 24 seconds. The persistent current was first charged up to 16 A, which

provided 1 6 T for both magnetic cores. The current of the variational current mode coil,

however, was varied only within ± 12 A due to the limitation of power supply. As a

result, the system magnetic field swing was 0.4 T to 2.8 T. Fig.2 shows the temperature

data of the magnetic refrigerator during its cool down tansient operation.

5 .0 1 11i I I - i I i I I I I I I 1 i ,

--- COLD END H-EAT EXCHANGER TEMPERATURE
4.0 BOTITOM TEMPERATURE OF GGG CORE

, 3.0

2.0"E -

1.0

0 .0 I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I i 1 I I i

0 40 80 120 160

Time (seconds)

Fig. 2. Transient data of the regenerative magnetic refrigerator.

The cold helium flow from the bottom of GGG core is heated to 1.8 K during the

demagnetization process in the cold end heat exchanger by the temperature controlled heater

which gives us a direct measurement of refrigeration power. The initial temperature of the

systc..n was 4.2 K. After four to six cycles, the magnetic refrigerator easily rcached its

cyclic steady state.

For the successful tandem refrigerator operation, the synchronized control of the magnetic

field vwiafion ,iud tile hemit trwnspoiL iiieditu ;iuw is vci) I.portaiii1 . Each process of the

cycle e regenerative magnetic refrigerator is described below and is shown in Fig.3.
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- Adiabatic magnetization : The magnetic field steadily increases from 0.4 T to 0.8 T

without shuttling helium gas (54 through 56 seconds). The GGG is adiabatically

magnetized and increased in temperature.
- Flow magnetization: The magnetic field steadily increases to 2.8 T, while the helium gas

is displaced from the cold er i heat exchanger at 1.8 K to the warm end heat exchanger at

4.2 K (56 through 66 seconds). The helium flow is warmed by the magnetizadon of the

GGG. The entropy pumping action is occurred at this time from the cold end heat

exchanger to the warm end heat exchanger.

10 .0 , , , , , , , , -, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , i 500

COL oEND HEAT EXCHANGER TEMIP T
8T.0 L o1oMTEMPERATURE OF GGG CORE8. 4001

6.030

4.0 200 6

'E 2.0 - 100

0.0 I0
50 60 70 80 90 100 110

Time (seconds)

Fig. 3. Cyclic steady state data of the regenerative magnetic refrigerator.

Adiabatic demagnetization The magnetic field steadily decreases from 2.8 T to 2.4 T

without moving the displacer (66 through 68 seconds). The GGG is adiabatically

demagnetized and decreased in temperature.

- Flow demagnetization : As the field steadily decreases to 0.4 T, the helium flows from the

warri end beat txchanger to the cold end heat exchanger. This down flow helium is cooled

by the demagnetization of the GGG so that its temperature finally falls helow 1.8 V at the

bottom of the core (68 through 78 seconds). This is the active refrigeration process in the

cycle.
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The magnetic refrigerator operates successfully, producing net refrigeration power at 1.8

K. It is an interesting result to compare the performance of the two GGG cores in the

tandem system, since one core is composed of uniform GGG spheres (0.8 mm diameter)

and the other core is filled with crushed irregularly shaped GGG granules. The random

packing porosity of the former core is 0.38 while that of the latter one is 0.40 due to its

random shape and filling configuration. The granule packed GGG core produced just

about 60 % of the net refrigeration power of the sphere filled GGG core. The high

porosity filled by the entrained helium in the porous core generates irreversibility during

adiabatic processes, which results in the loss of performance in the regenerative magnetic

refrigerator. The whole net refrigeration power of the experimental tandem system, as a

result, was 19.2 mW at 1.8 K. The refrigeration power can be increased by reducing the

cycle time as long as the power supply can handle a high reactive power flow of the

superconducting magnet. The other useful way to enhance the system performance of the

regenerative magnetic refrigerator is to adjust the shuttle mass of helium flow so that the

overall heat capacity balance between the magnetic refrigerant and the heat transport

medium can be improved.

DESIGN IDEAS FOR NEXT GENERATION

The experiments described in this paper showed that the regenerative magnetic refrigerator

operated successfully in the temperature range between 4.2 K and 1.8 K. Increasing the

temperature span of contiruous magnetic refrigerators, however, still remains - challenge.

In this section, two design ideas of the magnetic refrigerator for the next generation are

briefly discussed.

<Mixed magnetic refrigerant>

The goal of the mixed magnetic refrigerant is to achieve a relatively uniform magneto-

caloric effect over a broader temperature range. Since the magnetic entropy change of the

material is large near its transition temperature(5), mixing two or more magnetic materials is

a viable way to improve regenerative magnetic refrigerators. Even though GGG is the best

magnetic refrigerant in the tempei'ature range near 4.2 K, other magnetic materials may

have larger magneto-caloric effects than GGG above 10 K, since the magneto-caloric effect

of GGG decreases as the temperature increases. One of the promising substitutes for GGG

is DAG(6) (Dy 3AI5O12; Dysprosium Aluminum Garnet). Fig.4 compares the entropy-
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temperature diagrams of both GGG and DAG. The broad entropy gap at constant

temperature usually promises large magneto-caloric effect.
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Temperature ( K ) Temperature ( K )

(a) (b)

Fig.4. Entropy diagrams of GGG and DAG. (a) GGG (b) DAG.

If the warm end temperature of the regenerative magnetic refrigerator is 15 K, it may be

desirable to use a mixed refrigerant of GGG and DAG. The packed bed magnetic core,

which is the current GGG core of the tandem magnetic refrigerator, can easily utilize

mixed magnetic refrigerants. Fig.5 shows a suggested material distribution for a

regenerative magnetic refriger- :or operating between 1.8 K and 15 K.

5K reservoir

DAG only

DAG rich
!i:•!•.:,:•:!:•ii!:L:"GG-G 50 % + DAG 50 %GGG rich

1.8 K reservoir

Fig.5. GGG to DAG transition in the regenerative magnetic core.
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A gradual variation of composition in the packed bed core, from purely GGG to purely

DAG along the temperature coordinate, avoids an abrupt magneto-caloric effect transition.

The exact composition variation may need more analysis including the calculation of their

magneto-thermodynamic properties. The heat capacity balance between the mixed magnetic

refrigerant and heat transport medium is also an important factor to tr- successfud operation

of the system.

<Combination with G-M cryocooler>

The magnetic refrigerator which generally works well in low temperature ranges (< 4.2 K)

with a small temperature span needs an additional cooling mechanism for its warm end

reservoir. A reliable Gifford-McMahon cryocooler is one practical way. The combination

between the magnetic refrigerator and the gas refrigerator can be done extemally. On the

other hand, it may be also possible to have an internal combination between them in a

single coordinated configuration. Fig.6 is a conceptual design of such a device operating

between 300 K and 1.8 K.

U nit 
.t.stage(30 K

Phosphor bronze dt
screens ý

Lead shots

LI I 1st stage(30K)

Er3Ni grains

GGG packed bed -- 2nd stage 5 K)

magnet

3rd stage ( 1.8 K)

Fig.6. Schematic of magnetic G-M cryocooler.
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The specific heat of a typical magnetic material shows a high peak near its transition

temperature and can be varied by applied magnetic field, which makes it possible to use

GGG as a low temperature magnetic regenerator material in the last stage of a G-M

cryocooler. As shown in Fig.6, each stage has a different regenerator material. The

magnetic field in the third stage enhances the regenerator characteristic of GGG. The cyclic

operation of this magnetic G-M cryocooler is composed of the following four processes.

- Process I : With the displacer at the bottom of the cylinder, the inlet valve is opened and

the pressure within the upper expansion space and the regenerator is increased from a low

pressure to a high pressure. GG0 is demagnetized from a high field, Hmnax to a medium

field, Hmed while having just enough heat transfer with the gas to absorb the heat of

compression of the gas.

- Process 2 : With the inlet valve still open and the exhaust valve closed, the displacer is

moved to the top of the cylinder. This action moves the gas which was originally in the

upper expansion space down through the regenerator to the lower expansion space.

During this process, G300 is continuously demagnetized to the minimum field, Hmi". This

magnetic process is equivalent to the flow demagnetization process of the previous

magnetic refrigerator. Since the gas is cooled as it passes through the regenerator, the gas

volume will decrease so that more gas will be drawn in through the inlet valve during this

process to maintain a constant pressure within the system.

- Process 3 : With the displacer at the top of the cylinder, the inlet valve is closed and the

exhaust valve is opened, thus allowing the gas within the lower expansion space to expand

to the initial pressure. This causes the gas in the lower expansion space to drop to a low

temperature. GGG is magnetized up to a medium field, Hmed. The exhaust gas takes

thermal energy of magnetized GGG out of the system.

- Process 4 : With the exhaust valve still open, the displacer is moved to the bottom of the

cylinder. This action moves the gas up through the regenerator to the upper expansion

space. GGG is continuously magnetized up to a high field, Hima.. This is the flow

magnetization process. During this process, the up flow gas is warmed by the magnetized

GGG. This process completes the cycle ard the low pressure gas is compressed again,

returning to the process 1.

There are some practical problems, however, in this combined refrigerator.

- Gas (typically helium) entrainment effect in the third regenerator at high pressure.
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- A.C. loss associated with the fast charging and discharging the magnet for the

synchronization with the cycle frequency of G-M cycle, which is typically about 0.5 Hiz.

- Phase transition in the bottom of the system, unless 1le 3 gas is used for the working

medium.

Large force to move GGG inside the strong magnetic field.

The ideas introduced in this section, even though not obviously practical, should be

applicable for the next generation magnetic refrigerator experiments.

CQNLUSIQN

This paper presents the construction and the experimental results from the successful

operation of a prototype tandem regenerative magnetic refrigerator in the temperature range

of 4.2 K to 1.8 K. The inherent sources of irreversibility in regenerative magnetic

refrigerators are minimized by the design optimization of the system components; GGG

packed bed magnetic core, warm end heat exchanger, cold end heat exchanger,

superconducting magnet, and cryogenic displacer. Under the magnetic field swing of 0.4

T tc 2.8 T, the prototype machine produced 19.2 mW of net refrigeration power at 1.8 K.

The experiment also revealed about 40 % loss of performance by the magnetic core that

contained crushed irregularly shaped granules of GGG, compared to that achieved by the

other magnetic core that had about 70,000 GGG spheres, each 0.8 mm in diameter.

Finally the design ideas about a mixed magnetic refrigerant and a combined magnetic G-M

cryocooler are described to extend warm heat reservoir temperatures up to 15 K and cover

larger temperature spans.
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A 4 K GIFFORD-McMAIION REFRIGERATORt FOR RADIO ASTRONOMY

Richard Plambeck, Niranjan Yhatte, and Patrick Syk,-s
Radio Astronomy Lab, University of California

Berkeley, CA 94720

ABSTRACT

We have built a 3-stage Gifford-McMahon refrigerator which is designed to
cool a superconducting junction to 4 K on a radio telescope. Using 50 grams of
Er 3Ni spheres as the third stage regenerator, we measure no-load temperatures
as low as 3.8 K at a cycle frequency ot 72 rpm, and 2.2 K at 30 rpm. The third
stage temperature can be maintained at 3.5 K with heat loads of 10 W on the
first stage, 1 W on the second stage, and 50 mW on the tiiird stage. At 72 rpm
the refrigei ator performance is impaired by the substantial pressuze drop through
the f-,rst and second stage regenerators; using a pressure transducer connected
throul;h a capillary tube to the third stage, we find that the helium pressure
swing in the third stage expansion volume increases by 50 percent as the cycle
frequency is decreased from 72 to 30 rpm.

Our prototype refrigerators exhil:it occasional 0.5 to 1 K temperature
excursions which occur over periods of a few minutes to a fei% hours. Tests
suggest that this erratic behavior is primarily attributable to leakage of warm gas
past the third stage seal.

INTRODUCTION

The most sensitive receivers available for iiliinmeter-wavelength radio
astronomy employ SIS (superconductor-insulztor-superconductor) tunnel junction
mixers which operate at temperatures of 4.5 K or lower. Such receivers are
expected to operae continuously on radio telescopes for many months with
minimal m',-tenance. Although SIS receivers commonly are cooled with hybrid
Joule-Thoiisori/Gifford-McMahom- refrigerators, JT circuits have a uumber of
drawbacks: the heat exchangers are relatively bulky, the expansion valves tend to
clog, and a separate helium compressor stage is required to handle the JT return
gas. Typically the JT/GM cooleis used in radio astronomy have refrigeration
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capacities of 1 to 3 watts at 4.2 K. This is far greater than necessary: with
careful design, the heat load on an SIS mixer can be kept to a few milliwatts.

In the past few years a number of groups"'2 have demonstrated that Gifford-
McMahon cryocoolers utilizing Er3 Ni as a regenerator material can achieve
refrigeration capacities of several hundred milliwatts at 4 K. Such refrigerators
appear to be well-suited for use in cooling SIS receivers; they are considerably
more compact than JT/GM systems, cool more quickly, and require only a single

helium compressor.

We are constructing radio receivers for the Berkeley-Illinois-Maryland
array (BIMA), an aperture synthesis instrument consisting of 9 millimeter-
wave telescopes. Each telescope will be outfitted with a radio receiver covering
4 frequency bands, each requiring an SIS mixer. In this paper we describe the
design and initial tests of 4 K GM refrigerators which will cool these receivers.

DESIGN

Two-stage GM cryocoolers described in the literature1 '2 , with refrigeration
capacities of up to 0.8 W at 4.2 K, typically use several hundred grams of Er 3 Ni
as the 2nd stage regenerator material. Because Er 3 Ni spheres are expensive, and
because our cooling requirements at 4 K are expected to be < 25 mW, we chose
to build a 3-stage refrigerator instead, using only about 50 g of Er 3 Ni in the 3rd
stage regenerator. We estimate that the heat loads on the refrigerator's 1st and
2nd stages will be 6 W and 0.5 W.

Thus far we have constructed 3 prototype refrigerators. We begin with
a standard 2-stage GM cryocooler, machine off the plug at the end of the 2nd
stage cylintder, and weld on a 3rd stage. Refrigerator #1 is a CTI model 350
cryocooler with an 8.9 cm long 3rd stage; refrigerators #,2 and #3 are CTI model
1020CP cryocoolers with 15.2 cm and 11.4 cm 3rd stages, respectively. The
inner diameter of the 3rd stage cylinder is 1.27 crn on all 3 prototypes. Several
displacers of different designs were tested in each of the prototype refrigerators.

Figure 1 presents a cross sectional view of the 3rd stage cyilinder and a
typical displacer for refrigerator # 3. Both the cylinder and the displacer are
fabricated from 304 stainless steel. An 0.4 to 0.8 mm thick sheath of graphite-
loaded polyimide (Envex 1315; Rogers Corp) epoxied to the outside of the
displacer tube serves ws a bearing surface. WVe attenipt to maintain a radial
clearance of 5 to 10 micr'ris between the Envex bearing and the cylinder wall, to
act a, a clearance seal. A groove machined ito the displacer also accommodates

a split piston ring seal (CTI model 21 second stage seal).
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Fig 1. Cross sectional views of a 3rd stage cylinder and typical displacer.

The 3rd stage regenerator consists of Er:,,Ni spheres, diameter range 180-
450 microns, purchased from Toshiba America Electronics. We do not attempt
to compress the spheres with a packing rod after pouring them into the displacer;
instead, we install a spring-loaded felt pad at the warm end of the displacer to
maintain pressure on the regenerator as settling occurs. Sintered stainless steel
filters, with a pore size of 40 microns, are pressed into each end of the displacer to
make certain that no Er 3Ni spheres escape.

The pin connections between the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd stare displacers are
deliberately sloppy, to accomodate slight misalignments of the 3 cylinder
sections. This makes it difficult to insert the displacer assembly into the cylinder,
particularly if the refrigerator is mounted horizontally, as it will be on our radio
telescopes. Accordingly, we machine a 45-degree chamfer into the warm end of
the 3rd stage cylinder, and attach a mating cone to the end of the 2nd stage
displacer. In this way the 2nd and 3rd stage displacers slip easily into their
respective cylinder sections. We make no other modifications to the 1st or 2nd
stage displacers.

On refrigerator #1 the 3rd stage displacer stroke is adjustable from 1.90 to
2.54 cm. On refrigerators #2 and #3, the displacer stroke for all 3 stages can be
reduced from 3.18 to 2.54 cm, if desired, by substituting the crankshaft from a
model 350 refrigerator. A 3-phase digital power inverter (Lenze Power Systems
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model 8101) and Scott-T transformer allow us to operate the refrigerators at any
cycle frequency from 4 to 100 rpm. All tests are done with a standard CTI model
1020 helium compressor.

TEST RESULTS

Refrigerators were installed in a test dewar with radiation shields attached
to the 1st and 2nd stages. All 3 refrigerator stages were instrumented with
silicon diode temperature seasors. The 3rd stage temperature was monitored
independently with a germanium resistance thermometer and, at times, with a
helium vapor gauge; temperatures measured with the silicon diode, GRT, and
vapor gauge agreed within 0.1 K.

A computer conr- - . an a/d converter recorded the temperature of
each stage at 15 second inieivals. These measurements were done by sampling
each sensor 100 times per second for 8 seconds; the temperature recorded was the
mean of the highest and lowest values obtained during this interval. To monitor
the temperature swings which are synchronized with each refrigerator cycle, we
could also sample and record temperatures up to 200 times per second for short
intervals. Pressure transducers in the helium supply and return lines near the
expander also were monitored by the computer. Heaters were mounted on all 3
refrigerator stages to perform load tests.

A typical cooldown curve is shown in Figure 2. Operated at its normal cycle
frequency of 72 rpm, the refrigerator cooled to 4.8 K in approximately 1.3 hours.
Lower 3rd stage temperatures are reached by reducing the cycle frequency. In the
example in Figure 2, the 3rd stage temperature drops rapidly to 3.7 K when the
cycle frequency is reduced to 30 rpm. The 1st and 2nd stage cooling capacities
decrehse at 30 rpm, so these stages warm up slightly.

Measurements of the no-load 3rd stage temperature as a function of cycle
frequency are shown in Figure 3 for five different displacers. Displacer parameters
and regenerator masses are given in the figure caption. Note that lead spheres
were used as the regenerator material for curve A, which reaches 4.75 K at 30
rpm. The heat leak onto the 3rd stage was mno5ured to be approximately 10 mW
during these tests.

Load tests showed that thc 1st, 2nd, and 3rd stage temperatures were well
isolated. An example is shown in Figure 4. Here, 50 mW applied to the 3rd stage
rz.ises its temper. ire from 4.25 to 4.7 K, but has no discernible effect on the 2nd
stage; 2 W applieu lo the 2nd stage increases its temperature from 13.8 to 16.0
K, but increases the 3rd stage temperature by only 0.]15 K.
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Fig 2. Typical cooldowrt curve. Temperatures of stages 1, 2, and 3 are plotted on
a logarithmic scale. At 1.86 hours, the refrigerator was slowed from 72 to 30 rpm.
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Fig. 3. No-load temperature vs. cycle frequency for 5 different displacers:
A - iefrigerator :# 1, 46 g of 350 micron diameter Pb spheres, 1.9 cm stroke,
clearance seal; B - refrigerator #f 1, 30 g Er 3 Ni, 1.90 cm stroke, clearance seal; C
- refrigerator #2, 57 g Er3 Ni, 2.54 cm stroke, CTI seal; D - refrigerator #2, 53 g
Er3,Ni, 3.18 cm stroke, CTI seal; E - refrigerator #3, 46 g Er 3 Ni, 2.54 cm stroke,
clearance seal.
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Fig. 4. Load test, demonstrating the excellent isolation between stages.
(Refrigerator #3, 2.54 cm stroke, 42 g Er 3 Ni, 30 rpm, CTI seal.)
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Fig. 5. Cooldown and load test of refrigerator #2, with 53 g. of Er3 Ni in the 3rd
stage regenerator, a 2.54 cm stroke length, and a CTI seal.
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Our best results to date, obtained with 53 g of Er 3Ni in refrigerator #2
(the long cylinder), are shown in Figure 5. With no loads applied, the 3rd stage
cooled to 3.8 K at 72 rpm, 2.2 K at 30 rpm. With heat loads of 10 W on stage
1, 1 W on stage 2, and 50 mW on stage 3, the 3rd stage temperature was 4.3 K
at 72 rpm and 3.5 K at 36 rpm. At 36 rpm the 1st and 2nd stage temperatures
stabilize at 65 K and 13.6 K with the loads applied.

WHY IS IT NECESSARY TO REDUCE THE CYCLE FREQUENCY?

Our results, as well as those of other groups"'2 , indicate that it is essential
to reduce the refrigerator cycle frequency in order to achieve the very lowest
temperatures. Why is this so?

(1) limited thermal diffusivity of Er 3 Ni?

Ogawa et al. 3 have measured the thermal conductivity of Er 3 Ni at low
temperatures (it is slightly lower than that of stainless steel), and have calculated
the penetration depth for heat az a function of cycle frequency. Their calculations
show that heat tiansfer in spheres of radius 0.1 to 0.2 mm, as used in our
regenerator, is essentially perfect at a cycle frequency of 60 rpm. Indeed, our
data (curve A in Figure 3) show that reducing the cycle frequency also lowers
the 3rd stage temperature for a lead regenerator, even though lead has a thermal
diffusivity more than 3 orders of magnitude greater than Er 3 Ni.

(2) improved heat transfer?

Halving the mass flow rate through the regenerator reduces the heat
transfer coefficient by about 40%, but doubles the time that gas spends inside
the regenerator. Thus, reducing the cycle frequency might be expected to lower
the 3rd stage temperature by improving heat transfer in the regenerator. To test
this hypothesis experimentally, we tested lead spheres of 3 different diameters in
one refrigerator. At 72 rpm the 3rd stage cooled to 6.4 K with 33 g of 350 micron
diameter Pb spheres; to 6.5 K with 31 g of 200 micron spheres; and to 6.9 K with
34 g of 100 micron spheres. The corresponding temperatures at 30 rpm were 6.1
K, 6.1 K, and 6.3 K. Although the heat transfer coefficient increases by a factor
of 5 as the sphere diameter decreases from 350 to 100 microns, the 3rd stage
temperatures did not improve. Thus, heat transfer does not appear to limit the
regenerator efficiency.

(3) flow channeling?

When spheres are packed into a tube, there is a disordered zone next to
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the wall. If helium flows preferentially through this zone, heat transfer to the
regenerator matrix will be reduced. Slowing the cycle frequency might allow
thermal diffusion laterally within the regenerator, minimizing the effect. In an
attempt to test the importance of flow channeling, we artificially increased the
displacer wall area by inserting a V-shaped piece of brass shim stock down the
length of the displacer before filling it with Er 3Ni spheres. This increased the
effective regenerator perimeter by a factor of almost 2. Third stage temperatures
measured with and without the shim stock in place were equal within 0.1 K; thus,
there is no evidence that flow channeling limits the regenerator performance.

(4) pressure drops

Having ruled out the 3 possibilities listed above, we focussed on pressure
drops within the regenerator as a possible factor limiting the refrigerator
performance at higher cycle speeds. In order to monitor the helium pressure at
the cold end of a refrigerator, we drilled a hole into the end of refrigerator #3 and
connected a room temperature pressure transducer to the cold end via a capillary
tube (length 50 cm, ID 0.8 mm). The additional void volume and heat leakage
introduced by the capillary tube had little deleterious effect except at very low
cycle frequencies: at 6 rpm the 3rd stage reached 2.4 K without the capillary,
3.2 K with it.

II I-I " " j ' l I I I

C.-: 2
"5.6

IA 1.5 --

L _j

.5 I LW iiI. -~j
0 .5 1 15 2 15 3

tine (sees)

Fig. 6. Helium pressure swing in the 3rd stage expansion volume, monitored
through a capillary tube with a room temperature transducer. The refrigerator
cycle frequency is 72 rpm. The dotted curve was obtained when the 3rd stage was
at 277 K, the solid curve when it had cooled to 5.6 K. (Refrigerator #3, 2.54 cm
stroke, 45 g Er.jNi., clearance seal.)
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Fig. 7. (top panel) Helium pressures in the 3rd stage expansion volume, and in

the supply a, d return lines just outside the expander, at 30 rpm cycle frequency.

The inlet valve closes at about 1.6 seconds on this plot; the exhaust valve opens

at about 1.9 seconds. (bottom panel) Corresponding 3rd stage temperature

swing. (Refrigerator #3, 2.54 cm stroke, 45 g Er 3 Ni, clearance seal.)

Figure 6 compares the 3rd stage pressure curves measured tbrough the

capillary shortly after the refrigerator was turned on (277 K) and after it was

fully cold (5.6 K). At 72 rpm the cold end pressure swing decreases dramatically

as the refrigerator cools and the helium mass flow increases. In part this is

because the compressor capacity is marginal; in part it is due to pressure drops in

the regenerators or valves. Most of the regenerator pressure drop should occur in

Ast or 2nd stages; the pressure drop through the 3rd stage regenerator is expected
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to be very low (probably less than 0.01 MPa) owing to the high density and low
viscosity of helium below 10 K.

The pressure swing in the 3rd stage expansion volume increases considerably
as the cycle frequency is reduced. Figure 7 shows the pressure and temperature
curves measured at 30 rpm. At this speed the pressure drop through the
regenerators and valves is small, about 0.05 MPa. The inlet valve closes well
before the displacer reaches maximum cold volume; in the interval before
the exhaust valve opens, helium continues to flow through the cold displacer,
and the pressure decreases from P1 = 2.0 MPa to P2 = 1.55 MPa. Thus,
the pressure drop P2-P3 which occurs as the exhaust valve opens is only 0.9
MPa. The 3rd stage temperature follows the gas pressure swing, although the
temperature increase near the end of the inlet stroke (at about 1.65 secs on the
plot) suggests that warm gas leaks into the expansion volume along the outside of
the regenerator.

We generated plots like the one in Figure 7 for seven different cycle
speeds, from 72 rpm to 6 rpm. Figure 8 displays the pressures and temperatures
measured from these data. As in Figure 7, PsuppIY and P1 are measured about
1/3 of the way through the inlet stroke; P3, Preu.,,,, aiad Tlow are measured
midway through the exhaust stroke; and P2 is the cold end pressure just before
the exhaust valve opens. Helium in the 3rd stage working volume cools more
as the pressure differential (P2-P3) increases. Thus, even if the regenerator
efficiency does not improve as the cycle frequency decreases, the 3rd stage reaches
lower temperatures. Clearly, maximizing the pressure swing at the colk end of the
rei.igerator is crucial to obtaining good performance.

(5) regeneration of leakage gas

At cycle f,'equencies ,elow 30 rpm, the curves in Figure 8 show that
the helium pressure swing in the 3rd stage working volume remains relatively
constant, yet in some of our tests the 3rd stage cools dramatically as the cycle
frequency is reduced to very low values. For example, curve E in Figure 3 drops
from 5.1 K at 30 rpm to 2.85 K at 8 rpm. Evidently, some other factor can act
to improve the regenerator performance at very slow speed. We speculate that
in such cases warm gas leaking past the 3rd stage seal degrades the refrigerator
performance at higher cycle frequencies, whereas at very low cycle frequencies
heat transfer through the displacer wall is sufficient to bring the leakage gas into
thermal equilibrium with the regenerator, leading to a dramatic improvement in
performance.
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Fig. 8. (top panel) Helium pressures in the 3rd stage expansion volume,
monitored at 7 different cycle frequencies; Pu,, P1, P2, P3, and Peturn are
measured as indicated in Figure 7. (bottom panel) Lowest 3rd stage temperature
as a function of cycle frequency. (Refrigerator #3, 2.54 cm stroke, 45 g Er 3 Ni,
clearance seal.)

SHORT TERM TEMPERATURE STABILITY

An undesirable feature of the 4 K refrigerator, from our point of view, is
the relatively large temperature swing (often about 0.5 K) which occurs with
each cycle. We fear that such temperature variatons will modulate the gain
or noise properties of our SIS junctions. Because metals have very low specific
heats at 4 K, the thermal mass associated with the SIS mixer block and mounting
straps will do little to smooth out these temperature swings: at 4 K the 0.5 gram
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Fig 9. Temperature swing measured directly on the 3rd stage (T3) and on a plate
thermally loaded with 10 g of Er 3 Ni powder (TpIate). The cycle frequency is 42
rpm.

of helium in the refrigerator's 3rd stage has a heat capacity equal to that of 17
kilograms of copper!

Fortunately, the heat load on the SIS mixer block is expected to be so low
that we can tolerate considerable thermal resistance between the mixer block
and the 3rd stage heat station. A thermal "capacitor" consisting of a modest
quantity of Er 3Ni or other high heat capacity material mounted on the mixer
block then can filter out the 3rd stage temperature variations quite effectively.
An experimental test of such a filter is shown in Figure 9. In this experiment
the thermal capacitor consisted of 10 g of Er 3 Ni powder which was mixed with
thermally conductive epoxy and spread onto a copper plate. The plate was
attached to the 3rd stage heat station by brass washers, designed to produce a
thermal resistance of approximately 25 miK/mW. The temperatures of the 3rd
stage heat station and the copper plate were monitored simultaneously with two
silicon diode sensors. With the refrigerator operating at 42 rpm, the temperature
swing measured directly on the 3rd stage was 0.68 K; the swing measured on the
test plate was less than 0.05 K.
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Fig. 10. Correlated 2nd and 3rd stage temperature fluctuations. Temperatures
were measured every 15 seconds over ail 18 hour interval. (Refrigerator #2, 3.18
cmn stroke, 53 g Er3 Ni, CTI seal.)

LONG-TERM TEMPERATURE STABILITY

Our prototype refrigerators sometimes exhibit temperature excursions which
occur over time scales of minutes to hours. An example of such behavior is shown
in Figure 10, where we plot the 2nd and 3rd stage temperatures for a machine
running at about 2.6 K. The temperatures were monitored every 15 seconds over
a span of 18 hours. The 3rd stage temperature drops as low as 2.4 K, but, spikes
up to 2.7 K quasiperiodically. Many of the temperature spikes last only a minute
or two, yet there is a period of 1.5 hours where the temperature hovers at about
2.8 K. Often the 2nd stage temperature decreases at the moment the 3rd stage
temperatur, increases, suggesting that at these times cold gas bypasses the 3rd
stage regent rator during the exhaust stroke.

Another example of temperature instability (one of the worst we have seen)
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Fig. 11. "Worst case" temperature fluctuations on the 3rd stage. To calibrate
the equivalent heat leak, a 100 mW load was applied partway through the run.
(refrigerator #3, 2.54 cmn stroke, 62 g Er 3Ni, CTI seal.)

is shown in Figure 11. In this case die temperature cycles between 3.5 K and 5 K
WiLh a period of about 1.2 hours. As showit in the figure, a 100 mW heat load
raises the 3rd stage temperature by approximately 1 K. Therefore, we infer that
an intermittent heat leak of about 150 rrmW is responsible for the temperature
instability.

Significantly, the displacers used in both of these tests were outfitted with
rubbing seals. Our tests show that displacers with clearance seaiL .,u likely
to show such exueine temperature swings. Thus, we suspect that most such
temperature excursions, are attributable to gas leaking interm;ttently past the
third stage seal. Pres',mably, the quasiperiodic behavior arises because the seal
rotates slowly in1 its groove.

CONCLUSIONS

A 3-stage Giffor4-lMcMahn refrigeratoi utilizing 50 g of Er3 Ni spheres as
the 3rd stage regeneratol appears to be well suited for cooling SIS mixers in a
radio astronomy receiver. A prototype' refrigerator was able to maintain 1st, 2nd.
and 3rd ; ige te,,,peraturcs of 65 K, 13.6 K, and 3.5 K with heat loads ot 10 W,'
on the -, , 3e, I W on the 2nd stage, and 50 1\% oii the ,rd stage. The 3rd
star.-- '. i eC- ure drop: as low as 2.2 K with no load.
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At a cycle frequency of 72 rpm the refrigerator performance is degraded by

pressure drops with'n the di:splacers. As the cycle frequency is decreased, the

helium pressure swiiig in thc 3rd stage expansion volume increases markedly,

allowing opeiaLiort at lower temperatures. Intermittent gas leakage past the

3id stage seal can c-iuse erratic temperature excursions. Temperature cycling

synchionous witii dihe refrigerator cycle can easily be smoothed out by attaching a

thermal mass - 1.2., Er.3 Ni powde, embedded in epoxy - to the load.
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DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF REGENERATORS
USED IN CRYOCOOLERS

B. J. Huang and C. W. Lu
Department of Mechanical Engineering

National Taiwan University, Taipei, TAIWAN

ABSTRACT

Dynamic characteristics of regenerator under cyclic isothermal flow is investigated.
A basic transfer-function model of regenerator is first derived and used to study the
dynamic response of a regenerator connecting a reciprocating piston and a reservoir.
Darcy's law in dynamic form is derived. It is shown that quasi-steady assumption of
Darcy's law holds in gain within the bandwidth f,,. However, a phase lag exists and
has to be corrected.

INTRODUCTION

Regenerators used in cryocoolers such as Stirling, Gifford-McMahon or pulse-tube
refrigerators are operated under transient- or cyclic-flow conditions. The regenera or
connects the compression and expansion spaces such that the working fluid is heatec. or
cooled by the regenerator matrix in a thermodynamic cycle. The reciprocating motion
of piston and displacer or the filling and exhausting processes of gas in cryocoolers
will generate a cyclic pressure wave as well as a cyclic flow across the regenerator.
The thermal performance analysis of a cryocooler thus becomes extremely complicated
since the transient solution of unsteady-state model will be involved. Quasi-steady
approximation was thereforc fiequently used in the regenerator modelling in order
to simplify the analysis. No criterion, however, has ever been given to validate this
approximation.

The phenomenon of a cyclic flowrate induced 1 clic pressure wave across
a regenerator is basically a system dynamics probler t;arlier researches on regen-
erator performance with cyclic flow are mainly focused on modeling and predictions
of transient temperature profiles 1'", the regenerator inefficiency 3 -" , and heat transfer
measurements6'7 . Very little attention was paid to the dynamic behavior of regener-
ators. Guo8 has experimentally observed that there is a phase shift and amplitude
attenuation for a cyclic pressure wave across a regCnerator. Furthermore, they tried to
qualitatively interpret the dynamic behavior of a regenerator by using a fou.'-end linear
network model.
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The present study intends to derive a transfer-function model of regenerator by

using small perturbation approximation and linear system theory. The regenerator
model is further used to derive a dynamics model to study the dynamic responses of
a regenerator connecting a reciprocating piston and a reservoir (Fig. 1). A criterion
for the validation of quasi-steady approximation in regenerator modelling will then be
derived.

TRANSFER-FUNCTION MODEL OF REGENERATOR

Regenerator is essentially a porous medium made from metallic wire screen meshes
or powders filled in a cylindrical vessel. In the derivation of dynamics model of regen-
erators, the following assumptions are made: (1) the flow in the regenerator is one-
dimensional; (2) the working gas is an ideal gas; (3) gas viscosity v is constant; (4) the
porous medium is homogeneous and isotropic; (5) there is no temperature difference
across the regenerator.

Govierning Eguatiorw
The continuity equation can be written in terms of mass flowrate relation m =

pAf,w:
ap + R T o a r h . 1

dt Ap, ax

The momentum equation of a regenerator is basically the revised Darcy's law'
which can be written in terms of mass flowrate rh:

I-+i a(r1P+!-+-m ,+Iphln mI (2)A,, otd Af d-x d9X Ap,. pA1 I,

The inertia term (the second term) of Eq.(2) can be ignored since the gas flow
inside the regenerator is not very high in practice, usuaily Re < 500. The last term
of Eq.(2) can also be omitted and the associated effect can be included in a modified
parameter a. Therefore, Eq.(2) becomes

1 )rm 4- dp +cV Sa--; + -' -. 'n = o.(3)_
A,,. 49t d x Af,

where a' is a modified parameter which will vary with a reference flowrate rh,, i.e.
a'= f(mj,).
Small Perturbation and Linearization

Under cyclically steady conditions, the mass flowiate and pressure can be writ-
ten as the sum of mean and periodic perturbation terms, that is, mh(x,t) = rMi(x) -+
h (x,t); p(x,t) p(x) + (x,t).
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Hen-,. rM(z) = 0, fi(x) = po = constant. Substituting these relations into the governing
Eq.- (.) and (3), and assuming small perturbations, i.e. ý(x,t) < P(z), we obtain the
follo,, .ag equations which are similar to those of a RLC circuit,

o + 1aM 0 (4)
Cr a

LF_5F+ TX+ Rrm= 0(5

where RF, C,, LF are respectively the flow resistance, capacitance and inductance per
unit length of regenerator, which are defined as, according to the analogy to a RLC
circuit,

a ,__.A ,__ _. _ 1
RF~- CF--;(6

A,'- RTo L -A. (6)

Here, & represents the parameter a' evaluated at the peak value of flow fluctuation rh0.
Eqs.(4) and (5) are the linearized equations for regenerators.

Basic Transfer- function Model of Regenerator

Eqs.(4) and (5) can be solved by using Laplace transform, assuming zero initial
conditions, to lead to

M12 (18) i'h,(S)x)
s(za) sinh(AbL) sinh(Akz) + sinh(A,,L) sinh [Ab(L- x)] (7)

P _'S P2 (S) sihAb)+ ____ nhkL-), 8

sinh(AbL) B inh(AbL) sinh [x,(n - x)], (8)

where h(O, s) -= M, (); rh(L, s) = r•(s); (0, s) = 0 1 (s); P(L,s) = P22(S), and Ab is the
characteristic value defined as

b = s(RrCF + 5LFCF). (9)

Eqs(7) and (8) represents a distributed-parameter dynamics model accounting for
the spatial variation of mass flow and pressure waves along the regenerator. It is
preferable to write the dynamics model in terms of the boundaries or input/output of
the regenerator. Substituting Eq.(7) into Laplace of Eq.(4) and Eq.(8) into Laplace of
Eq.(S), we obtain

[ sinh(AbL)]
ri1(s) = Icobh(AbL)]r, (s) - [SCF Ih 1 h(s) (10)

02(s) = (LF + Rrn --Ab In (s) + !cosh(Ab L)]P, (s). (11)
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Hence, Eqs.(10) and (11) can be written in a matrix form:Lh2 (8)] [ cosh(k L) -. SCFi'hL) 1 [M(,)]=- __ I' • (12)

(s ) ] L- (L r • + R F ) u in b2 'L ) cosh (k L ) ( 12

Eq.(12) is the basic transfer-function model of regenerator which accounts for the dy-
namic responses across a regenerator.

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF REGENERATOR
IN A CYCLIC FLOW SYSTEM

Dynamics Model of Regenerator in a Cyclic Flow System
Dynamic response of a regenerator in a cyclic flow system which consists of a

reciprocating piston and a reservoir (Fig. 1) is studied here. For convenience, Eq.(1O)
is rearranged to yield

rCF sinh(4L) 1 -(S)

, (s)= Ab cosh(AbL) (8) + cosh(X6 L) (13)

Substituting Eq.(8) into Laplace form of Eq.(5) will yield

A ) (a) [LFS+ Rr sinh(AbL) (14)

cosh(AbL) [ AbAf" cosh(AbL) j

Fa. ic lwsse. 12

EGEREGENERATOR

S2_ RESERVOIR

P=constont

PISTON i "=consfant

Fig.1 A cyclic flow system.

The dynamics of regenerator connected in the present cyclic flow system can be
described by three transfer-function models: Gp(s),Gm,,(s), Gmm (a), where G, (a)
represents the response of pressure wave at the reservoir side induced by the pressure
wave at the piston side, and since 32 (s) = 0 for a reservoir,
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_ -(S) . (15)

On the other hand, from Fq.(14), for fp(s) = 0,

(S) = [LFs- RF sinh(AbL)] Mn2 (s). (16)

Combing Eqs. (16) and (13), we also obtain

G,. ~ s 1 .)_ -- =(7+,, (s) cosh(AL) (17)

where G,,,,m (s) represents the response of mas flow at the reservoir side induced by
the piston-side mass flow fl-ctuation.

The response of mass flowrate wave at the reservoir side induced by the pressure
wave at the piston side is represented by the transfer function model Gm (s) which is
derived from Eq. (16):

G.p(S) = ,(1) 1 Ab

= =-a) LFs1+ RFsinh(CbL) (18)

For convenience, Eq. (18) can be written as (since s(s) = 0),

G,(,) ?(8) s1 b (19)

)= (s)-[(.) Af(,) -- LFs-+ RF sinh(AbL)(

Eq.(19) can be considered as a dynamic form of Darcy's law which is used to
describe the dynamic responses of a regenerator in the present cyclic flow system.

Specifkations of a Cyclic-Flow Syste m
The geometry of the regenerator used in the present analysis has a diameter D =

40 mm and a length L = 30 mm, which is the same as that used by Tanaka et al' in
an oscillating flow test. Four kinds of screen mesh wire are adopted in the analysis:
150,200,250,400 mesh. The physical properties of regenerators are listed in Table 1 in
which the porosities are calculated by the Chang's formula"0 and the parameters a and
0 in the momentum Eq. (2) are converted from the oscillatory-flow friction correlation
of Tanaka et e: ft, = A/Re,, + B, where A = 175, B = 1.60; Re,,(= u,,odh/V) is
the Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter of regenerator d, and the peak
velocity urn,..; dh = 4cd,. 0/'(1 - I); 0 = 4 for screen wire meshes; fh is the friction
factor defined as fh = Ap'.,,/(pu',.. L/2), where Ap(=p - P2).
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Table 1. Regenerator properties.

150 mesh 209 mesh 250 mesh 400 mesh
wire diameter di, mm 0.06604 0.05334 0.04064 0.02540
porosity c 0.732 0.707 0.735 0.686
hydraulic diameter dh, mm 0.1803 0.1287 0.1127 0.0554
a, mm-2  2691.6 5281.8 6886.6 28417.0

MM, mrn 1  4.4370 6.2155 7.0972 14.417

The relation between the parameters a and P and the modified parameter a' is
derived as

a'=+uJ~a~ Reh, (20)

where a = A/2dh ;# = B/2dh. The peak velocity u,..g is related to the driving
mechanism and reciprocating frequency of piston. For the crank case used by Tarnaka
et al7, U... follows the relation u,. = 1.0427rVN/60A,c = 1.0421rVp f/A,e where
Vp is the swept volume of piston. The parameter a' modified for a cyclic mass flowrate,
denoted a, thus becomes

&-a+ 1  1.042irVp f (21)
V Ar

Freuenry Responses of Regenerator in a Cyclic Flow Ststem
a is seen from Eq.(21) to be function of a,fl, v,f,c etc.; while a,f3 are function of

dh alone. a can be seen to be function of standard screen wire mesh size, gas viscosity
v and cyclic flow frequency.

1. Flow-to-Flow Response G,n (s)
The frequency response of flow fluctuation at the reservoir side h'2 can be seen from

the Bode plots of flow- to-flow model G,,,, (jw) (Fig. 2). It is seen that both the gain
and the phase tend to decrease more rapidly with increasing frequency for regenerator
with dense wire screen mesh. This means that attenuation of flow fluctuation at the
reservoir side will be stronger for regenerators with larger wire screen mesh (dense
screen). The magnitude of unity (i.e. 0 db) represents no attenuation on flowrate at
the reservoir side.

It is more convenient to define a bandwidth at the -3 db gain which specifies the
cutoff frequency f•,,. f•,. is the frequency upper limit below which attenuation of the
dynamic fluctuations is negligible.

It can be seen from Table 2 that f,,, decreases with increasing wire mesh number.
However, it can be easily shown that the phase angle at f,,, remains constant at
-57.66°. This indicates that only a phase lag on flowrate at the reservoir side (induced
by the piston-side flowrate fluctuation) has to be considered for a cyclic frequency lower
than f,,,. For instance, for the regenerator length and diameter used in the present
study, f,,, for the 400-mesh screen regenerator is 90 Hz. Therefore, only a phase lag
of < 57.660 needs to be considered for frequencies < 90 Hz.
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Bode Plot of Gmra(s)

.00

Working fluid: helium &an 200

" -40 - 400

frequency f. Hz00

-300

100 10' 102 103

frequency f. Hz

Fig. 2, Flow-to-flow frequency respo~nse of Gm m (s).

Table 2. Cutoff freqturnc L of Gmn,, (jw) for hdlium gas.

Wire Screen Mesh No. f•,, Hz phase angle at f•,
150 304 -57.66

200 234 -57.160

250 205 257066
430 9- -57.60

The effect of working fluid on GC,,,, (a) is seen from Fig. 3 to be quite strong. For
air and nitrogen gases, the magnitude and phase of Gmm (iw) drops more rapidly than
helium gas. The cutoff frequency f or bandwidth is reduced by two folds for air and
nitrogen gas. However, the phase lag at fc, still remains constant (-57.66°).

The attenuation and phase shift of flowrates across the regenerator can be clearly
seen from Fig. 4 which is drawn for 400-mesh regenerator operating at 100 Hz with
helium gas. th1 is seen to lag -7h by 57.66°.

Table 3 shows that the bandwidth of regenerator for air and N 2 in the 200-mesh
regenerator is much narrower than helium gas. However, the corresponding phase shifts
at i are the sames, -57.66°. This indicates thai the use of helium gas as a working
fluid is superior to air or nitrogen gas in the aspect of system dynamics.

Table a. Cutoff freaquency of G,, (jw) for 200-mesh regenerator.

Working fluid frwt, Hz phase angle at f at

air 103 -~57.66°
N2  104 -57.66v

helium 234 -57.6b 6
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0___________ Bode Plot of Gmm(3)_______
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Fig. 3 Flow-ta-flow frequency response of Gmm .(a) for various gases.
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Wire Screen: 400 rraeh Frequency: 100 Hz
Fluid: helium gas_
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Fig. 4 Time responses of rh.2 induced by r,h for 400-meah regenerator.

2. Press ure-to-Flow Response GmP(S)

The frequency response of helium flow at the reservoir side th2 which is induced by
pressure wave across the regenerator Aý can be seen from the Bode plots Of pressure-
to-flow model Gmp(jw) (Fig. 5). The gain is seen to decrease more rapidly with
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increasing frequency for loose wire screen (small mesh number). The bandwidth ft .,
and the corresponding phase angle 0,ut are shown in Table 4. It is seen that the
bandwidth increases with increasing mesh number. This is due to the fact that for a
loose regenerator, the flow capacitance effect is stronger and causes stronger attenuation
effect (with narrower bandwidth) on flow fluctuation.

Bode Plot of Gmp(s)
fi • •.-50 meshI. heliumn gas"

S0.5 -
"400_

6)

100 100 103

frequency f, Hz

0
150

- 0 .00

-300L .............. 20
4)

-400"

..-- 400 . .. • • • . . .

100 lot 102 103

frequency fHz

Fig. 5 Pressure-to-flow frequency response of G,,p (s).

Table 4. Cutoff frequency of G, (jW) for helium gas.

Wire Screen Mesh No. f.,, Hz phase angle at fu,

150 48 -1.470
200 65 -3.70o
250 74 -5.6(Y
400 115

An example of time response of reservoir-side flowrate Tra induced by the pressure
drop Ap(= Pi - P2) for 400- mesh regenerator at 100 Hz is shown in Fig. 6.

It is quite interesting to see that Eq.(19) will be reduced to a constant gain of
Af /(a.vcL) and zero phase shift at very low frequencies (w --- 0), that is,

--o G ( -- 1 (22)

where Rf is the total flow resistance of regenerator defined as Rs =__ ducL/Af. = RF L.
This indicates that the regenerator will obey steady-state form of Darcy's law at low
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Response of Outlet Mass Flowrate

2 ;-Wire Screen: 400 mesh

Fluid: helium gas

"1.5--,--------------------------------.........
.p(t). 105 N/rn2

iii2t). kg/s
0.5 - -

Frequency: 106 z Hz

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200

a ngle (=Wt), radian

Fig. 6 Time rsponse of rh2 induced by Ap for 400-mesh regenerator.

operating frequencies. That is, quasi- steady approximation of Darcy's law holds within
the bandwidth. However, a phase shift exists as shown in Table 4 and has to be
corrected if quasi-steady approximation of Darcy's law was used.

It is interesting to note that the phase lag increases abruptly from 250 mesh to
400 mesh. The 400-mesh regenerator has a wider bandwidth but with larger phase lag.
On the other hand, the 150-mesh regenerator has a narrower bandwl2:2, but with very
small phase lag so that quasi-steady approximation can hold for both gain and phase
shift.

Table 5 and Fig. 7 shows that for the 200-mesh regenerator, the bandwidth of
G,,p (jw) for air or N2 is much narrower than helium gas. However, the corresponding
phase lag at fc,, is smaller for air or nitrogen. This verifies that the use of helium gas

as a working fluid is superior to air or nitrogen gas since the bandwidth is much wider
and the phase lag is smaller.

Table 5. Cutoff frequency of G,,, (jw) for 200-mesh regenerator.

Working fluid fe, Hz phase angle at f.,

air 9 -0.5o
N 2  10 -0.60

helium 65 -3.70

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
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Bode Plot of Grnp(s)
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Fig. 7 Pressure-to-flow frequency response of G,,p(s) for various working fluids.

A basic transfer-function model for an isothermal and cyclic flow in regenerator
is derived and further used to study a system dynamics of a regenerator connecting a
reciprocating piston and a reservoir.

The frequency response of mass flow at the reservoir side of regenerator induced
by the pressure and flow waves at the piston side are shown to approach zero in gain at
high frequencies (accoustic range), but approach a constant value at low frequencies.
Quasi-steady approximation can thus hold within the bandwidth or cutoff frequency
fl. f., is shown to be dependent on the regenerator design (wire mesh size, porosity,
length, diameter, and material etc.) and working gas.

For flow-to-flow response Gm (jw), f, is seen to decrease with increasing wire
screen mesh number of regenerator. Both the gain and the phase of flow-to-flow re-
sponse G,,,, (Jw) tend to decrease more rapidly with increasing frequency for regener-
ator with dense wire screen mesh. This indicates that the flow-to-flow attenuation is
stronger for regenerators with larger wire screen mesh (dense screen). The ue of air
or nitrogen gas will introduce a stronger attenuation than helium. However, the phase
angle at fe,, remains fixed irrespective of screen mesh numbers and working gases.

For pressure-to-flow response, Gm,(jcw), the cutoff frequency or bandwidth fcu
increases with increasing regenerator mesh number. This indicates that the attenuation
of mass flowrate fluctuation is stronger for regenerators with larger void volume (i.e.
loose screen). It is shown that quasi-steady approximation of Darcy's law holds within
the bandwidth f,,t. However, a small phase shift exists and has to be corrected.

Regenerators used in Stirling machines or cryocoolers are usually operated under
transient- or cyclic-flow conditions. The thermal performance analysis is thus quite
complicated since the transient solutions of unsteady-state models are involved. The
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present analysis can be used to simplify the modelling of regenerator by using quasi-

steady approximation as long as the operating frequency of the machine is within the

bandwidth of regenerator. The system dynamics model of regenerator similar to Eq.

(21) can be easily derived according to the present analysis for Stirling cooler. However,

the pressure fluctuation at the reservoir side will be nonzero (i.e. fi (s) 5$ 0) due to the

introduction of another reciprocating displacer or cold head in a Stirling cooler.

The basic transfer-function model of regenerator, Equation (12), derived in the

present study can also be used to develop a linear network model of Stirling 1" or pulse-

tube cryocoolers by connecting the similar modeis one by one for each components of

the machine. The thermal performance prediction of cryocoolers can then be simplified

a great deal.

Acknowledgment - The present study was supported by the National Science Council,

Taiwan, R.O.C., through Grant No. NSC81-0401-E002-587.

NOMENCLATURES

Ap1  free-flow area of regenerator, m2

C, heat capacity at constant pressure, J/kgK

D regenerator diameter, m

d4 hydraulic diameter of regcncrator, rn

dm screen wire diameter, rn

f cyclic frequency, Hz

fh friction factor of regenerator

L regenerator length, m

rh mass flowrate, kg/s

N reciprocating speed of oscillating piston, rev/s

p pressure, N/m 2

R universal gas constant, rn2/Ks"

Reh Reynolds number (= dhAUm,•V/).

s Laplace transfer variable

T. system mean temperature, K

t time, s

u,,,m peak velocity of gas inside the regenerator, m/s

VP swept volume of piston, M 3

w velocity inside regenerator, m/s

x position in regenerator, m

Greek Letter

a first coefficient in momentum Equation (2)

,3 second coefficient in momentum Equation (2)
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C porosity of regenerator

p gas density, kg/M 3

Ab characteristic parameter, eqn(19), v-

v kinematic viscosity of gas, m 2 /s

w angular frequency, rad/s

Subscripts

1 regcnerator end at piston side

2 regenerator end at reservoir sidc
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the experimental results of a two-stage Gifford-

McMahon (GM) refrigerator using rare earth compounds as a regenerator

material. The purpose of this study was to Improve the 4.2 K refrigera-

tion performance and to reveal the refrigeration mechanism In the liq-

u0 helium temperature level, where helium gas is regarded as a non-

ideal gas.

First, optimization for the intake and exhaust valve timing and the

pressure-volume (1V) work at an expansion space were investigated to

improve the 4.2 K refrigeration performance. A nmaximum refrigeration

capacity of about 0.8 W at 4.2 K. was obtained by a usual sized (32 mm in

the second cylinder diameter and 32 inm in the displacer stroke) GM

refrigerator.

Seenndly, the helium gas temperature distribution in the second

regenerator were measured to examine the refrigeration mechanism al

the 4.2 K level, and the mass flow rate in the second regenerator was

calculated frori the temperature signal. The data clearly showed a dif-

ference In the refrigeration mechanism between the non-ideal gas region

(about 5 K) and the Ideal gas region (above 10 K).
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iNTRODUCTION

A two-stage GM refrigerator Is commonly used In many cryogenic sys-

tems, such as a cryopump and a shield cooler for an MRI magnet. Usually

lead (Pb) is preferred as the second regenerator material. The lowest

temperature for a typical two-stage GM refrigerator, howcver, Is limited

to about 8 K level because of the low heat capacity of Pb below 10 K.

Recently, many efforts to lower the cooling temperature of the GM

refrigerator have been growing by using rare earth compounds as the

regenerator material"'-(". The authors achieved the cooling tempera.-

ture below 4.2 K by the two-stage GM refrigerator(3" with an erbium 3

nickel (Er.Ni) "I regenerator material and obtained a refrigeration

capacity of about 0.3 W at 4.2 K.

The refrigeration mechanism, however, In the liquid helium temperature

region (4.2 K) has not been clarified, because helium gas is regarded as

a non-ideal gas In this temperature levc1. In this research, optimization

of the refrigerator operating conditions, such as the valve timing and

the PV work, to Improve the refrigeration performance at the 4 K level

have been achieved. The temperature distribution and the mass flow

rate In the second regenerator were also investigated. The refrigera-

tion mechanism difference between a non-ideal gas and an Ideal gas are

also discussed.

IMPROVEMENT OF 4.2 K REFRIGERATION PERFORMANCE

Test Apparatus

Optimization of the refrigerator operating condition, such as the valve

timing and the PV work, to Improve the 4.2 K refrigeration performance

were investigated by the usual sized two-stage GM refrigerator. The

first and second cylinder sizes were 70 mm and 32 mm In diameter and

the expans!on volumes were 97.4 cm' and 25.7 cm', respectively. The

hybrid structure was adopted for the second regenerator material with
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o Ero 9Ybo0 1Ni
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0 1,_ 0 - 10 Fig. 1

Temperature K() Volumetric specific heat

for regenerator materials

EraNi and erbium 0.9 ytterbium 0.1 nickel (Ero.9 Ybo.tN)('5 '. The authors

have already improved the 4.2 K refrigeration performance by this

structure compared with Er 3 Ni only(e). Figure 1 shows the volumetric

specific heat for Er 3 Ni, Ero.9 Ybo.1 Ni, and Pb. The volumetric specific

heat for Ero.9 Ybo.1 NI has a sharp peak around 9 K and is much larger

than that for Er 3 Ni below about 11 K. In the hybrid regenerator, Er.'NI

spheres (216 g ; 0.18 to 0.42 mm in diameter) occupied one-half volume of

the higher temperature part and Ero.9 Ybo.1 Ni spheres (212 g ; 0.18 to

0.42 mm In diameter) occupied one-half volume of the lower temperature

part. The total electric input power to the compressor unit was 6.6 kW.

The first and second disi)lacers were driven by an AC induction motor.

The reciprocating speed could be varied by changing the electric

frequency. Carbon glass resistance (CGR) thermometers and electrical

heaters were placed at both refrigeration stages. A displacement

transducer and a pressure transducer were also mounted to obtain the

PV diagram at the expansion space.
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Optimization of Valve Timing

The gross refrigeration capacity (Q) at the expansion space Is calcu-

Intcd from the following eqt,itlons(-'

Q = (fPdV+-fHdM) xf (1)

= W + H (2)

where

P Pressure of expansion space

V Volume of expansion space

11 Enthalpy of helium gas in an expansion space

M Mass of helium gas in an expansion space

f displacer reciprocating frequency

W PV work at an expansion space

H Enthalpy deficit at an expansion space

The term of W in Eq. (2) denotes the PV work and the term of H is e

enthalpy deficit at the expansion space. For the Ideal gas, the en-

thalpy deficit (H) is zero and the PV work (W) Is equal to the gross

refrigeration capacity (Q).

The value of H, however, is negative In the liquid helium temperature

level, and the calculated gross refrigeration capacity for the constant

tempcrature of 4.2 K (Q.,.2K) Is less than 20 % of W").

Still more, in the real refrigerator which was used In this study, when

the mean temperature is 4.2 K, the second stage temperature fluctuated

from 3.85 K to 4.55 K synchronized with the displacer reciprocation. So,

the gross refrigeration capacity, which considered the temperature

fluctuation from 3.85 K to 4.55 K, (Qa.85K-4.5sK), was calculated and

compared with that for the constant temperature of 4.2 K (Q4.UK). The

result showed that this temperature fluctuation also greatly reduced

the gross refrigeration capacity. For example, the calculated value of

Q3.e5K-4.55K was about 35 % of Q4.2K.
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The gas intake and exhaust valve timing of the refrigerator was

optimized to minimize the temperature fluctuation at the second

expansion space to improve the 4.2 K refrigeration performance. For a

usual GM refrigerator, the Intake valve opens slightly before the

displacer reaches the minimum expansion volume. When the Intake valve

opens, the high pressure helium gas Is supplied to the expansion space

and the temperature In the expansion space rises rapidly by an

adiabatic compression. Therefore, the authors changed the Intake valve

opened at the moment when the expansion volume was minimum. This valve

timing reduced the temperature rise by the adiabatic compression.

Figure 2 compares the PV diagrams of the second expansion space taken

by the usual valve timing and the valve timing for this work at 30 rpm

reciprocating speed. In spite of the different shape for the PV

diagrams, the calculated PV works (W"' "r the usual timing and this work

took almost the same at each recipr,,-ating speed. The value of the PV

work In Fig. 2 was 19 W.

Figure 3 shows the temperature fluctuation measured at the second

stage for both valve timings. The temperature fluctuation for this work

was reduced In the order of 20 % compared with that for the usual

valve timing.

This work
S~Fig.2. .......... Usual timing

1. PV diagrams

1 .' for usual timing

S- arid this workS................ . .. o

.. . . . 0 at 4.2 1'
0 10 20

Volume (cm3) (Reclprocat Ing

speed : 30 rpin)
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The relations between the reciprocating speed and the 4.2 K

refrigeration capacity are shown in Fig. 4. In spite of the same PV work

(W), the 4.2 K refrigeration capacity for this work was improved more

than 20 % compared with the usual valve timing. A maximum refrigeration

capacity of 0.79 W was obtained at a 30 rpm reciprocating speed. The

effect of reducing the second stage temperature fluctuation by

changing the valve timing Is shown clearly to Improve the 4.2 K

refrigeration performance.

4 U5 Usual timing

E
* i

0 : This wor( Fig. 3

'4 Temperature fluctuation
N for usual timing

and this work
21 (Reciprocating

Time (sec)
speed 30 rpm)

""............ 0 ............

0.5-
0*

: -Fig. 4

-0-- This work 4.2 K refrigeration

S-o-- Usual timing capacity for usual

E timing and this work

0-25 30 (Reciprocating

Reciprocating Speed (rpm) 30 rpm)
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Optimization of PV Work

Effects of the pressure level and the mass flow rate to the

refrigeration performance at 4.2 K was studied. The pressure range and

the mass flow rate to the refrigerator were varied by regulating the

compressor bypass valve. The Intake and exhaust valve timing was set

at the usual timing. Table 1 shows the condition of the pressure level

and the mass flow rate to the GM refrigerator for this experiment. The

PV diagrams at the second expansion space at 4.2 K were shown In Fig. 5,

when the first stage temperature was 35 K and the reciprocating speed

was 36 rpm. The PV works (W) for "a", "b", and "c" shown In Fig. 5 were

20.9 W, 16.9 W, and 14.2 W, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the mass change of helium gas In the second expansion

space at 4.2 K calculated from the Instantaneous pressure, expansion

volume, and temperature for each condition. The mass in the second

expansion space changed sinusoldaly synchronized with the expansion
volume and was independent of the pressure change. Moreover, In spite

of the different PV works (W) shown In Fig. 5, the helluip mass for the

Individual conditions at 4.2 K were almost the same. Consequently, the

helium mass In the expansion space at 4.2 K level highly depended on

the expansion volume and wasn't affected by the pressure level.

Table 1 Pressure level and mass flow te

Conduction Supply pressure Return pressure Mass flow rate

(MPa) (MPa) (g,/sec)

a 2.3 0.7 3.10

b 2.1 0.8 2.56

c 2.0 0.9 2.26
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This feature can be explained by the helium gas non-ideality. Figure 7

shows the temperature dependency of the helium gas density for 2.0 MPa

and 0.8 MPa. Figure 8 shows the relation between the temperature and

the density ratio of 2.0 MiPa helium gas to that of 0.8 MPa. For the ideal

gas, the density ratio shows the same value as the pressure ratio of

2.5, which is shown in Fig. 8 by a dotted line. Helium gas can be

regarded as the Ideal gas above about 15 K. The density ratio, however,

rapidly decreases with decreasing temperature and the density ratio Is

only about 1.1 at 4.2 K. This Is the reason why the mass flow rate at

the expansion space were almost the same for different pressure levels

and depended only on the expansion volume.

a

0-

Fig. 5

a "'PV diagrams at second
....- . expansion space

first stage : 35 K

second stage : 4.2 K
0 10 20 (a,b,c are indicated

Volume (cm3) in Table 1)

0 Oa

C FI g. 6
.2 

Mass change of helium in

second expansion space

first stage : 35 K

0 second stage : 4.2 K
0 1 (ab.c are Indicated

"Time (sec) In Table 1)
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Figure 9 shows the relation between the 4.2 K refrigeration capacities

and the first stage temperature. In the case of the lower first stage

temperature (below about 45 K), a larger PV work results in a larger 4.2

K refrigeration capacity. But the refrigeration capacity for condition
"a", which had the largest PV work, decreased rapidly with increasing

the first stage temperature. The refrigeration capacity for condition
"c", which had the smallest PV work, exceeded that for condition "a" at

the first stage temperature of about 52 K and maintained the 4.2 K

refrigeration capacity as high as 75 K of the first stage temperature.

The reason why a large PV worK couldn't maintain the 4.2 K

refrigeration capacity for larger tempcrature span In the regenerator

could be explained by the regcnerator inefficiency. The mass flow rate

at the cold end of the second regenerator for each condition was

almost the same, which is shown in Fig. 6. At the higher temperature

part In the regenerator, however, a larger PV work resulted in a larger

mass flow rate, since helium gas Is regarded as the Ideal gas. So,

regenerator inefficiency was considered to be the largest for condition
"a", and the 4.2 K refrigeration capacity decreased rapidly with

increasing temperature span In the second regenerator.
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REGENERATOR MECHANISM FOR 4 K GM REFRIGERATOR

Optimization of the refrig-rator operating condition for the 4.2 K

refrigeration performance was Investigated in the previous section. In

this section, the temperature distribution and the mass flow rate In the

regenerator is investigated and the Influence of the non-ideal gas on

the regenerator mechanism Is discussed.

Experimental Apparatus

Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. In

this apparatus, the second regenerator and the second displacer were

separated. Five CGR thermometers were put Into the second regenerator

to measure the helium gas temperatures. The symbols "A" to "E" Indicate

the positions where the CGR thermometers were placed. The first and

second cylinder sizes were 70 mm and 32 mm in diameter and the maximum

expansion volumes were 123.2 cm3 and 25.7 cm', respectively. Germanium

thermometers were attached to the first and second refrigeration

stages. In this apparatus, Ero.9 Ybo.1 Ni spheres (440 g; 0.18 to 0.42 mm In

diameter) were filled in the second regenerator. The pressure and the

dlspla'ement were also measured to obtain the 1V diagram.
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Temperature Distribution In Second Regenerator

Figure 11 shows the experimental result obtained at 24 rpm

reciprocating speed. Mean temperatures of position "A" (Tr) and "E" (T.)

were 5.1 K and 20s5 K, respectively. Figure ta-(r) shows the pressure and

the expansion volume change in a cycle, and Fig. th-(2) shows the

temperature fluctuation at each position in the second regenerator.
The Intake valve opened from I to 2, and a high pressure helium gas was

supplied to the expansion volume. Then, the exhaust valve opened from

3 to 4, and helium gas wass exhausted to the compressor.

Figure 12 shows the maximum and minimum tempe.'ature distributions In

the second regenerator. The solid line Indicates the result where TA

was 5.1 K and Tv- was 20.5 K, which represents a non-ideal gas condition.

The dotted line indicates the result where TA was 13.0 K and TE was 24.9

K, which represents an ideal gas condition. For the ideal gas condition,

the temperature profile was smooth and the amplitude of the

temperature fluctuation at each position (A-E) was almost equal. For

the non-ideal gas condition, however, a steep temperature gradient from
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the 20 K level to the 7 K level was observed In the range from the hot

end, "E",to the middle point, "C", In the regenerator. The amplitude of

temperature fiuctuation in this part ("E" to "C") was very large.

Especially, the temperature at "D" fluctuated from 5.8 K to 20.4 K In a

cycle. On the other hand, from the middle point, "C", to the cold end,

"A", the temperature gradient was very small, and the temperature

fluctuation was greatly reduced to less than 0.5 K. Thus, the

temperature distribution In the second regenerator for the Ideal gas

condition and the non-ideal gas condition were greatly different.

Mass Flow Rate Distribution In Second Regenerator

The mass flow rate at each section In the second regenerator was also

calculated from the instantaneous temperature, pressure and expansion

volume In a cycle. Figure 13 shows the average mass flow rate

distributions In the second regenerator for the Ideal gas condition and

the non-ideal gas condition. Generally, the mass flow rate for the non-

ideal gas condition Is larger than that for the I.deal gas region. This Is

because the helium gas density Is larger In the lower temperature

level. Another distinctive feature for the non-ideal gas condition Is

that the mass flow rate Increases from the hot end, "E", to the cold

end, "A". On the contrary for the Ideal gas condition, the mass flow

rate decreases from the hot end to the cold end.
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CONCLUSIONS

A two-stage GM refrigerator which used rare earth compounds as the

second regenerator material was investigated. The following conclusions

have been drawn from the experimental results.

(1) Optimizations for the intake and exhaust valve timing to the 4.2 K

refrigeration performance was investigated. A maximum refrigeration

capacity of 0.79 W was obtained by the valve timing which reduced

the temperature fluctuation at the expansion space.

(2) The effect of the PV diagrai, to the 4.2 K refrigeration performance

was investigated. Th2 result showed that the 4.2 K refrigeration

capacity highly depended on both the PV work and the second

regenerator temperature span.

(3) The temperature distribution in the second regenerator was

measured, and the mass flow rate at each section were calculated.
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A STIRLING CYCLE CRYOCOOLER

FOR 4 K APPLICATIONS

D. STACY, J. McCORMICK, P. WALLIS

CREARE INC.

HANOVER, NH 03755

INTRODUCTION

The 4 K cooler operates approximately on the Stirling thermodynamic cycle and embodies an

innovation first described by Daney [1] and Roubeau [2]. This innovation embodies two

identical Stirlir~g cycle coolers operating 1800 out-of-phase and sharing a ceunterflow heat

exchanger in lieu of ir.dwvidual regenerators, as illustrated in Figure 1. This scheme allows

heat released by the downward flowing stream to be absorbed by the upward flowing stream,

effectively substituting direct gas-to-gas recuperation for the more conventional gas-to-solid

matrix regeneration.

G.J. COLD

REGENERATOR

Figure 1. 1800 DUAL STIRLING COOLER WITH RECUPERATIVE REGENERATION

The 4 K cooler concept embodies a further innovation which perfects the realization of

recuperative regeneration. The expander volume is cycled on a non-sinusoidal schedulc in

order to producz a symmetric waveform of r,'cupteritor thennal loading.
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THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE DESIGN

Regenerative cooling cycles, such as the Stirling, which operate below the critical temperature

of the working fluid (helium) benefit strongly from low operating pressures. For example, the

expander provides more gross cooling power at subcritical pressures than at supercritical

pressures for the same temperature, swept volume, and cycle pressure fluctuation. Heat

absorbed by the working fluid in an expansion process is represented as:

dQ = dH- VE dp (1)

Substituting from Maxwell's relations, Eqn. I can be manipulated into the form:

dQ =I3 TE VE dP (2)

where 03 is the isobaric expansivity, a thermodynamic property. In the ideal gas regime,

PT = 1 , and Eqn. 2 reduces to the familiar form for computing expansion work in an ideal

gas. At temperatures below 10 - 20 K, however, helium is not an ideal gas at supercritical

pressures, as illustrated in Figure 2. /3T for supercritical pressures rapidly approaches zero as
temperature drops below 4 K, driving the gross cooling output of a given expander toward

zero. Suitably low pressures enable the expander to retain cooling performance consistent with

(or slightly better than) the ideal gas case.

Helium

4

3

P-lotin 6

2 0.6

0.4 12

/1?

C 5 10 15 20

TEMPERATURE, T (K)

Figure 2. HELIUM PROPERFIES

Low pressure operation also eliminates peaks in important thermodynamic properties such as

specific heat capacity, as illustrated in Fi•_gire 3a. A heat capacity peak tends to flatten the
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temperature gradient in that section of the regenerator, making prediction of the temperature

profile difficult and its stability questionable. Correct design of the regenerator requires an

accurate knowledge of the temperature distribution. As can be seen in Figure 3b, low pressure

operation avoids the problems of non-ideal variation in the helium gas properties.
3[4 u 3[4 k~fm

3E 3E

.3E41 -

~2E-a 22E4 tn

0 I O20 0 5 10124 0.6

051025 2 01 5 1 2
TEtPRATURE. T (K) TEUPCRA1JRC. T (K)

a b

Figures 3 a & b . HELIUM PROPERTIES

Very low cycle pressures are beneficial, and perhaps necessary, for Stirling cycles lifting from

4 K. A low pressure multi-stage cycle lifting from 4 K all the way to 300 K, however, would

be unacceptably large and heavy at the warm end. Cycle optimization studies demonstrated

clear advantages in size and weight with a hybrid cycle approach, cascading a multi-stage high
pressure Stirling (or other) cycle cryocooler above a low pressure Stirling cycle operating

between 4 K and approximately 20 K. The thermodynamic design pursued in this program
was therefore for a single-stage low pressure Stirling cycle lifting to 20 K.

CYCLE DESIGN CODE

The thermodynamic cycle was designed with the assistance of a proprietary computer code,

FORTIT B, developed under previous SBIR projects. FORTIT is a simple numerical code

which starts in the isothermal expander with a prescribed pressure and volume waveform and

marches up through the regenerator to the compressor, computing heat transfer and pressure

drop parameters from laminar, quasi-steady relationships. Outputs include the compressor

swept volume and volume waveform necessary to have provided the originally assumed

pressure waveforn. Gas in the regenerator is initially assumed to be in local thermal
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equilibrium with the regenerator walls, and the temperature and pressure are used to compute

the thermodynamic state in each regenerator node. Change in state from node to node is then

used to compute instantaneous heat flux, from which the local film AT is computed by means

of a quasi-steady laminar Nusselt number. The actual gas temperature in each node thus

computed is then used to call up the gas enthalpy from the Oxford University helium

prop-rties code HEPROP. The product of enthalpy and mass flow rate provides the

instantaneous enthalpy flux up or down the regener, ;or in each node. Cyclic integration of the

enthalpy flux provides the net enthalpy flux down the regenerator in each node; the loss

associated with heat transfer irreversibility.

FORTIT also calculates the conduction of heat down the metal of the regenerator, using the

appropriate temperature dependent metal conductivity from a database. Both conduction and

enthalpy flux depend upon the local temperature gradient in the regenerator. For steady-state

conditions, the First Law requires that the sum of conduction and enthalpy flux is constant for

all regenerator nodes. Starting from a pure conduction temperature profile. the code iterates

on temperature profile until the First Law criterion is satisfied within prescriue~d convergence

limits. The code acronym derives from FORtran Temperature ITeration.

TAILORED WAVESHAPES

Recuperation overcomes the low temperature performance deterioration of conventional

regenerator matrix materials due to declining heat capacity. Effective implementation of the

recuperative Stirling concept at low temperatures, however, depends for its success on further

thermodynamic innovations. First, the instantaneous rate of heat transfer out ot one gas stream

must match with high precision the instantaneous rate of heat transfer into the other gas stream

throughout the thermodynamic cycle, requiring temporal symmetry in the recuperator thermal

load waveform. Mechanical implementation of the Stirling cycle typically invokes sinusoidal

waveforms of compressor and expander volume in time for reasons of kinematic simplicity

and/or resonant operation. Such machines however produce a decidedly asymmetric cycle of

mass flow (and theinal loading) on the regelierator, as illustrated in Figure 4. This thermal

loading asymmetry results in imperfect recuperative cancellation in the 1800 dual Stirling

cycle implemented with sinusoidal volume waveforms, as shown in Figure 5. The uncanceled

residual thermal load in Figure 5 represents a net regenerative demand on the heat capacity of
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the metal in the heat exchanger. The present 4 K cooler concept perfects the implementation

of the recuperative Stirling invention by distorting or "tailoring" the expander volume
waveform so as to provide symmetric thermal loading waveforms and perfect recuperation.

This result can be achieved for waveform tailoring of the expander, the compressor, or both,

and an infinite number of symmetric thermal load combinations are possible. The volume

waves which produce symmetric thermal load waves, however, also influence the expander PV

diagram (gross cooling) and the heat exchanger effectiveness loss. Optimum volume cycles
will provide recuperative symmetry while also maximizing net expander cooling output. The

design reported herein used a sinusoidal compressor volume and skewed sinusoid expander
volume cycles to provide recuperative symmetry, maximized net cooling, and relatively simple

drive and control requirements. Figure 6 illustrates the selected expander volume waveform

and the resulting waveforms for system pressure and regenerator mass flow rate twiich

corresponds relatively well to thermal load). Figure 7 compares the expander PV for the

Figure 6 cycle with a sinusoidal cycle with similar net cooling output.

The final key thermodynamic innovation in the 4 K cooler concept is the use of elastic metal

diaphragms to form the positive displacement compressor and expander volumes. The

diaphragms define, seal, and displace the working volumes. This geometry is chosen primarily

because it provides expansion and compression processes very close to the ideal isothermal
processes which grace the Stirling cycle with Carnot efficiency in the limit. Practically

speaking, diaphragms also serve the function of reciprocating bearings and seals, providing a

non-wearing mechanism with high reliability and long life potential.
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Figure 4. STI.ILI,'ý RL"P.EG-NERATOR Figure 5. 1800 STIRLING REGENERATOR

'i.'-L;L~iAL LOADING WITH THERMAL LOADING WITH
SINUSOIDAL VOLUME CYCLES SIN.JSOIDAL VOLUME CYCLES
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Figure 6. TAILORED EXPAN)ER/SIN•SOIDAL Figure 7. EXPANDER PV DIAGRAMS
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE AND
REGENERATOR MASS FLOW WAVES

REGENERATOR DESIGN AND FABRICATION

The commercial CFD code, FLUENT, was employed to compute the lateral distribution of

flow across the regenerator channels as a function of the number and geometry of inlet and

discharge ports. The simplest geometry, with a single inlet and discharge port at diagonally

opposite corners of the regenerator, produced the computed flow field illustrated in Figure 8.

Significant distortions of the flow field were predicted over 25% of the regenerator length at

each end with this geometry. While it is obvious that a very fine mesh of small ports is

desirable from a flow distribution sense, the separation between ports includes an irreducible

minimum gasket width for reliable sealing. Increases in the number of ports therefore reduce

the fractional plate width available for flow porting in order to accommodate the increased

number of gaskets.

A design was finally selected which effectively divides the channel into four symmetric

parallel flow streams with one inlet and one discharge port each. Because the flow systems

are symmetric about the port center lines, this translates into two full ports at one end and one

full port flanked by two half ports at the other end. This design confines significant lateral
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Figure 8. COMPUTE FLOW FIELD FOR Figure 9. COMPUTED FLOW FIELD
SINGLE PORT CHANNEL DESIGN FOR "4 PORT" CHANNEL DESIGN

flow distortions to approximately 10% of the regenerator length at each end. The FLUENT
output is shown in Figure 9, and the embedded distortion data are amplified in Figure 10.
Calculations were performed at several planes across the hydraulic diameter, and Figure 10
displays the bulk integrated flow distortion results. Figure 11 displays the design
implementation of the "4 port" scheme.
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Figure 10. "4 PORT" CHANNEL Figure 11. "4 PORT" CRAINNT-L DETAIL
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The second concern in regenerator design is non-uniform flow distribution across the many

parallel channels of the regenerator caused by the expected tolerance on plate-to-plate spacing.

This tolerance would arise both from material thickness tolerance and from variations in

material yield during the diffusion bond fabrication process. Although research indicated that

plate-to-plate spacing precision of 1 micron could be held, the extreme sensitivity of maximum

channel-to-channel flow imbalance to plate spzcing suggested that channel flow variations of

10% could result. This degree of flow imbalance in turn would have a significant impact upon

regenerator effectiveness, as illustrated in Figure 12. The parameter CI/Ch corresponds to the

mass flow ratio between adjacent channels, and the parameter F, indicates the fraction of the
heat exchanger channels afflicted by the mass flow imbalance.
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Figure 12. HEAT EXCHANGER EFFECTIVENESS VS. FLOW DISTRIBUTION UNIFORMITY

The regenerator is a parallel plate heat exchanger consisting of 40 "A" channels alternating

with 40 "B" channels serving the "A" and "B" Stirling cycles. Porting into each channel

consists of two full ports at one end and one full port plus two half ports at the other. Plate

spacing is maintained by a matrix of spacer buttons which constitute about a 10% flow

blockage (included in the thermodynamic design calculations). The pitch between spacers is

based upon maintaining acceptably small deflections of the heat exchanger "plates" relative to

normal plate spacing under the influence of cyclic channel-to-channel pressure fluctuations.

Channel perimeters are sealed by a thin metal "gasket" of thickness similar to the plate spacing

buttons. Typical icgenerator components are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. REGENERATOR COMPONENTS

To attenuate the impact of potential flow maldistribution, two design features are incorporated

in the regenerator. The first provides multiple transverse headers between alternating flow
channels down the length of the regenerator. Figure 14 from Fleming [3] shows the
effectiveness of transverse headers in reducing the performance impact of maldistribution by
promoting periodic flow redistribution. The second design feature is intended to promote
transverse thermal mixing between maldistributed flow streams. This feature constitutes
transverse copper "bars" which readily conduct heat perpendicular to the flow direction,
effectively rernixing the gas temperature in all channels at any elevation. In the simple
parallel plate heat exchanger configuration, each flow stream exchanges heat only with the two
adjacent channels, and performance is very dependent upon local flow matching in those
channels. With transverse conductors, the gas in each channel is also able to exchange heat
(via the conductors) with gas many flow channels distant on either side. This invention
effectively increases the statistical probability of having a good Cl/Ch ratio by thermally
connecting a large number of channels subject to a random value distribution of individual
channel flow rate and heat load parameters. This feature might find good application in any
miniature heat exchanger, where channel tolerance is a large fraction of the nominal channel
dimension. Additionally, it could be useful for combating the themial instability problems of
cryogenic heat exchangers, where temperature dependent viscosity effects provide positive
feedback to exacerbate flow maldistribution.
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Implementation of this design concept is illustrated in Figure 15 which represents an edge

view section of the concept. The clearance between the transverse conductor "wire" and the

hole through the spacer "donut" provides a cross header through which alternating flow

channels can redistribute their flow. This transverse header and conductor detaii is terminated

at the extreme ends of the plate stack with two blind side plates which capture the transverse

conductor wires and complete the sealing of the gas boundary. Figure 16 shows one plate of

the transverse mixed regenerator design. UDNS
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Figure 14. IMPACT7 ON MALDISTRIBUTED Figure 15. REGENERA•TOR DETAIL

IEAT EXCHANGER EFFECTIVENESS
OF INTERMdEDIATE• HEADER SECT-IONS

1 7'

Figure 16, PHOTOGRAPH OF TRA, NSVERSE MIXED REGENERATOR PLATE
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MATERIAL AND FABRICATION TECHNIGUES

The heat exchanger plates are fabricated of 38 micron (1.5 mil) Type 304 stainless steel. The

plate perimeter gaskets are also of 38 micron Type 304 stainless. The pure copper spacer

buttons are 42 microns (1.7 mils) thick. The regenerator plates and perimeter gaskets are

assembled by diffusion bonding.

Chemical photo etching processes are used to form the regenerator plate details and the

perimeter gasket pieces. The etching process includes locating features so that the individual

components may be precisely aligned on fixturing pins for accurate registration prior to

diffusion bonding.

Multi-plate sample stacks of diffusion bonded regenerator components were first leak checked

to M0-9 std cc/sec, then potted and sectioned for destructive microscopic inspection of internal

plate spacing precision. Internal plate-to-plate spacing uniformity, shown in Figs. 17 a and b,

was found to be within 1 gM.

Figures 17 a & b. REGENERATOR SECTIONS, PLATE SPACING
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DIAPHRAGM DESIGN

Diaphragms in the 4 K cooler design are of Type 304 stainless steel shim stock. Deflections

are on the order of 0.25 mm, and gas pressure differential is a maximum of 0.6 atm.

Thickness of the diaphragms was based upon two criteria: keeping the combined stress from

deflection and pressure loading beneath 100 MPa, and keeping the volumetric bulge due to

pressure differential beneath 5% of the swept volume. Application of these criteria resulted in

selection of 0.25 mm thickness for expander diaphragms and 0.50 mm thickness for

compressor diaphragms.

The diaphragm design incorporates a thick rigid hub and a thin flexible annular web region

with radius ratio of about 0.6. The annular geometry in these proportions provides the lowest

peak elastic stress per unit of volume swept. The 100 MPa peak stress limit falls well below

the 99.999% fatigue endurance probability at 1010 cycles of reversing stress, well beyond 10

years of operating life at the 10 Hz design frequency. Diaphragms therefore provide the basis

for a highly reliable long life 4 K cooler with a simple, passive, and robust reciprocating

bearing system. The machine design incorporates pairs of diaphragms on a common axis
linked by a thin walled structural tube, constraining the system to a single degree of freedom

along the axis of reciprocation.

Diaphragms inherently perform the function of sealing the positive displacement working

volumes of the expander and compressor. This flexural sealing technique avoids rubbing wear

and obsoletes high precision, close running "clearance seals", simplifying construction and

promoting long life.

4 K COOLER LAYOUT

The 4 K cooler layout includes two diaphragm expanders and iwo diaphragm compressors

interconnected by the recuperative regenerator. The expander heads share a common 4 K

"deck", to which a load heater is attached for purposes of measuring cooling capacity. The

compressor heads similarly share a common 20 K deck which is thermally connected to a 20 K

heat sink provided by helium boil off. The compressor head deck and the expander head dec'<

are suspended beneath a 300 K motor deck by thin-walled tubes which provide alignment

while limiting structural hcat leak. The compressor and expander diaphragm hubs arc each
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connected to mating diaphragm hubs on the motor deck by similar thin-walled tubes which

serve to transmit diaphragm stroking forces from motors located on the motor deck. This

overall arrangement is illustrated in Figure-, 18 and 19.

ow rum

WK LOAD

Figure 19. 200 mA 4-20 K COOLER ASSFMBLY

Figure 19. CRYOCOOLER COLD END ASSEMBLY
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Rotary DC servo motors drive the reciproc, ing compressor and expander assemblies through

conventionat kinematic crank shait and connecting rod mechanisms, with the four motor deck

diaphragms serving as croF heads. A programmable control is employed to provide the

tailored expander volume waveforms specified from the thermodynamic design.

The cooler is fabricated primarily of Type 304 stainless steel, chosen for its cryogenic

properties and relatively low thermal conductivity. Copper inserts are used where high

conductivity is desired, such as for distributing heat from the load heaters to the expander deck

heads and from the compressor deck heads to the heat sink heat exchangers. The working gas

boundary is hermetically sealed by furnace brazed joints. Construction of the 4 K cooler is

current'; 75% complete.

FACILITY INTEGRATION

The 4 K cryocooler was designed to integrate into a vertical bell jar vacuum system for

testing. The 300 K motor deck sits atop a 24 inch diameter spool piece, which in turn rests

upon the baseplate of the vacuum system. The spool contains numerous passthrough nozzles

for instrumentation leads and plumbing connections to provide 20 K heat sinking. The zone

defined by the motor deck, the spool, and the facility baseplate operates at vacuum levels

between 104 and 10-5 torr, maintained by a diffusion pump backed by a rough pump. The
zone above the motor deck is covered by a 24 inch diameter bell jar, and this region is

evacnated by the rough pump. This scheme limits the potential for fouling the cold surfaces of

the cryocooler by volatile contaminants from the motor and drive system bearing lubricants.

At the same time, maintenant- 3f nominal "acuum above and belc - the 24 inch diameter

motor deck prevents structural deflections of the deck which would interfere with proper

maintenance of diaphragm to head clearance. Spring loaded check vilves installed in thu

motor deck and facing in both directions prevent any possibility of distorting the deck through

improper sequencing of vacuum system controls during pimp down.

Experimental heat sinrking from the 4 K cooler is provided by expendable helium cryogen.

Copper heat exchangers of brazed construction are attached to tht, underside of the conipressor

head deck. Cold helium gas is supplied to the hcat exchangers at teit bottom end and flows

upward through the exchangers toward discharge nozzles located near the deck end. Waste
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heat from the deck meanwhile couducts downward through the copper structure of the

exchanger counter to ,he helium flow direction. In this fashion, the exchanger provides
"counterflow" performance between a conductive heat stream and a convective coolant stream,

utilizing the sensible cooling capacity of the helium gas between 4 K and 20 K while

maintaining the compressor deck at 20 K. Helium flow control provides course temperature

control of the compressor deck, and trim heaters on the deck provide fine control under

experimental conditioiis. Heat exchanger construction is illustrated in Figure 20.

7

Figure 20. HEAT SINK )OT EXCHANGER

CN' "5 USIONS

Analytical results show that practical and efficient refrigeration between 4 K and

approximately 20 K is feasible through z.:c u-, of a low pressure recuperative dual Stirling

cycle approach. The low prc-,iirus n- r t- !succc., sullv liptn~eie this approach suggest

cascadiag the 4 to 20 K cookr bc.ath - r, -onv26u (,-30' K high pressure

.-i: igeration cycle to minimize u ys:OrP ,a.' a ,, ut . ..
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The feasibility of fabricating miniature parallel plate heat exchangers suited to the
requirements for 4 K cooling and with 1 micron plate spacing precision and hermetic leak tight

integrity has been demonstrated.

The performance and efficiency of Stirling cycle cryogenic refrigerators may be enhanced and
extended by optimizing compressor and expander volume cycles on thermodynamic rather than
kinematic criteria. Higher performance is possible as designs move beyond simple harmonic
motion and into programmable linear drivers.

Finally, 4 K cryocoolers of very long operating life at high reliability and efficiency appear
feasible by meanis of diaphragm design concepts. These results are particuiarly pertinent to the
cooling of sensitive scientific instruments aboard orbiting satellites and installed in remote
unattended locations.
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SUPERFLUID STIRLING REFRIGERATOR WITH A COUNTERFLOW REGENERATOR

J. G. Brisson and G.W. Swift
Condensed Matter and Thermal Physics Group,

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Abstract

A superfluid Stirling refrigerator has been built with a counterflow heat
exchanger. Sensors have been developed to measure pressure, concentration,
volume, and adiabatic temperature rise in the working fluid, 3 He-4 He. The
refrigerator is found to operate on both the 3He, which behaves like an ideal
gas, and the phonon/roton gas found in the 4 He component of the working
fluid.
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SUPERFLUID STIRLING REFRIGERATOR WITH A COUNTERFLOW REGENERATOR

J. G. Brisson and G.W. Swift
Condensed Matter and Thermal Physics Group,

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The superfluid Stirling refrigerator (SSR) uses a 3 lte-4 Ile liquid mixture as a
working fluid. It operates at temperatures below 2 K where the 4 He component of the
working fluid is superfluid. The 3 He component of the working fluid, to first
approximation, behaves thermodynamically like an ideal gas in the inert
background of superfluid 4 He. 1 Using pistons equipped with a superleak bypass, it is
possible to expand and compress the 3 He solute "gas". The SSR is a Stirling machine
equipped with these "superleaked" pistons to take advantage of the properties of the
3He solute to cool below 1 K. The proof of principle was shown by Kotsubo and Swift
in 1990.2,3

There are three other techniques for cooling below 1 K: 1) the 3 He- 4 He
dilution refrigerator which utilizes the endothermic heat of mixing of 3He into 4 He
to reach temperatures below 0.010 K; 2) the evaporation of 3 He which can reach
temperatures of 0.3 K; and, 3) adiabatic demagnetization of a paramagnetic salt.
There are several advantages of the SSR over each of the other techniques. The
power consumption of a dilution refrigerator is typically on the order of kilowatts;
whereas, the SSR consumes tens to hundreds of watts. The SSR has the potential to
cool below 0.3 K and out perform the evaporative 3 He refrigerator. Adiabatic
demagnetization often requires magnetic shielding bet'een the refrigerator and the
object to be cooled; obviously, the SSR requires no such shielding. The dilution
refrigerator and the evaporative 3 He refrigerator are not naturally' suited to a zero
gravity environment, whereas the SSR is unaffected by zero G.

Design and Construction !

The refrigerator designed by Kotsubo and Swift 2 ,3 (K&S) was intended as only
a proof of principle. The workers themselves suggest several improvements on the
design of their refrigerator. We have incorporated several of their suggestions and
added some of our own.

A schematic diagram of our refrigerator is shown in fig. 1, and more details of
the design are shown in fig. 2. This refrigerator is actually two SSR's operating 1 80
degrees out of phase with each other. This allows the use of a counterflow heat
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Hot piston Hot cyinders

Position sensor

Vycor superleak

Counterfiowregenerator
3He-4 He volumes Codpsn

Cold piston

T T
Cold cydin n'rs

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the present SSR. Concentration gauges are labeled
with an "X", pressure gauges with a "P" and thermometers with a T. The heavy
arrows show fluid flow direction in the regenerator corresponding to the piston
motion direction shown at the position sensors. The moving parts are
crosshatched.

exchanger to act as a regenerator for each of the SSR's which is simpler than the
K&S 31-le jacketed regenerator.

The counterflow regenerator shown in fig. 2 consists of a total of 238 0.305 mm
O.D. CuNi tubes ý'ith 0.038 mm walls. These tubes are silver soldered in a hexagonally
close packed array with alternating rows corresponding to each "half" of the SSR.
We use silver solder to insure that the solder does not become a superconductor at our
operating temperatures and spoil the thermal conduction between the tubes. The
length of the regenerator is approximately 20.3 cm.

The design of the regenerator was done with a program written following the
criteria outlined by Swift, Migliori and Wheatley5 . We were interested in designing a
regenerator that would operate at higher frequencies than K&S's SSRL This
regenerator allows operation of our SSR at periods of 20 seconds per cycle, as opposed
to 2.2 to 14.3 minutes for the K&S refrigerator.

The parallel SSR design also takes advantage of both sides of the piston. The
previous design required an inert volume on the back side of each piston to allow the
collection of the 4 He that flowed through the superluak. In the present design both
sides of the piston are involved in the compression and expansion of the refrigerant.
This doubles the cooling power per stroke without increasing heating due to piston
motion. It also eliminates <t ,w n the time scale of a week) changing of the cooling
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S• • platform
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1 of 4

Figure 2. The SSR. Pressure gauges are delineated with a "P, concentration gauges with an "V

and thermometers with a"T". The heavy arrows show fluid flow direction in the regenerator

corresponding to the piston motion direction shown at the position sensors. The moving parts

are shown with widely-spaced crosshatching.
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power, the osmotic pressure and other characteristics of the refrigerator due to
diffusion of 3 He into the inert piston volume in the K&S design.

The pistons are made with welded bellows4 which have convolutions that nest
into one another to minimize the dead volume. The hot platform pistons are rigidly
connected together and driven by rigid push rods from room temperature. The cold
platform pistons are similarly driven.

We have moved the pumped 4 He pot onto the same platform as the hot pistons
to avoid possible thermal gradients and the complications of a heat pipe in the K&S
design.

The K&S drive mechanism was highly non-sinusoidal. We have redesigned the
drive mechanism so that this refrigerator operates with a sinusoidal drive.

The heat exchangers are copper cylinders press fit into the large copper
blocks the pistons are mounted on. The hot platform heat exchangers are 1.14 cm
long with four 0.8 mm diameter holes drilled longitudinally through the cylinder.
The low temperature heat exchangers are 1.14 cm long with 12 0.51 mm diameter
holes.

The pressure gauges of the flexible diaphragm type described by Straty and
Adams.6 The concentration gauges are of coaxial capacitor typc described by
Kierstead; 7 the 3 He concentration is obtained from the dielectric constant of the
mixture. The thermometers shown in fig. 2 are intended to measure the
heating/cooling due to the adiabatic compression/expansion of the 3 He. They are
made by suspending a chip of carbon made from a 220 11 Speer resistor on thin
manganin wires inside a hollow Stycast 1266 envelope. The helium mixture is
admitted into the Stycast chamber through a 0.8 mm diameter capillary.

The two fill lines into each of the SSR halves are sealed with low temperature
pneumatic valves mounted on the pumped helium platform. These valves are
actuated using pressurized 4 He. If we did not use these valves, operation of the SSR
would cause the mixture to oscillate up and down the fill capillaries and put a
significant heat load on the refrigerator.

Linear ball bearings

Counterwound solenoids

Pick-up solenoid
6.35 mm diameter ground

stainless steel rod

Figure 3. Anatomy of a position sensor. The pick-up solenoid is mounted on the
moveable stainless steel rod. As the rod moves the pick-up coil samples the spatially
varying field set up by the counterwound solenoids. Monitoring the output signal
of the pick-up coil determines the position of the rod.
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Figure 4. The energy dissipated per cycle by the bearings in a position sensor for a
stroke of 1.47 mm.
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Figure 5. Energy dissipated per cycle versus stroke in the bellows used in the
current SSR.

The linear position sensors, shown in fig. 3, are mounted at 1 K to monitor the
positions of the pistons in situ. The position sensor consists of two
counterwound copper coils on a thin walled stainless steel tube. A pick-up coil
wound on a ground stainless steel rod rides inside the counterwound coils. We
generally drive the outer coils with a 1 mA 1 kHz signal and monitor the output
voltage of the pick-up coil as a measure of position. The resolution of this system is
better than 0.025 mm.
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"The unusual aspect of the position sensor is that it uses linear ball bearings at
low temperature (1 K). Figure 4 shows the results of measurements of the heating
from the motion of the bearings. The stroke used in the data in fig. 4 is typical for
the current SSR. The frequency of operation for our SSR is approximately 0.05 Hz, a
period of 20 seconds. We anticipated the power dissipation of the position sensor to be
less than 10 microwatts each during the operation of our refrigerator. We thermally
linked both position sensors to 1 K since our 1 K pumped 4 He pot could handle up to 6
mW of power.

The energy dissipated per stroke in the bellows as a function of the stroke
length is shown in fig. 5. The stroke lengths used to date are 1.52 mm resulting in an
anticipated dissipation due to the bellows of 0.1 microwatts per bellows with a 20
second cycle time.

A calibrated germanium resistance thermometer 8 was mounted on the outside
of the cold platform. A 220 I Speer resistor was used to monitor the temperature of
the hot platform.

Heat Flush and Deviation of 3He concentration from Ideal Gas Behavior

One of the more interesting points in the initial work of K&S is the deviation of
the 3 He concentration from the ideal gas behavior. We were interested in
understanding this deviation,

80X10

o 70

"60

C
00

0.) 4'
I

Cn 30

20

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Temperature of co!d platform (K)
Figure 6. The concentration of 3 He in 4 He at the hot (Xh) and cold (Xc) platforms as a
function of the cold platfo-rm. temperature. The temperature of the hot plaJorm was
held at 1.05 K. This graph is the result of two data runs. The disparity in the overlap
of the two data runs is due to slight variation in temperature of the warm platform
and differing volumes in the pistons between runs.
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The concentration gauges were calibrated at 1 Kelvin by measuring their
capacitances when evacuated and full of 4 He, and using the known dielectric
constant of 4 He. During calibration, we also compared the pressure and temperature
dependences of the capacitance to the known temperature dependences of the
dielectric constant. We found that the gauges had an inherent pressure dependence
equivalent to 4.5% 3He concentration per atmosphere of total pressure. This was not
accounted for in the K&S work and could explain some of the deviations they saw
from the ideal gas law.

With mixture in the SSR, we made measurements of the concentrations while
holding the hot platform at a constant temperature and varying the temperature of
the !ow temperature platform. The resulting data are shown in fig. 6. The two traces
in fig. 6 would be straight lines if the 3 He solute behaved as an ideal gas.

Khalatnikov 9 suggests that, for low concentrations of 3 He, the mixture should
obey

(1) go(p,T)-m= constant

where gi o(p,T) is the chemical potential per unit mass for pure 4 He, k is Boltzman's
constant, T is the temperature, X is the number concentration of 3 He in 4 He, and m4 is
the mass of the 4 He atom. This equation can be used to determine the concentration
gradient between two fluid packets which are at different temperatures.

Since the pressure gradients within our SSR are small we can consider ,A. to be
a function of T only. Then the difference in the chemical potential between two fluid
packets at Ti and T2 is

(2) Ago S - 4 dT P4 P4 S4 dT

here P4 is the mass density of pure 4 He, and S4 the entropy per unit mass of pure
4 He.

The second integral in eq. 2 is the fountain pressure of 4He. 10 If we decide to
reference our fountain pressure, P.. to zero temperature then

T
(3) Pf(T) = P4 S4 dT.

If we similarly reference the chemical potential to zero temperature, we find

(4) go = Pf

Equation 4 can be substituted into eq. 1 and with some manipulation we find
(5) Pf + n 3 kT = constant

where n 3 is the number density of the 3 11e. The second term is the osmotic pressure

of the 3 He, P3. We can rewrite eq. 5 as:
(6) Pf + P3 = constant

within the SSR. This important equation gives the deviations from the ideal gas
behavior P3= constant. For the data shown in fig. 6, the sum of the fountain pressure
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Figure 7. Plot of the difference in 3He osmotic pressures between the cold platform
and hot platform for the data shown in fig. 6. The theoretical curve is plotted for
temperatures less then 1.4 K where the Landau model is appropriate. See text for
discussion.

and the osmotic pressure of the hot platform should equal the same sum for the cold
platform or

(7) Pf(Thot) - Pf(Tcold) = P3( Tcoid)- P3(Thot).

The difference in osmotic pressures of the data shown .n fig. 6 is plotted
against the temperature of the cold platform in fig. 7. According to equation 7, this
should bc the same as a plot of the difference in the fountain pressures of the pure
4 He at the same temperatures. This can be calculated from the Landau model of the
phonon/ roton gas in liquid 4 He. Using the Khalatnikov's expression for the free
energy per unit volume of the phonon/roton gas,1 1 the thermodynamic relation P=

d--V)T (here F is the free energy of the system), and the dispersion parameters

given by Wilkes, 1 2 we arrive at the pressure of the phonon roton gas, Ppr as:
+ 13880T43/28.65.

(8) Ppr (in torr)=- 13800 T 3/2 exp( ---- 6

where T is in Kelvins. Note that the Landau model is only appropriate at low
temperatures a,. ' breaks down for temperatures above 1.4 K. Pf= Ppr provided the
dispersion parame. -- are not strong functions of volume. Equation 8 is used to
calculate the differer, - in the fountain pressures in equation 7. A plot of the left
hand side of eq. 7, usins -1. 8, versus the cold platform temperature is shown in fig.
7. There is excellent agree,. Qnt between the theoretical and experimental curves.
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This treFatment of the fountain and osmotic pressures suggest a
reinterpretation of the working fluid in the SSR as a three fluid medium: an inert
superfluid background, a phonon/roton gas, and an ideal gas of 3 He.

Equation 7 also suggests a limitation in the operation of an SSR. If the
refrigerator is operated with the warm platform at a high temperature and with a
low concentration of 3 He, there will be temperatures where eq. 7 cannot be satisfied.
These temperatures correspond to the flushing of all 3 He from the hot platform
piston by the phonon/roton gas. The flushing of the 3 He from the hot piston allows
superfluid counterflow within the refrigerator and quenches any further cooling by
the SSR.

Performance of the Refrigerator

This refrigerator has been operated to a temperature of 528 mK with an 8%
mixture and a piston stroke of 1.52 mm. The peak to peak pressure amplitudes in the
refrigerator are of the order of 30 ton-. There has been no attempt to date to optimize
performance. All these results are preliminary.

There have been indications that there are asymmetries in the refrigerator
and we have found it necessary to install more gauges in order to sort out these
effects so that we may work towards understanding and optimizing the performance
of the refrigerator.

The installation of both pressure gauges and the position sensors allows us to
make indicator diagrams of the SSR which will ultimately lead to determining the
work and the thermodynamic efficiency of this refrigerator.

Present and Future Work

We are currently running the SSR to map out performance as a function of
average concentration, speed and stroke. We will be investigating the effect of
imbalances of average concentration and stroke in each half of the SSR since these
will have a large impact on the counterflow regenerator's effectiveness. We also
expect to investigate the behavior when the hot platform temperature is
approximately 1.5 K to understand the operation of the SSR in the regime where the
working fluid is comprised of both the 3 -le and the phonon/roton gas. The operation
of the SSR hot platform from a 3 1te refrigerator will allow the study' of the SSR in the
Fermi fluid regime.

Future practical work will include a pulse-tube 13 version as a first step in the
elimination of moving parts from the SSR, and will include the addition of a vortex
refrigerator 14 to our cryostat to provide a lower starting temperature.
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GRADED AND NONGRADED REGENERATOR PERFORMANCE'

W. Rawlii and K. D. Tin merhaus
University of Colorado

Department of Chemical Engineering
Boulder, Colorado

R. Radebaugh, J. Gary, and P. Bradley
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Boulder, Colorado

A method to measure regenerator performance, in situ, in an oriL'e pulse tube
refrigerator has been succe:Audy developed. This was accomplished by inserting two, 2 mm

long, tungsten wires with diameters of 4 pm perpendicular to the flud flow at the cold end

of the regenerator. One wire, used as a resistance thermometer, measured temperature
fluctuations and the other, used as a constant temperature anemc meter, measured mas. flow

rates. The dynamic measurement ot temperature and mass flow rates at the cold eno of the
regenerator permitted calculation of the ineffectiveness of thc regenerator. This paper

compares the performance between two different regeneratois conmucted from stainless
steel mesh: one with a graded mesh (where three di:ferent mn.Zs,b sizes are used tor the
matrix material) and another with a single mesh size throughout. Both experimental and
numerical model results are presented. The numerical model indicated that there was cn!y

a very slight advantage to using a graded mesh ir a regenerator, whereas experiments
showed the graded mesh regenerator to have a slightly higher ineffectiveness.

INTRODUCTION

The orifice pulse tube refrigerator (OViR() uses a variation of the Stirling cycle. The

OPTR, unlike ihe Stirling refrigerator, has no moving displacer and thus has promise of

"Research sponsored by NASA/Ames Resmarch Center. Contribution of NIST not

subject to copy right.
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greater dependability. The main disadvantage of the OPTR is that. for the same

refrigeration power of a Stirling refrigerator, higher mass flow rates are required. Since

higher mass flow rates usually degrade regenerator performance, it is necessary to construct

regenerators having a hi;h effectiveness, defined as

Qo, actual heat transfer rate
Q, maximum possible heat transfer rate

Since regenerators in cryocoolers generally have an effectiveness greater than 95%, it is

convenient to define a term specifying the ineffectiveness as

X = I_ =- Q (2)

where Qr, represents the heat load on the cold end of the refrigerator. Rawlinis et al.'

showed that the ineffectiveness of a regenerator in oscillating systems such as the OPIR can

be expressed as

fih Tdt C),v (3
S= __ __ ,_ _ (3)

mAT fC mATTP

x'here nd is the mass flow rate, T the temperature (both measured at the cold end of the
regenerator), f the frequency of oscillation, C, the heat capacity at constant pressure, and

t the timc. It is convenient to reference ineffectiveness measurements to the cold end of

the refrigerator; therefore, m represents the total mass which flows through the cold '. lid of

the regenerator in ont. half cycle. The difference between the average temperatures at the

hot and cold ends of the regenerator is defined as AT.

In the past it has not been possible to measure regenerator ineffectivenec;s using

Eq. (3) since this requires nearly instantancou' metasurement of both the gas mass flow rate

and g,, temperature. To evaluate regenerator losses, investigators in the pas! have devised

other less direct methods to measure regenerator ineffectiveness '- A method has now been

developed to make these instantaneous measurements which introduces a relatively small

void volume, pressure drop, or flow disturbance at the cold end of thc regenerator.'
Measurements have also been made of the mass floA rates, ar.d temnperatures Z.t the warm
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ends of both the pulse tube and the regenerator. A literature search reveals that this is the
first time such measurements have been made, allowing the performance of a regenerator
to be evaluated during OPTR operation. These experimental measurements were compared
to a numerical model developed at NIST called REGEN 3.1.

Graded mesh regenerators are often used in cryocoolers (i.e., coarse or more open
meshes at the warm end graduating to finer meshes at the cold end, see Fig. 1) rather than

Flange Bolls tck
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0.254 mm Wall 1 22 MIT-I
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a single mesh of intermediate size. The graded configuration should maintain the same

overall available heat transfer area as in the single mesh regenerator but, due to the higher

viscosity at the warm end and the lower viscosity at the cold end of the gas, the pressure

drop in the regenerator should be reduced. A numerical model was first used to test this

hypothesis and then two regenerators were constructed to experimentally test the two

configurations. The comparison was made between two regenerators constructed from

stainless steel tubing with an inner diameter of 15.4 mm, a length of 0.122 m, and a wall

thickness of 0.25 mm, filled with the stacked stainless steel mesh. The first third of the

graded mesh regenerator, starting at the cold end, was filled with 250x250 mesh screen. The
middle third was filled with 200x200 mesh screen, and the last third or warm end, %ith

I5Ox15G mesh screen. The mesh designation is not a S.I. unit but is a standard industry
designation of the number of wire strands used per inch in the horizontal and vertical

directions to fabricate the mesh screen. The wire diameters used to form the 250x250,
20W0200, and 15x15O mesh screens were 40.64 pim, 53.34 Am, and 66.04 Jin, respectively.

The second regenerator was filled entirely with 200 mesh screen. The porosity of both

regenerators was 0.65. The total surface area available for heat transfer in the graded and

nongraded regenerators was approximately equivalent at 0.6193 and 0.5966 m3, respectively,

NUMERICAL MODEL

The numerical model used for the regenerator evaluation was developed at NIST by

Gary and Radebaugh.' This model assume-, sinusoidal fluctuations in the mass flow rates

at the warm and cold end regenerator boundaries. The results from this model for the two
regenerators are compared in Figure 2. In this figure the ineffectiveness of the regenerator

is plotted as a function of the avetage mass flow rate at the cold end of the regenerttcr.

The model predicts a slightly lower ineffectiveness for the graded regenerator. The average

value for the ineffectiveness computed by the model for the graded regenerator was 0.005 66

Pnd for the single mesh regenerator 0.005 96, with standard deviations of 0.000 09 and

6.00O 23, respectively, indicating littie difference between the predicted performance of the

two regenerators.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

The mass flow rate was measured at the cold end of the regenerator using a

technique called constant temperature anremometry (C-TA)' and tie temperature was
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Figure 2 Comparison of the ineffectiveness of the graded and nongraded mesh
regenerators from the numerical model as a function of the average mass flow
rate at the cold end of the regenerator.

evaluated using a resistance temperature detector (RTD). Both sensors were constructed

using a 2 mm length of tungsten wire with a diameter of 3.8 pm supported by two needles.

These wires were inserted, with their lengths perpendicular to the flr,.d flow, i'hside the 3

mrn tubing between the cold end of the regenerator and the pulse tube. The res ponses of

the CTA and the RTD were approximately 20 ps and 260 's, respectively" these ,N;..re

adequate to resolve the oscillating mass flow rates and temperatures at 30 lz. Loth
regenerators were operated at similar frequencies, pressures, and orifice turns in the OPTR.

Figure 3 shows an exampi.e of the mass flow rates calculated from the voltage outputs of the

CI'As at the warm and cold ends of the regenertor and the warm end of the pulse tube.

The temperature fluctuations calculated from measurements from the RTD at the cold end

of the regenerator are shown in Fig. 4. 'Te results displayed in Figs. 3 and 4 are" from the

same expcrimental run for the single mesh regencrator operated at 14.61 lHz and 3.5 orifice

turns.
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Figure 3 Experimentally determined mass flow rates in the OPi R at 14.61 Hz for the
single mesh regenerator using the CTA voltage output.
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Figure 4 Expe rime ntally determined temperature fluctuations as measured by the RTD

at the cold end of the single mesh regenerator with the OPTR operated at

14.61 11lz.
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The results of the measurements for the graded and nongraded regenerator are

shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The row labeled orifice openings represents the

number of full turns the needle valve was opened between the reservoir volume and the

warm end of the pulse tube (0 represents a totally closed orifice). The abbreviations REG.

and P.T. represent ")e regenerator and pulse tube, respectively, W.E. and C.E. identify the

warm and cold eAds, respectively, and the direction of the gas flow is indicated by '-' and

'+' representing gas flow towards and away from the compressor, respectively. The ratio

PAX/P,, is the maximum pressure divided by the minimum pressure measured in the pulse

tube, <P> the average pressure, and <AP>/<P> the average pressure drop in the

regenerator divided by the average pressure. The total mass flowing past the CTAs in a half

cycle is the 1/2 Cycle Mass and <ih> is the average mass flow rate in a half cycle. The

nonsinusoidal behavior of the mass flow rates resulted in the average mass flow rates not

being equivalent in both flow directions (see Fig. 2). The total mass flowing through the

Table 1 Experimental results for the graded mesh regenerator.

Frequency (-z) 10.07 15.27 15.00 20.07 24.25

Orifice Openinp 2 3.5 3.5 6 6

P,,t/P,, @ P.T. 1.2113 1.1677 1.1766 1.1344 1.1213

<P> (MPa) 2.0765 2.1407 2.1200 2.1501 2.1599

%<,P>/<P> 1.82 2.80 2.71 3.40 3.58

1/2 Cycle Mass @ W.E. REG. (g) 0.04914 0.04496 0.04475 0.03842 0.03432

1/2 Cycle Mass @ C.E REG. (g) 002455 0.02320 0.02258 0.02033 0.01699

1/2 Cycle Mass @ W.E. P.'. (g) 0.00392 0.00411 0.00349 0.00430 0.00366

-<in> @ W.E. REG. (g/s) -0.96131 -1.27431 -1.24645 -1.40587 -1.49859

<;I> aWF ,WG.RF (g[s) 1.04545 1.49044 1.45599 i.70758 1.850" 8

-<in > @ C.E REG. (g/s) 0.,5582 -0.63843 -0.61151 -0.73504 -0.74298

<in> @ C.E. REG. (g/) 0.54005 0.79576 0.75840 0-91748 0.92501

<T> @ W.E. REG: CTA off (K) 296.77 298.92 298.16 301.46 304.07

Ttxoo @ C.E- P.T (K) 90.92 8833 89.26 92.83 95.20

<T> @ CE REG.: CTA off (K) 91.32 89.02 88.89 93.67 95.96

Q,, (W) 2.8336 39082 3.8165 4.4575 4-5537

) 0.0L1093 0.01038 0-01060 0.01050 0.01073
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Table 2 Experimental results for the single mesh regenerator.

Frequency (Hz) 9.93 10.12 14.61 19.36 24.47

Orifice Openings 2 2 35 6 6

P.IP, @ P.T. 1.2080 1.2076 1.1601 1.1241 1.1149

-C P> (MPa) 2.0385 2.0943 2.0917 2.0432 2.0527

%<A 5/<P> 1.88 1.99 2.91 3.71 3.91

1/2 Cycie Mass @• W.E. REG. (g) 0.04789 0.04785 0.04340 0.03523 0.03014

1/2 Cycle Mass @ CE. REG. (g) 0.02332 002394 0-02290 0.01968 0.01513

1/2 Cycle Mass @ WE. P.T. (g) 0.00361 0.00367 0.00438 0.00472 0.00352

-<m> @ W.E. REG. (&is) -0.90588 -0.92266 -1.17856 -1.24184 -1.33577

<in> @ W.E. REG. (g/s) 1.00469 1.02423 1.38112 1.151121 1.65368

-<in> @ C.E RBEG. (Ws) -0.42580 -0.44730 -0.60229 -0.68802 -0.66638

< in> @ C.E. REG. (g/s) 0.50297 032911 0.75277 0.85410 0.83286

<T> @ W.E. REG.: CTA off (K) 296.86 296.79 298.69 301.41 304.26

TxotC @ C&. P.T. (K) 9056 89.99 88.45 94.74 9830

<T> @ CE. REG.: (TA off (K) 89.37 89.31 87.54 93.72 97,.98

Q,. (w) 2.3520 2.3619 3.2446 3.4428 35092

.0.00980 0.00935 0.00923 000885 0.00947

cold end of the regenerator for each half cycle though balanced within 1.0% and 1.6% for

the graded and nongraded mesh regenerators, respectively, calculated from the experimental

data utilizing the CTA and RTD at the. cold end of the regenerator. Thus, it is believed

that the accuracy of the mass flow measurements is better than 2%. TDIODE is an average

temperature as measured by a diode thermometer and <T> is the RTD measured

temperature averaged over one complete cycle. The time-averaged enthalpy flux measured

at the cold end of the regenerator is Q,.g while % is the regenerator ineffectiveness calculated

using Eq. (3).

Figures 5 and 6 compare the experimentally determined ineffectiveness and enthalpy

flux of the single and graded mesh regenerators as a function of the average mass flow rate

at the cold end of the regenerator for flow in the positive direction (this is defined as flow

leaving the cold end of the regenerator). It appears that in both regenerators the
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Figure 5 Comparison of the experimentally determined ineffectiveness as a function of
the average mass flow rate at the cold end of the ;egenerator for the two
regenerators.
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Figure 6 Comparison of the experimentally determined enthalpy flux a. a Idnction of
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ineffectiveness remains approximately constant; therefore, regenerator performance did not

show signs of degradation. The average values of the ineffectiveness in the graded and

single mesh regenerators were 0.010 63 and 0.009 34, respectively, with standard deviations

of 0.000 189 and 0.000 310, respectively. The difference of the experimentily measured

ineffectivenesses of the two regenerators is statistically significant, therefore, experimentally,

the performance of the single mesh regenerator was approximately 12% better than the

graded regenerator.

The average pressure drop in the regenerator divided by the average pressure in the
OPTR is plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the average mass flow rate in the positive

direction at the cold end of the regenerator. The experimental results show that this ratio
was less for the graded mesh regenerator than for the single mesh regenerator. This

resulted in higher pressure ratios in the pulse tube for the OPTR using the graded mesh

regenerator as shown in Fig. 8. Higher pressure ratios in the pulse tube should theoretically

increase the refrigeration power of the refrigerator. Except for the experimental run at

24.47 Hz, the average temperatures in Tables 1 and 2, as measured by the diode thermome-

ter at the cold end of the pulse tube, are approximately equal for both regenerators. It

would appear that any potential gains ia refrigeration power were reduced by the additional

heat losses in the graded regenerator due to the larger regenerator ineffectiveness.

At 24.47 hz the temperature at the cold end of the pulse tube is significantly higher

for the single mesh regenerator. This possibly indicates that there may be a cross-over point
in the optimal choice between the two regenerators for an OPTR. When the average

positive mass flow rates at 19.36 and 24.47 Hz are compared for the single mesh

regenerator, the mass flow rate at the warm end is greater at 24.47 Hz, as expected. At the

cold end of the regenerator though, the reverse is unexpcctedly true. The graded mesb

regenerator demonstrates the expected trends for the mass flow rate at both ends of the

regenerator. For the single mesh regenerator the increase in the ratio of the average

pressure drop in the regenerator to the average pressure in the OPTR results in a decrease

in the pressure ratio in the pulse tube. It appears that at approximately 25 Hz the pressure

drop in the regenerator becomes large enough to decrease refrigerator performance due to

the resulting lower pressure ratios in the pulse tube. The 0.33% increase in the pressure
drop in the single mesh regenerator over the graded regenerator may appear insignificant

until the relative pressure amplitudes (defined as the pressure amplitude in the pulse tube

divided by the average pressure) are compai ed. These relative pressure amplitudes foi the
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Figure 7 Comparison of the experimentally determined pressure drop as functions of
the average mass flow rate at the cold end of the regenerator.
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Figure 8 Comparison cf the experimentally determined pressure ratio as functions of
the average mass flow rate at the cold end of the regenerator.
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25 Hz experimental runs were only 5.7% and 5.4% in the graded and nongraded
regenerators, respectively, thus, the 0.33% increase in the pressure drop represents a

significant percentage of the available pressure amplitude at these low pressure ratios. With
higher pressure ratios the pressure drop would become less significant and have less effect
on refrigerator performance. Therefore, at higher frequencies ard low pres:sure ratios, the

graded mesh regenerator yields a higher refrigerator performance iLi spite of having a larger

ineffectiveness value. In the single mesh regenerator the p; assure drop coul I be decreased
by making the regenerator shorter, but this would increase the ineffcctiveness and

conduction losses of the regenerator.

CONCLUSIONS

It appears that any advantages gained by the lower pressure drops obtained in the

graded mesh regenerator are decreased by the 12% higher ineffectiveness of this

regenerator when compared with the single mesh regenerator. However, at least for low
pressure ratios, there appears to be a cross-over point between the two regenerators where

the graded mesh regenerator provides an improved overall refrigerator performance. The
numerical model indicates no significant differences between the two regenerators at all

frequencies. The numerical model also underestimates the regenerator ineffectiveness by

about 40%. This is due to several factors: the mass flow rate not being sinasoidal, possible

inaccuracies in the correlations used for calculating heat transfer and pressure drops, and

the phase relationsh;ps between the pressure and mass flow rate oscillations used in the
model. The newly develcped method for measuring instantaneous gas temperature and

mass flow rates will help in developing a better numerical model since for the first time

actual mass flow rates and temperatures in an oscillating system can be measured with

reasonable certainty.
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ABSTRACT

The specific heats of three types of Er-Ni compounds,

Er 3Ni, ErNi, and ErNi 2 , were analyzed to establish guiding

principle of specific heat design. The energy difference

between of the ground state and of first excited state, and

the ratio of the energy difference to exchange interaction

were found to be very important factor for specific heat

design in cryogenic temperature, in addition to magnetic ion

density, weak exchange interaction and high fold-degeneracy

of ground state of magnetic ion.

Regenerator efficiencies were calculated tor three

combined matrix of one of model materials and Er3Ni, as a

function of the ratio of the model material to the

regenerator matrix. The ordering temperatures of the model

raterials were 3K, 4.5K and 6K, respectively. The model

material of 4.5K showed the highest efficiency in the

calculation.

A new cubic type magnetic material of rare-earth

aluminum carbon compound R3AIC system is proposed as cascade

type regenerator matrix. The magnetic ordering temperature

is in proportion to de Gennes factor. Very low magnetic

ordering temperature of 3K was observed in Er3AIC.
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INTRODUCTICN

The demand for small, highly efficient, and economical

refrigerators has become greater in a recent cryogenic

engineering. Large specific heat materials are required in

order to improve the refrigeration capacity of these

refrigerators.

The anthors have already proposed rare-earth transition

metal compounds, such as Ei 3Ni and ErNi, as a regenerator

matrix which have a larger specific heat than lead below 15

K.'1 Refrigeration capacity was remarkably improved by

replacing Pb with Er 3Ni.') The 3 K lowest temperature and the

0.28 W refrigeration capacity at 4.2 K were achieved in a

two-stage GM refrigerator. '

Cryogenic system needs larger refrigeration capacity at

4K. However, the specific heat of Er 3Ni and ErNi is still

smaller than compressed helium below 6 K to obtain larger

refrigeration capacity. A GM refrigerator needs larger

specific heat for regenerator matrix at 4 K.

The authors have investigated the specific heats of

Er-Ni compounds in detail to establish the way to find such a

material.

In this paper, important factors to specific heat design

for regenerator material with large specific heat and new

materials, Er 3AlC and Ho 3AlC are proposed.

SPECIFIC HEAT ANALYSIS FOR Er-Ni COMPOUNDS

At the start of investigating regenerator materials, the

authors paid attenticn to a weak exchange interaction for a

lower magnetic ordering temperature below 15 K, a higher

rare-eaith ion density for a large magnetic specific heat,

and a larger magnetic quantum number of the rare-earth for a

large magnetic entropy, to realize a large specific heat than

Pb in the temperature range below 15 K.

Figure 1 shows the specific heats of Er-Ni compounds. A

higher Er density increases the specific heat -in the high

temperature range (> 15K), and a weak inte,-act_ioi, :s t.lse
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cause of low ordering temperatures same as or below 10 K.

To clarify the origin of magnetic specific heat, the

lattice part of the specific heats were estimated from

specific heat data of non magnetic rare-earth transition

compounds.

" 1.0

ErrN ,

S~ErNi 2 ,ErN*,-•

q( 0.5

S • ErNi2

CL0

0 10 20 30 40

TEMPERATURE (K)

Fig.1 Specific heats of Er 3Ni, ErNi and ErNi 2

Figure 2 shows the specific heat of Er 3Ni and the lattice

part of specific heat. Er 3Ni has the largest lattice specific

heat due to the low Debye temperature near 150 K and a

largest magnetic specific heat in high temperature range

among Er-Ni compounds.')

Figure 3 shows the magnetic part of specific heat and a

calculated Schottky anomaly in 2 level approximation,

comparing Er 3Ni4 ) with ErNi 2'). The magnetic specific heat at

lower temperatures than the ordering temperature is due to

magnetic ordering, and that at higher temperature is due to

Schottky anomaly.

Er 3Ni has a larger magnetic specific heat and Schottky

anomaly than ErNi 2 above 7 K. This corresponds mainly to the

40 % larger value of Er density and a largel energy

difference between two energy levels than ErNi,.

Below 7 K, however, Er3Ni has a smaller mayiiezic ordering
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specific heat. It is considered that the fold-degeneracy

number of the 4f electron ground state is 2 for Er 3Ni and 4

for ErNi 2. Er 3Ni has a smaller fold-degeneracy number than

ErNi 2.

Y 100

oIE 80
S~~Er3Ni ..

-- 60

40
U_ Lt ice. !
Z 20
w
C) 0

0 20 40 60

TEMPERATURE (K)

Fig.2 Specific heats of Er 3Ni and its lattice heat

.• 0.4 0.4-0.4 AJTakahashi el al 4 )  
T. Hashimoto el al.5'

S0.3 0.3 ErNi2<• Er3Ni

cL 0 0.2 o.2

Z - 0.10.1
0 C/) NI1n2 S ottky anomaly,

MoI o 01ky anomaly

10 20 30 0 10 20 30
TEMPERATURE (K) TEMPERATURE (K)

Fig.3 Magnetic part of specific heat and Schottky anomaly
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Figure 4 shows the entropy of ErNi. ErNi has an

orthorhombic symmetry, the same as ErNi. The ground state

should be a 2-fold ground state in this compound, but the

entropy of ErNi showed a 4-fold ground state in magnitude.

To explain the result, it is considered that ErNi had a

2-fold ground state close to a 2-fold 1st excited state and

the energy gap was as small as the exchange interaction so

that the appearance degeneracy was 4-fold.

6

ErNi

02 4
E

z
W RIn4

0 20 40 60 80

TEMPERATURE (K)

Fig.4 Entropy of ErNi

These results show that the energy deference between

a ground state and ist excited state and the ratio of the

energy difference to exchange interaction are important

factors to obtained large magnetic specific heat, in addition
to magnetic ion density, weak exchange interaction and high

fold-drgeneracy of ground state for magnetic ion.

REGENERATOR SIMULATION

The effects of combining a magnc:tic Niaterial with ;. type

specific heat with Fr 3Ni on obtaining higher regenerator
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Fig.5 Specific heats of model materials for simulation

efficiency has been shown by Seshake and Hashimoto et al.,

in a simulatior using RNi 2 data.6 )
The authors carried out a simulation, in the same way,

using model materials which have X type specific heats, as

shown in figure 5, with ordering temperatures 3 K, 4.5 K, and

6 K, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the simulation conditions. The

regenerator efficiencies (i]) were obtained as a function of

the volume ratio (k) of the model material to the regenerator

matrix.

Figure 7 shows the result of the simulation for 4 K

refrigeration. The material with the 4.5 K ordering

temperaturt wve the largest efficiency.

This result suggests that we should employ a material

with the ordering tenmperature close to the coolii,q

temperature, in combination with ErNi.
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Regenerator simulation

Regenerator efficiency ( )

A H_"1 Hot blow:
A " ,..• 40K

2 MPa

Governing equations

dHgj hA,.
-g h - (Th-Tg)

,9HS hA.h Er3LNi
- = -- (Tg-TS)at Vs

derived by Rios and Smith

Tg: gas temperature

Ts: regenerator matrix temperature

Hg: gas enthalpy k

Hs: volumetric matrix enthalpy

h: heat transfer coefficient 0

Aw: heat transfer area per unit length Cold blow
VS: regenerator matrix volume 52.3 cM 3  3K4K
L: regenerator length 85 mm 0.8 MPa

m: mass flow rate for gas 1.6g/s

T: half-cycle period 0.5s

x: distance from regenerator inlet point

Fig.6 Simulation 'cnditions
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Hot blow: 2 MPa, 40K
Cold blow: 0.8 NIPa, 4K

0 T1 1 1

T(_--4.bK

0.0005 TC6K

Tc-3K

0.0010 I

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

k

Fig.7 Calculated regenerator efficiency(q) dependance

on volume ratio(k) of model material

to regenerator matrix

NEW CUBIC TYPE MAGNETIC MATERIAL R3AIC

The authors investigated high rare-earth density cubic

compounds with perovskite structure7' in which high magnetic

ion density and high fold degeneracy are expected.

The samples of Er 3AlC, Ho3AlC, and Dy3AlC were made from

99.9% Er, Ho, Dy, and 99.999% Aluminum and Carbon by arc-

melting in Ar gas. They were annealed at 970 K for 1 week.

Susceptibilities were measured under alternative magnetic

field, 10 Oe, 80 Hz. Specific heats were measured in pulse

heating calorimeter.
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Figure 8 shows the relation between magnetic ordering

temperature and de Gennes factor. Er 3A1C shows a very low

magnetic ordering temperature of 3 K.

Figure 9 shows specific heat of Er 3AlC, HoAlC, Er 3Ni and

Pb. Er 3AlC had a large specific heat of 0.4 J.K-1*cm- 3 at 2.8 K.

The temperature was too low to obtain large cooling

power at 4 K. A 4.5K magnetic ordering temperature, however,

could be obtained in the solid solution of Er 3AlC and Ho,AlC.

100
W-4 1ýR3 AIC

D%

U 50-

ELr

0
0 10 20

(g-1) 2J(J+l)
de Gennes factor

Fig.8. De Gennes factor - magnetic ordering

temperature depender--_
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Fig.9. Specific heats of ErAIC, IHo•AiC, ErYNi, and Pb

CONCLUS ION

The energy deference between ground state and 1st

excited state and the ratio between the energy difference and

exch&nge interaction are important factors to obtains large

magnetic specific heat, in addition tu magnetic ion density,

weak exchange interaction and high fold-degeneracy of ground

state of magnetic ion.

When we used a magnetic material with X type specific

heat in comrbination with Er 3 Ni, we should employ one with

ordering temperature close to cooling temperature.

R3AIC was found as a hopeful regenerator material for

refrigeration at 4K.
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Table 1 Properties of Er-Ni compounds

Er3Ni ErNi ErNi2

Er 3÷ density (mol / 1) 49.9 42.6 36.7

Magnetic ordering temperature 6K 12K 6K

Ground state 2-fold 2-fold 4-fold

Ist excited state 2-fold 2-fold 4-fold
Energy difference between 40 K 25 K
the states : AT

Magnetic ordering entropy Rln2 Rln4 Rln4
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ABSTRACT

A.n_ SIS (Supt conductor Insulator Superconductor) mixer is used for the

astronomical millimeter radio observation because of Its high sen-

sitivity. The SIS mixer, however, must be cooled at the 4 K level, and

either liquid helium or a GM+JT refrigerator has been used for a long

time.

This paper describes the construction and experimental results of a

-ompact S!e receiver, 729 mm in height, 260 in. In length, 260 mm in

width, and 35 kg In weight. The technical point of the receiver was to

adopt a 4 K GM (GIfford-McMahon) refrigerator which used Er 3 Ni as a

regenerator material to cool the SIS mixer.

The cooling temperature of 3.4 K was achieved for the SIS mixer and the

cool down time from the room temperature to the 4 K level was 4.5

hours. The powcr consumption for the compressor unit was 3.3 kW.

This SIS receiver has been installed on the 45 meter antenna at

Nobeyama Radio Observatory and used for asLronomical observation for

more than 3000 hours.
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INTROI)UCTION

A GM ref Igerator has a high reliability because of Its simple struc-

ture, and reaches a minimum temperature of the 10 K level. It Is commer-

cially used as a thermal radiation shield cooler for a magnetic

resonance imaging system or as a cryopanel cooler for a cryopump. The

cooling temperature of 10 K. however, is not low enough to cool super-

conducting magnets or devices directly.

In 1989. Kuriyama et al. (1)(2) developed the GM refrigerator using Er•NI

as a regenerator material, which achieved a cooling temperature of the

4 K level. Since then, many experimental results of the GM refrigerator

with Er5NI or other rare earth regenerator materlal have been reported
(3)-(O)

Meanwhile, in heterodyne receivers for the millimeter wave radio

astronomical observation, mixers are cooled to the cryogenic tempera-

ture. TA'o types of ..on 1- .. ar devices are currently, the bas!s of

mixers used In heterodyne receivers as shown in Table 1. One Is the

Schottky diode and the other Is the SIS tunnel Junction device.

Table I Usual millimeter wave receivers and the SIS receiver

in this work

Schottky Diode Reciever Usual SIS ReceiverL GM Refrigerator Cooling GM/JT Refrigerator Cooling
Cooling Temperature 10-12K Cooling Temperature 4K

\ ~///

HIGHER 7 SMALL

SENSITIVITY 'I WEIGHT,SIZE

K SIS Receiver in this work
ErNi GM Refrigerator cooling

"_Coolng Temperature 4K
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Schottky diode mixers are usually cooled at about 20 K by usual GM

refrigerators. On the other hand, SIS mixers must be cooled at the 4 K

level, arid either liquid heilum or a GM+JT refrigerator Is used. The SIS

receiver has higher sensitivity than the Schottky diode receiver, but

is usually much larger and heavier.

In this work, the SIS mixer was cooled at the 4 K level by the GM

refrigerator wich Er 3 NI. It resulted In the S1S receiver which %as al-

most the same size and weight as the usual Schottky diode receiver as

shown In Table 1.

CONSTRUCTION

SIS Receiver

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram at the 4 K stage of the SIS

receiver. The 4 K stage consisted of a corrugated feed horn, a

crossgulde coupler, an SIS mixer, an isolator and an IF (intermediate

frequency) amplifier. The signal from the antenna was focused Into the

corrugated feed horn. In the crossgulde coupler, the local oscillator

DC Bias Supply

Crossguide Isolator
Couper /4K Stage

Input
Signal ,

I -F Amp]

Feedhorn SIS Mixer
Waveguide

V
Local Oscilator IF Signal

Signal

Figure 1 Schematic diagram at the 4 K stage of the SIS receiver
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signal and the astronomicai signal from the feed horn were coupled

Into the same piece of waveguide. This wavegulde carried these two sig-

nals to the SIS mixer, where they were electrically mixed together. The

resultant IF output signal was then amplified 1000 times by the IF

amplifier.

In this receiver, a tunerless SIS mixer system has been used for ease of

operation. Instead of an adjustable backshort tuner, the SIS mixer sys-

tem used a fixed backshort cavity, designed to work In the radio

frequency range of 150 GHz. This tunerless structure also made a lower

heat load compared with a usual mixer system.

System Specification

Figure 2 shows the construction of the SIS receiver, and [ig. 3 Is a

photograph of the completed receiver. The completed SIS receiver Is

720 mm in height, 260 mm in length and 260 mm In width, and the total

Window
Radiation Shield

SIS Mixr•

Vacuum VesselIsolator U__

Amplifier Waveguide

- GM Refrigerator

Figure 2 Construction of the SIS receiver
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weight Is 35 kg. This size and weight are about one-third of that for a

usual SIS receiver using a GM+JT refrigerator.

The cryogenic part of the receiver consisted of a two-stage GM

refrigerator with Er3 Ni and a 4 K stage mounted on the second s,.age of

the GM refrigerator. Figure 4 Is a photograph of the 4 K stage. "he SIS

mixer was placed in a copper block and the copper block was clamped

between a copper plate and the 4 K stage, which, In turn, was mounted

on the second stage of the GM refrigerator. Indium seats, 0.2 mm In

thickness, were Inserted between each pair of contacting surface to en-

sure good thermal contact between the SIJ mixer block and the second

stage of the GM1 refrigerator.

IA-

FIgure 3 Photograph of the Figure 4 Photofrraph of the

SIS receiver 4 Y• stage
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Thermal Design

The heat loads at Ohe first ard second stages of the GM refrigerator

were calculated by the thermal conduction, the thermal radiation and

the Joule heating of the IF amplifier. The local oscillator waveguide

was made of cupronickel. Usually, a wavegulde would be Internally gold

plated to reduce Its signal loss, but in this work, gold was not plated

to prevent from Increasing the conduction heat load. With the tunerless

mixer system used here, the thermal conduction from a backshort driv-

ing mechanism has been completely removed.

Table 2 shows the calcul-" ,wat loads for the first and second

stages, where the first and second stage temperatures were assumed 35

K and 4.2 K, respectively. The total heat loads were about 1.4 W for the

first stage and about 220 mW for the second stage. These values were

sufficiently smaller than the refrigeration capacities of the GM

refrigerator with EraNl.

Table 2 Calculated heat loads for the first and second stages

2nd stage 1st stage
heat load heat load

The rma l

c o n d i c t i o n

Waveguide 59. 9 mW 0. 38 W

Co-ax i a l c ab I e 8. 9 m V 0. 14 W

Lead wi re 0. 7 mW 0. 02 W

Thermal 0. 3 mW 0.88 W
radiat ion

J ou I e h e a t i n g o f 150. 0 mW 0 W
I F amp I i f . e r

Total 1219. 8 mW 1. 42 W
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Refrigeration Performance of the GM Re;rlgerator

Before Installing the receiver components, the refrigeration perfor-

mance of the GM refrigerator with Er 3 NI was investigated. The compres-

sor unit used for the GM refrigerator was a Daikin model UI08AW, whose

power consumption was 3.3 kW. Figure 5 shows the second stage

refrigeration capacities obtained at the 30 rpm reciprocating speed

without the first stage heat load and with the first stage heat load of

5 W. The refrigeration capacity at 4.2 K was 580 mW without the first

stage heat load, and 430 mW with the first stage heat load of 5 W.

S0.6

1st Stage
* 0.4 Heat Load 0 W

• 0.2 1st Stage

Heat Load 5 W
S0

2 3 4 5

-o 2nd stage temperature (K)
C"]

Figure 5 Second stage refrigeration capacities at the 30 rpm

reciprocating speed obtained with the first stage

heat load and without the first stage heat load
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Performance of the SIS Receiver

The cooling performance of the SIS receiver had also been Investigated.

Figure 6 shows the cool down characteristics of the second stage tem-

perature at the 30 rpm reciprocating speed. The cool down time from

the room temperature to the 4 K level was about 4.5 hours. The lowest

temperature of 3.0 K was achieved at the second stage without the IF

amplifier heat load as shown in Table 3.

Normal operating power was then supplied to the IF amplifier, and the

operating temperatures measured again. The first and second stage

temperatures rose to 30.9 K and 3.4 K, respectively. They are also shown

In Table 3. Both temperatures were lower than the thermal designed

values. The SIS mixer block temperature was 3.4 K In this case. The tem-

perature difference between the second stage of the GM refrigerator

and the SIS mixer block was In the order of the measuring error.

S300
reciprocating speed

Z3= 30rpm

2 200
04

S100

cJn
S0 .

0 1 2 3 4 5

time (hour)

Figure 6 Cool down characteristics of the second stage temperature
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Table 3 Temperatures of the first and second stagcs and the SIS

mixer at the 30 rpm reciprocating speed

w i t ho u t w i t h
amp. input amp. input

SIS mixer
t emp e r a t u r e 3. 0 K 3. 4 K

1st stage
t empe r a t u r e 30. 7 K 30. 9 K

2rnd stage
t emp e r a t u r e 3. 0 K 3. 4 K

Sensitivity of the SIS Receiver

The DSB3 (double sideband) noise temperature of the SIS receiver was

measured using the Y-factor method. Figure 7 shows the DSB noise tem-

perature as a function of frequency. The average DSB noise figure was

55 K between 134 GHz and 148 GHz. This value Is the lowest published

receiver noise figure in the 150 GHz band.

Astronomical Observation

This SIS receiver has been Installed on the 45 meter antenna at

Nobeyama Radio Observatory, Nagano, Japan, where It has been used for

radio astronomical observations. Figure 8 shows a photograph of the 45

meter antenna. On the 45 meter antenna, the compressor unit used for

the GM refrigerator was either a CTI model 1020R or a Sumitomo Heavy

Industry model CWS. The cooling performance with either compressor was

almost the some as mentioned previously. Figure 9 shows an example of

the astronomical observation results. During more than 3000 hours

operation on the telescope, the SIS mixer temperature was always less

than 4 K.
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Figure 7 DSB noise temperature as a function of frequency

Figure 8 Photograph of the 43 Ieter antenna
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Figure 9 Example of the astronomical observation results

CONCLUSIONS

A compact SIS receiver using a 4 K GM refrigerator has been developed,

and the following conclusions have been drown from the experimental

results.

(1) A compact SIS receiver, 720 mm in height. 60 mm in length, 260 mm In

width, and 35 kg In weight, was developed by using the GM

refrigerator with the Er 3 NI regenerator material.

(2) The cool down time from the room temperature to the 4 K level was

about 4.5 hours. The cooling temperature for the SIS mixer block

was 3.4 K under operation.

(3) The double sideband noise temperature of the SIS receiver was 55 K

between 134 Gliz and 148 6ltz.

(4) The SIS receiver has beer, operating on the 45 meter antenna at

Nobeyama Radio Observatory for more than 3000 hours, and has been

used for astronomical observations.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A PRECISION, SIX-AXIS LABORATORY DYNAMOMETER

P. J. Champagne,* S. A. Cordova,* M. S. Jacoby,* and K. R. Lorell*

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design, fabrication, test, and operation of a unique six-axis
force/torque dynamometer developed at the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory. The
specimen table used to hold components under test is supported in a full six-axis kinematic
mount. Support struts fabricated from high-strength steel with special integral two-axis flex-
ures link the specimen table to the load cell transducers. Realtime force/torque coordinate
transform, rms calculation and data averaging, and color six-axis display with controllable
scaling are provided by a specially programmed desktop computer. The extensive suucwral
analysis and design optimization required to obtain a stiff, well-damped, lightweight structure
is described in detail. Geometric optimization of the kinematic mount and fabrication details
of the struts are also described.

INTRODUCTION

Miniaturized linear-drive Stirling cycle cryocoolers designed with noncontacting parts are
ideal for long-life cryogenic cooling onboard a wide range of spacecraft. They consume little
power, have an almost indefinite operational life, and require no expensive ground handling
equipment or procedures. A major problem in using these cryocoolers with sensitive focal
plane instruments is the vibration induced by the reciprocating motion of internal motor/
suspension components in both the compressor and expander. The development of a Stirling
cryocooler system optimized for minimal residual vibration has been a major goal at the
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory.

Instrumentation capable of measuring a wide spectrum of vibration sources associated
with Stirling cryocooler operation had to be developed as part of this program. Requirements
for this vibration measurement system included the ability to measure six degrees of freedom
simultaneously, resolution to better than 0.004 N (0.001 lb) with a dynamic range of at least
104, continuous monitoring and display uf root mean square (rms) forces and torques, struc-
tural stiffness so that vibration modes in excess of 300 Hz could be measured, and a load-
carrying capacity sized to hold a complete cryocooler (approximately 7 kg). In addition, the
measurement device had to have substantial seismic isolation from the laboratory environ-
ment so that millipound level forces would not be overwhelmed by background noise.

Description of Stirling Cryoc9olers

A split-cycle Stirling cryocooler consists of three main components: a compressor which
provides a pressure pulse to the helium working fluid, a regenerator/cold finger in which heat
is exchanged between the actual device being cooled and the cooler working fluid, and an
electronic control system which provides the drive signals to the compressor and regenerator.
Figure 1, a cutaway drawing of the refrigerator mechanical components, shows the linear
drive motors used to power the compressor and regenerator, as well as details of the cold
finger and transfer tube which connects the two units. The schematic of a refrigerator system
in Figure 2 shows all three components connected.

SLockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory
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The Problem of Vibration

The compressor and expander operate using reciprocating motions of their internal com-
ponents: the piston in the case of the compressor and the stack of gauze screens inside the
cold finger in the case of the expander. Inertial forces generated by the motion of these
masses can be as large as 60-70 N in the compressor and about an order of magnitude lower
in the expander.

Cancellation of induced vibration requires that the sum of the inertial forces generated by
the motion of the reciprocating masses in the compressor and expander be as close to zero as
possible. In typical cyrocooler systems currently under development at Lockheed, the inertial
forces are cancelled by using dual mechanisms mounted so that the motions of their moving
components oppose each other. Compressors are mounted back-to-back; expanders are either
mounted back-to-back (in a dual refrigerator system), or a single expander has an integrally
mounted active balancer. The motions of the moving components are precisely controlled
using a custom electronic control system developed at Lockheed to minimize induced
vibration (Ref. 1).

Need for a Dynamometer

The residual vibration levels achieved using Lockheed's electronic cryocooler control
system combined with the mechanical arrangement described above are extremely small.
Typical levels for back-to-back compressors operating with a 4-mm stroke are below 0.02 N
at the drive frequency (usually about 50 Hz). Harmonics of the drive frequency, often as
high as 1.5 kHz, may still have small amounts of energy, and thus are important to observe
and measure. In addition, as part of the baseline measurement for a force cancellation control
system, it is important to know the uncompensated forces being generated by a single com-
pressor or expander. These forces may be as high as 60 or 70 N.

The electronic force cancellatior' techniques only apply to the axial forces generated by
the cryocooler. Lateral forces and torques are also of interest, especially since the only
means of controlling them is through the careful balancing and alignment of the two oppos-
ing coolers. Should two compressors, for example, be either noncoaxial or noncoaligned, the
resulting forces and torques could easily exceed the residual achieved for the actively con-
trolled axial forces.

In order to effectively measure the performance of the active force cancellation system as
well as ascertain how well the system has been aligned and balanced, some type of realtime
multiaxis force measuring systena must be used. This system must have sufficient dynamic
range to measure both the compensated and uncompensated force levels, and must have an
unimpaired frequency response sufficient to observe harmonics out to at least 300 Hz, and,
ideally, as high as 1.5 kHz. The instrument developed for this purpose is a precision six-axis
dynamometer utilizing special mechanical and electronic hardware, as well as software
custom-developed to measure and display the forces and torques generated by cryocoolers.
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REQUIREMENTS

Approach

The two common approaches to characterizing the vibration forces produced by oscillat-
ing machinery are indirect, using accelerometers, and direct, with force transducers.

The indirect approach is to measure the accelerations that are a result of internally
generated forces. This is done with accelerometers and requires that the specimen be
suspended without mechanical restraints. The unrestrained suspension is usually
approximated by mounting the specimen on soft springs and providing generous service
loops for the connecting cables. This approach requires minimal fixturing and excels in
higher-frequency measurements where all structures appear relatively flexible. However, it
is indirect, and requires the mathematical transformation

F=M*A

to convert the measured acceleration values to the desired force values. This transformation
depends not only on the accuracy of the acceleýration value, but also the mass-which is
another measured value. In addition, the correct mass value to measure is obscured by the
fact that in complex machinery portions of the total mass are in relative motion during
operation.

The direct approach, called a dynamome~er, directly ni,.asures the reaction forces pro-
duced. This approach uscs load cclls and requires a nrgid suspension of the specimen. Since
in reality no structure or force measuring transducer is perfectly rigid, this approach is limited
to measuring relatively lower frequencies. It has the advantage, however, of measuring the
desired value directly and is not dependent on a theoretical transformation or the measure-
ment of any other variable.

For the purposes of ac :..ately characterizing cryocoolers, the direct, dynamometer
approach was deemed best. This is due to the relatively low operating frequency of the recip-
rocating mechanisms, the requirement for connecting cables and pipes, and the ambiguity in
the determination of the exact effective mass.

Design Goals

The basis of a dynamometer, simply put, is to rigidly suspend the specimen from an
immovable mass base and then measure the forces induced in the connecting structure during
operation. Even minute motions of either the specimen or the base invalidate the
measurement since some of the vibrational energy will be absorbed by the acceleration of the
masses instead of being transmitted by the structure. Of course, in the real world no mass is
truly immovable, and no structure is truly rigid. The design goal of the dynamometer is to
approximate this ideal closely enough for the desired measurements to be valid.

In order to ob-ain true -simultaneous/independent six-axis measurements, six separate
single-axis trar. .... ,.- ze used. Each transducer has to be incorporated in such a way that it
is subjected to L t.,qx and purely axial load. This requires a true kinematic (statically
determinatz) tL .-i ",,':. Transverse and torsional loads on the transducer would corrupt the
measurement: L) I t du:ing unpredictable results, since single-axis transducers are calibrated
to pure axiK" 1 ,',dC
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These requirements led to the basis of the dynamometer design. This design features a
test specimen mounted on a platform or table, which is suspended from a large mass via six
struts resting on six load cells.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Mechanics

Architecture. Once the determination was made to develop a six-strut dynamometer, the
next step was to determine the architecture of the structure. The objective was to achieve the
highest possible structural rigidity.

Several configurations of six-strut geometries were considered. Conventional orthogonal,
radial, and tangential geometries (see Figure 3) have been used in similar systems, such as
the cryocooler dynamometer built by JPL (Ref. 2). Each of these has its advantages and all
are capable of full six-axis measurements. However, experience has shown that system
structural rigidity with no natural vibration modes below 600 Hz is difficult to achieve. This
is because most structural components, while relatively stiff in axial loading, are weaker in
bending. The conventional structures studied support the specimen table above the base on
three primary vertical struts, with the remaining three struts oriented horizontally in various
arrangements. This results in the need for some kind of vertical structure on which to anchor
the horizontal struts. The horizontal loading of this vertical structure results in bending
loads-and bending loads compromise the rigidity of the system.

To overcome this problem, a new approach was sought. The unique hexapod architecture
of the Lockcheed dynamometer is the result of this search. The hexapxi architectue
(Figure 4) supports a triangular specimen table at three points. Each support point has a set
of struts at matching angles to the base and approximately perpendicular to each other. Each
strut terminates in an axial transducer at its base. The hardware design resulting from this
architecture is shown in Figure 5.

While this hexapod design uses the same six struts as in convention designs, it has them
oriented in an axisymmetric arrangement in which each strut is a straight load path from the
specimen table directly to the seismic mass base. With this configuration, there is no vertical
structure and therefore none of the inherent bending and flexibility associated with it.

Although not as readily obvious as the conventional geometries, the hexapod configura-
tion is a true stable kinematic structure in which there are no indeterminate load paths.
Therefore the outputs of the six load cells represent six independent degrees of freedom. As
a by-product of this fact, there are no adjustments necessary during assembly (other than the
inherent minor pivoting of the strut joints) to allow for tolel,.ý,ac variations in the
componcnts.

Because the hexapod struts are not in a conventional arrangement, they do not directly
read forces and torques in a conventional (orthogonal or polar) coordinate system. Vibration
force and torque requirements and specifications are usually stated with reference to an
orthogonal coordinate system. Some means of coordinate transformation is necessar, in
order for the hexapod-based measurements to be readily understood. The solution chosen is
to perform this transformation electronically on the transducer signals before they are viewed
or analyzed. The analog electronics designed into the system are capable of transforming the
load cell outputs, in real time, into the conventional orthogona', force and torque vectors. In
this way a superior mechanical design is obtained while maintaining simplicity in the avail-
able output data.
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Seismic Mass. The base on which the hexapod is mounted must be stable ,and have a mass
large enough that any reaction to the vibrational forces of the test specimen is negligible.
Granite was chosen as the material for this base because of its density, inherent stability, and
freedom from magnetic interactions, as well as its availability and relatively low cost. The
size of the granite block was set to obtain an effective weight of approximately 1400 kg
(3000 lb) and yet be able to fit through standard door openings. The proportions are close
enough to square that flexibility of the block itself is not an issue.

The block is supported on pneumatic mounts to isolate it from ambient vibrations trans-
mitted through the floor. The mounting system has a very low natural frequency
(approximately 1 Hz) and thus effectively eliminates the introduction of background noise
into the measurements. The suspension system has been included as an integral part of a
wheeled cart which allows for ease of installation and relocation.

Transducer. The selection of the single-axis transducers was driven by the requirement for
high sensitivity and high rigidity. Strain-gage-type transducers in the high sensitivity ranges
were found to require relatively large amounts of axial motion and were quickly eliminated
as viable choices. Piezo-electric transducers are quite rigid, even in the high sensitivity
ranges, and were the obvious choice. The fact that they are based on a capacitive effect, and
thus not capable of true static measurements, was not a problem since frequencies below
1 Hz were not of interest.

Because load cells in the highest sensitivity range are susceptible to damage from shock
overloads, an alternate support structure was included in the design. This structure can
support the specimen table independent of the load ceils and thus protect them from such
excessive loads as might occur during installation and setup of large test specimens. To use
this feature, the specimen table is unbolted from the three strut yokes and lowered onto the
three hard stop brackets shown in Figure 6. Alignment holes and removeable pins are
provided at each yoke for ease of reassembly when testing is to begin.

Strut. Besides elevating the specimen table to a height which can accommodate the intended
specimen at its approximate center of mass, the purpose of the struts is to transmit pure axial
loads to the single-axis transducers. The struts must be perfectly rigid and yet function as if
connected by a frictionless ball joint at each end. Such struts may exist in theory, but in
reality only functional approximations can be achieved. In this case, a specialized form
flexure-ended struts was devised.

The joints at the end of the struts turned out to be one of the w . i.tical areas of the
entire design. The joint must be free to rotate, as would a ball-joi,1 . connection, at the same
time it cannot have any of the friction or play associated with typical hardware. It also can-
not possess any of the minor irregularities of an antifriction bearing (such as sleeve or ball
bearings). Fortunate!y, in a rigid dynamometer application the range of actual rotation
required of the joint is extremely small. This leads to the selection of a flexure-type joint.
Flexures are inherently free of irregularities of motion and, bccause of the small motions
required, can be designed to be flexible enough to limit the aiiount of moment transmitted by
the struL

The flexures implemented in the Lockheed dynamometer are a specialized form of inte-
gral, cross-linked, sing, -axis bending elements. Each end of each strut rod is relieved by a
rnarrow slit from both sides until only a small neck-downed portion of the rod remains. This
is done at two closely spaced locations such that the beading elements are mutually perpen-
dicular and close to the strut ends (see Figure 7). Each bending element acts as a flex point in
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a single axis. The combination of both elements approximates the two-axis motions of a
universal or ball joint. The fact that the bending element is an integral part of the strut rod
eliminates the need for extra parts and connections.

The technique used to form the flexure area has been devised to give maximum axial
stiffness while maintaining close control over flexural stiffness and material stresses. Tnhe
very short bending element allows the flexures to be located close to the strut ends and limits
the inherent reduction in axial stiffness to a small area. In addition, the geometry of the relief
is carefully selected to act as an integral stop to limit motions of the flexure so that the yield
strength of the material is never exceeded (see Figure 8).

Specimen Table. The goal of the specimen table design is to connect the specimen to the
struts with minimum flexibility. The table was shaped to accommodate the mounting of a
typical cryocooler component. It has a large hole in the center to allow location of the
specimen at the apex of the struts and to provide easy access from both top and bottom for
connecting cables. The table structure is analogous to a triangular bridge between three sup-
port points. In order to achieve the performance goals of the dynamometer, the matwrial and
design of the table were selected to optimize stiffness and reduce weight. This was a,,:com-
plished through the use of extensive computer modeling and resulted in a one-piece design,
deeply pocketed to form the intricate triangulated rib structure shown in Figure 9.

Electronics

The electronics for the dvnamometer are shown schematically in Figure 10. The six load
cells are connected to charge amplifiers whose outputs are then fed to both the analog
electronics and the analog-to-digital converters in the PC. The electronics have a dual
function. First, they enable the direct measurement of the load cell outputs and provide an
analog coordinate transform so that high bandwidth force/torque measurements may be made
using monitor points on the front panel. Second, the electronics provide an interface for the
PC used to compute and display the forces and torques. In addition, the PC has, as part of its
software, a realtime coordinate transform algorithm, so it could be used independently to
determine the six forces and torques. However, because of limitations inherent in the PC's
ability to sample analog signals and rapidly compute the coordinate transformation, do the
correct scaling, and generate the display, the bandwidth of the PC data is limited to below
300 Hz, and therefore the software transform is generally not used.

Software

Analog voltages from the six load cells are converted to digital signals for processing and
display as force and moment values. A flexible data processing scheme is implemented via a
CRT display and user interface.

The load cells at each of the six legs of the dynamometer produce output voltages which
are proportional to the loads measured. These signals are digitized through an analog-to-
digital converter built into the computer. Since each load cell has its own scale factor (volts
output per Newton input), the input signals must be normalized before further computation.
The normalization may be done by using an analog circuit or by enabling the normalization
option in the software. Once this is done, the numbers exist as an input vector of forces in
the dynamometer coordinate frame, and must be trazisformed into a vector of forces and
torques in an orthogonal frame whose origin is located along the axis of symmetry of the
unit(s) being tested. The transformation requires a matrix multiplication of the 6x6
coordinate transform matrix by the 6x1 input vector of forces. The result is the desired 6x1
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output vector containing the forces and torques. Processing continues with a digitally
implemented notch filter used to minimize structural resonance in the dynamometer. The
rms of the data is calculated, and a running data average is performed with a user-specifiable
number of data points to average. The rms and data averaging computations provide a
smoothed output signal appropriate for display. Data processing options are independent of
each other and may be performed in any combination.

The timer chip on the analog-to-digital converter board is used to implement the timing
scheme of the software. Since the bandwidth of the computed data is a direct function of
how fast these functions can be executed, it is critical that the computer be able to at least
sample the data and perform the rms computation at approximately I kHz. At this sample
rate, the effective bandwidth of the data is between 300 and 500 Hz. In order to accommo-
date the relatively slow computational speed of the 80386DX microprocessor, the data is
taken in a lump, with 20 ms allocated for this task. The actual time required for this task is
determined in the software after the user decides on a desired sample frequency. Twenty ms
is more than enough time to accomplish the data acquisition. Note that raw data could be
displayed real time using the 80386DX. However, the 6x6 matrix multiplication for the
coordinate transformation is the main contributor to the speed limitation of the data process-
ing portion of the software. Thus, the data processing is done independently of the data
acquisition. For example, 250 data ooints are currently being acquired at a 1-kHz sample rate
and stored in the computer's far memory. The software starts processing the stored data
20 ms after it first began the data acquisition. Data processing occurs at whatever speed the
80386DX can accommodate. The processed data is then displayed on the screen at two
different rates.

Figure 11 is a black-and-white version of the color display screen. The force and moment
values are displayed on their respective orthogonal coordinate axes at a speed which is
microprocessor limited. The tabulated force and moment data is displayed at a slower rate of
1 Hz to enable the user to easily read the constantly changing values. When 100 ms has
elapsed from the initial start of data acquisition, another chunk of data is acquired at the user-
specified sample frequency. Raw data, which is constantly being stored in the computcr's far
memory, is dumped to a file on user command. Data storage is the only program mode that
inhibits the display of the data All other switches between program modes are done without
affecting the validity of the incoming data or the constantly updated display.

STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION

The dynamometer is intended to measure ciyocooler residual vibration levels not only at
its operating frequency, but also through the higher harmonic frequencies. In order to
measure these harmonics with confidence, vibrations in the dynamometer itself must interfere
as little as possible with the residual vibrations generated by the specimen cryocooler. This
means that the lowest vibration mode of the dynamometer should occur at the highest
possible frequency. This is accomplished by optimizing support strut geometry, maximizing
the bending and torsional stiffnesses of the specimen table while minimizing the specimen
table weight, and maximizing the axial stiffness of the support struts.

Geometry

Structural design analysis started with the overall dynamometer geometry. To help
determine the optimal design, Lockheed's DEWAR design code (Ref. 3) was utilized.
DEWAR is an existing software program oiiginally developed for the analysis of stored
cryogen-type coolers. It performs automated thermal optimization of cryogenic support
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systems that use discrete supports with pinned ends and have specific structural performance
goals, such as frequency, clearance, support system material allowables, etc. These
structures typically use axisymmetric shell structures in conjunction with stiffening rings to
hold large amounts of cryogenic fluids or solids, which provide the required cooling to
instruments or optics. These large shell structures are in turn supported within a vacuum
shell by struts or straps. The structural analyzer within the DEWAR code uses analytical
descriptions of shell behavior and simplified numerical procedures describing ring-shell
interactions to determine the structural performance of a given design. Thermal optimization
is achieved by changing various structural design parameters, such as support thicknesses and
winding angles (in the case of struts constructed of composite materials), strut attachment
points on the dewar and vacuum shell, etc., until minimum thermal conductance of the
overall support system is obtained.

For the dynamometer, thermal conductance of the support system is not a design consid-
eration. However, by fixing the strut thickness (and strut unit axial stiffness) in conjunction
with a specified minimum frequency, DEWAR can be forced to optimize support system
geometry parameters only.

The lowest natural frequency of the dynamometer will occur during testing of the largest
supported mass and/or configuration mass moments of inertia. For purposes of this analysis
the supported mass includes struts, specimen table and associated bracketry, ane. dic speci-
men itself. Accordingly, estimates of mass properties corresponding to the tesuog ol a
cryocooler compressor pair (approximately 7 kg) oriented vertically with r"s wc. to the gran-
ite base support were used.

After using DEWAR to experiment with various geometry variables, the optimal ascen-
sion ingle of the struts, y, was determined to be 350. Accounting for clearance and assembly
constraints, the final azimuthal angle 0 iV 90". At the specimen table, this combination of
geometric parameters places the center k. the strut pairs at the center of mass of the supported
specimen (see Figure 12), eliminating the component of force associated with moments abou.
the horizontal axes.

Once the geometry was optimized, it was left to optimize the stiffness of the various
components of the structure. This was accomplished through the use of finite-element
modeling.

Finite-Element Model

In order to maximize the bending and torsional stiffnesses of the specimen table, a
detailed finite-element model of the cntire dynamometer hexapod structure was constructed,
including a specimen mass equivalent to a cryocooler compressor pair. In the physical case,
the struts are rigidly attached to the specimen table yokes and to stainless steel fixtures at the
granite base. Since the struts contain integral flexures designed to reduce the bending stiff-
ness of the struts, they were approximated in the model as simple bars with an axial stiffness
(EA) of 4.45x 106 N and pinned ends. The ipecimen table yokes are ribbed to reduce weight
and to provide access to the strut attachment fasteners. For simplicity these were approxi-
mated in the model as solid structures of reduced density. This approximation in the model
leads to predicted system frequencies slightly higher than those measured due to the neglect
of the softer bending stiffnesses associated with the ribbed structure.

The compressors were modeled as cylindrical solids having the correct mass and
moments of inertia and were attached to the specimen table through extremely thick shell
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elements. These approximations may artificially stiffen the specimen table somewhat. As a
consequence of these approximations, the model overpredicts system frequencies. However,
the intent of the model is to assess the impact of detailed design and material alternatives on
the bending and torsional stiffnesses of the specimen table. Therefore, it is the difference in
predicted system frequencies between design alternatives that is important in the specimen
table optimization.

The finite-element model is shown in Figure 13. Examples of the modes of vibration that
were predicted are shown in Figure 13a-d. Lockheed's DIAL finite-element analysis package
was used, and was run on a Digital Equipment Corporation DEC 5000/200 workstation. The
finite elements chosen had quadratic displacement functions; 8-node shell, 3-node bar, and
20-node solid elements were used. The model contained 240 shell elements, 6 bar elements,
and 60 solid elements, for a total of 4503 degrees-of-freedom.

Specimen Table and Strut Yokes. Material and thickness alternatives for the specimen
table and yokes were assessed by computing the primary natural frequencies of the whole
system. Candidate materials for the specimen table were stainless steel and magnesium.
Both materials have approximately the same ratio of elastic modulus to density (E/p = 108),
but magnesium has a lower density; therefore a magnesium specimen table would result in a
smaller system mass. Magnesium is commonly used in vibration testing fixtures for its low
mass and excellent bulk damping characteristics. These considerations led to the selection of
magnesium for the specimen table.

Table 1 describes some of the parameter optimization iterations that were performed
during the debign process. The initial conditions assumed that all components were
magnesium and that all ribs were 8 mm thick. Through this optimization process, the
predicted first-mode frequency was raised over 70 Hz.

Struts. Since the dynamometer derives its ability to measure and resolve the vibration forces
generated by the cryocoolers through static determinancy, the struts must be pinned, or
simply-supported, at the strut ends. The integral flexures used to approximate this condition
act to greatly reduce the overall bending stiffness of the struts. However, the strut, including
the flexures, must provide a high axial stiffness to maximize system frequencies while still
providing the minimum bending stiffness to approximate the end conditions required for
static determinancy. The flexure design must achieve a compromise between these two
competing requirements.

With respect to overall axial stiffness, the struts behave as several springs in series. The
total axial stiffness of the struts is maximized by increasing the strut diameter to the maxi-
mum extent possible, by reducing the overall strut length, and by maximizing the thickness
of the integral flexures. The overall stiffness of the strut is driven by the "softest" axial
spring within the strut, which in this case is the flexure. However, increasing the thickness of
the: flexures will increase their bending stiffness and therefore undermine the static
deterinancy of the system. Dynamometer assembly and disassembly requirements set the
minimum angular rotation which the flexures must withstand without yielding the strut
material. The actual design of the flexures and struts was accomplished through the use, of
beam theory for an element subject to a bending moment (in this case, the bending moment
resulting from the required angular displacement).

The overall axial stiffness of the strut was then computed by first computing the exten-
sional stiffness of each strut component (flexures and shaft), EAi/ Li, and then summing
these component stiffnesses according to the spiings-in-series model. However, it was con-
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sidered that the axial stiffness of the strut would be overestimated by this approach. Due to
the extreme difference in the cross-sectional area between shaft and fiexure, not all of the
shaft area will contribute stiffness in the regions adjacent to the flexures. To test this hypoth-
esis, a simplified finite-element model of a generic strut with two flexures was constructed.
This model, with its boundary conditions, is shown in Figure 14. The axial stiffness of this
strut was first calculated with the springs-in-series approach. Using this approach, the
predicted total axial stiffness is 7.8x 105 N/mm. The finite-element model predicts an axial
stiffness of 5. lxl0 N/mm, thus confirming the hypothesis that the simplified springs-in-
series model is not adequate in this case. The apparent explanation is that not all of the cross-
sectional area acts to resist axial forces in the regions adjacent to flexures. To confirm this,
the axial stiffness of the generic strut was recalculated assuming that only an area equal to the
profile area of a flexure was acting in the shaft between the two flexures. This assumption,
used in a springs-in-series model, yielded a total axial stiffness of 3.9x105 N/mm, in
substantial agreement with the axial stiffness predicted by the finite-element model.

The goal of the dynamometer strut, designed using the original springs-in-series model,
was to provide an axial stiffness of 1.7x10 N/mm. It is clear from the above discussion that
the actual axial stiffness of the struts is less than the design goal. This explains in large part,
the frequency difference between the predicted modes and the observed structaral
resonances.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Calibration
To ensure the accuracy of the dynamometer measurements, calibration of the output was

required. This was done to verify the coordinate transformation as well as the operation of
the load cells.

Since piezoelectric transducers are not capable of true static measurements, the straight-
forward method of using dead weights for calibration was not applicable. At the same time,
the dynamic response to the addition of weights made data acquisition difficult. However, it
was possible to use the removal of weight for this purpose. In this method, an accurately
measured weight was placed on the specimen table and the output from the load cells was
allowed to decay over time. After this reading returncd to the null point, the weight was
suddenly, but carefully removed from the table. The display computer was set to monitor the
output and capture the peak reading.

Due to the axisymmetry of the hexapod structure, a single weight will load all six trans-
ducers. All transducers and all elements of the transformation electronics are used to convert
this load into a single Z-axis force. Therefore, it was possible to verify the operation of the
transducers and the design and operation of the transformation electronics by observing the
results of this one calibrated weight. Since the absolute accuracy of this verification test is
limited, the factory calibration factors for each individual load cell were assumed to be accu-
rate and were entered into the computer unchanged.

Measurements of Cryocooler Vibrations

The Lockheed six-axis dynamometer was used for the first time to make measurements as
part of the Advanced Infrared Sounder (AIRS) cryocooler development program (Ref. 4).
One of the goals of this development program was to make accurate performance
measurements of the Lockheed vibration cancellation system. The dynamometer was
expected to achieve these high-accuracy results.
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Two back-to-back compressors driven by the Lockheed electronic control system were
mounted on the dynamometer. Dynamometer outputs were observed on both the PC screen
and using a Hewlett-Packard 3562A dynamic signal analyzer connected to the analog-
transformed monitor points. A photograph of the two compressors mounted on the
dynamometer can be seen in Figure 15. Also seen in the figure is the computer display
generated by the dynamometer PC. Figure 16 is an output from the dynamic signal analyzer.
This spectrum is remarkable in that it shows dynamometer data out to 1.562 kHz. In
addition, the resolution of the dynamometer output is below 0.01 N. This indicates not only
how sensitive the instrument is, but also how well the seismic isolation system works.

An important element in Figure 16 is the dynamometer resonances which occur just
below 400 Hz. Initially, these resonances interacted with the electronic control system and
limited its performance because the control system gain had to be reduced substantially in
order not to become unstable. However, with the addition of a simple passive damper used
to absorb the energy of this extremely high Q mode, the dynamometer structural dynamics
were no longer interactive with the control system and the gains could be increased to
extremely high levels with no adverse effects.
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Table I DEVELOPMENT OF A PRECISION SIX-AXIS DYNAMOMETER

Calculated First
Case Design Parameter Mode Frequency Selected?

(Hz)

Optimize specimen table top plate thickness
1 t = 6 mm (initial condition) 504.9 No
2 1=8mm 516.9 No
3 t = 10 rm 526.2 Yes

Optimize specimen table outer web thicknesses
4 t (short side) = 8 mm 529.0 No

I (long side) = 6 mm

5 t (short side) = 8 mm (initial condition) 530.5 No
t (long side) = 8 mm (initial condition)

6 t (short side) = 12.5 mm 530.9 Yes
t (long side) = 8 mm _

7 Reduce specimen table spoke rib thickness from 8 mm
to 6 mm, all ribs 531.5 Yes

8 Change material for strut yokes to stainless steel 553.4 Yes

9 Reoptimize specimen table top plate thickness by 576.7 Yes
increasing to 12.5 mm
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DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION OF AN ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER

FOR A DOUBLE-ACTING DIAPHRAGM CRYOCOOLER

C. Konkel, T. Gibboney, L. Van Allen and K. Ha
Electrical Engineering Section

Washington Technical Support Center
Fairchild Space

Greenbelt, MD 20770

R. Boyle
Cryogenics Technology Section

NASA/Goddard Spaceflight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

INTRODUCTION

A six-month conceptual design phase of a 30K cryogenic cooler resultid in the development of a system

model and governing equations for control of double-acting diaphragms using Linear Oscillating Motors

(LOMs). The potential reduction in vibration and power using a combination of sinusoidal feedforward

drive signals was analyzed. Using a dynamic simulation and validating results against actual laboratory

test data, a variety of feedforward control techniques were evaluated including commutated and non-

commutated versions of both current-driven and voltage-driven waveforms. A voltage-driven stimulus

based on two sinusoidal drive signals at the desired 30Hz diaphragm operating frequency with an added

DC bias exhibited the best vibraticon and power performance and was selected for implementation. A

test apparatus was used to operate typical compressor diaphragm mechanisms. Stable control of

diapluagm stroke along with active vibration compensation using a hannonic cancellation technique was

demonstrated.

OVERVIEW

The Fairchild Space Division of the Fairchild Space and Defense Corporation under contract to the

NASA Goddard Spaceflight Center is actively pursuing the development of a reliable, low power

electronic controller to operate a space-based cryocooler in the 30K temperature range. Various control

techniques for operating cryocoolers based on unique double-acting diaphragms instead of reciprocating

pistons have been evaluated. A control technique is oescribed that demonstrated low mechanical
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vibration (<0.2 Newtons) and stable operation over the operating range while minimizing power

consumption.

The electromechanical drive method selected for the 30K compressor diaphragm is based on a Linear

Oscillating Motor (LOM) as shown in Figure 1. This type of motor was chosen for its relatively high

force capability while minimizing radial or tilt components. This motor has been built and extensively

tested for both the 65 K Standard Spacecraft Cryocooler (SSC) and 30K cryocooler and has been well

characterized. Its primary chai acteristic is a highly non-linear relationship between magnetic force and

LOM current.

First a system model for the unique drive motors and diaphragms will be developed. Analytical

estimates of power dissipation and harmonic generation for various drive waveforms will be derived

based on simplifying assumptions. Simulation and test results are evaluated and a preferred approach

for further development is described.

SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, the development of a non-linear model of the LOM and diaphragm used in the 30K

cryocooler compressor is discussed. This model is based on simplifying assumptions for several

important components of the system: the dynamics of the diaphragm, the generation of force in the air

gap by the induced magnetic field, the effect of the air gap on the description of the LOM circuit, and the

relation between the time-varying current generated by the LOM circuit and the induced magnetic field.

These assumptions simplify the system considerably and have been verified extensively with actual data

obtained from a prototype hardware model.

In terms of LOM operation, the desired electrical current is the current needed to produce the necessary

magnetic force capable of generating the proper motion at ife diaphragm, which in turn creates the

desired pressure waveform. The prerequisite efforts thus are basically to identify:

* The magnetic fo;ce F(t) required to produce X(t).
* The electrical current 1(t) or Voltage V(t) required to give F(t).

* The control hardware capi ble of generating I(t) or V(t).

The mappings X(t) to F(t), and F(t) to 1(t) orV(t) can be expressed in terms of the functions F(X(t)), and

I(F(t)) or V(F(t)). They have been derived using both analysis and simulation. The composite mappings
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I(F(X(t))) or V(F(X(t))) are important in the design of the control algorithm that uses sensors measuring

either X(t) or F(t).

The first simplifying assumption is that the diaphragm motion can be described by a second-order
response along the vibrating direction with total mass (M), stiffness (K), and damping (D). This one-

dimensional model is deemed appropriate because the diaphragm is rigidly fixed to a primary structure
and can only produce motion in that direction. With X(t) defined to be the diaphragm's displacement,
the following equation describing the diaphragm's motion can be given:

F(X(0)) = Mx+ Dx+ Kx

With the assumptions that the magnetization throughout the magnetic material is tangentially uniform,
that no magnetic volume density exists inside the material, and that magnetic surface density exists on
the sides of the LOM stator bars and the armatures in the air gaps, then the components of the magnetic
flux density (B) and field intensity (H) inside the inner core of the material and inside the air gaps are
tangential. Thus, the B fields induced by the LOM current and magnetic poles near the center line
threading through the stators, armatures and air gaps is assumed to have the following characteristics:

B(x,y,z,t) = B,(t)

for all (x,y,z) points within the bars and the air gaps, i.e., B is a spatially independent quantity and B is
dominantly tangential, i.e., B is normal to all cross sections along the bars. Therefore, B is continuous

across the

gaps.

From Ampere's circuital law:

f Hdl = -(",- + H,)dl = 2NI
C C

one obtains:

B (Lb• + 4 g) = 2Nl

in which the closed loop path threading through all four bars and gaps has length I = (I. + 4g), and
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1. = total length of four armature/stator elements

g = gap size

y = permeability in magnetic material

p. = permeability in air

H. = magnetic field intensity in magnetic material

HA = magnetic field intensity in air

Therefore,

B M.2NI

jut 4+g

Define

4t

as the average effective length inside each magnetic element.

As shown in (1), Bt(t) changes not only with current I but also with gap g. This implies that the

inductance L of the LOM is a time-varying quantity.

We know:
2N•

where

L = inductance

N = Number of turns in coil

0= JBda magnetic flux
A

I = coil current

The flux 4 through a cross section A can simply be expressed as:
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O=BA
From (1)

= 2NI A
4(1,, +g)

then

L - p(2N)21A - pN 2A
14(h. +g) (lh +g) (2)

From the general relation between Vs. and I in an LR circuit:

IR + L dI = Vi.
dt

the LOM circuit then becomes:

IR -4 /A ) W (3)

where resistance R is due to the LOM electrical coil. From the above results, it is not likely that a closed
form expression describing the LOM current can be obtained since the time-varying gap causes the
system to be nonlinear. Assuming that the current profile is obtainable, the relationship between the
induced magnetic force in the gap and the LOM current can be derived from the following simple

consideration of the magnetic potential energy in the gap:

dU I duAV 1 B2 d(4Ag)
dg dg 2y.t dg

I1B 2 4A=2 2A ._#,2NI \
=2-' g. Ai 4(l.' +g,/

A 2 12

A22 (h'+g)2
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where U = magnetic potential energy

u = magnetic energy density = B2 / A,.

AV = volume in gaps - 4 = Ag

F.s= resultant magnetic force

It can be seen that LOM magnetic force is proportional to current squared and inversely proportional to

gap squared.

The LOM stator and armature motion relationship in simplified form is shown in Figure 2. Here, g.

represents the gap between the LOM stator and armature when at rest and x represents excursions from

rest.

The resultant force that causes the diaphragm to oscillate is

F.w = Fwiui- FWM2

Thus,

A 2( I2t-°I 12tLoM2
F,, =P.-•N2(JIMI -= Mx+Dx+ Kx (4)F.,w 2 N ("(1,' +g.-- X)2 (/'+g. + X)2 M+xK 4

assuming both LOMs have the same NA, Au and ,1.

Also, from (3):

IwmIRM + (~ PO2i1LM + VWOMI (5)lwmw~+•..'+g.-x ) dt(5

ILomZRLwm2 + ( .*N2 2A )•d 2 = VI.O2 (6)(1,'+go+x,) dt

(4), (5) and (6) are the set of governing equations for the system to be analyzed.

The function F(t) that generates the desired X(t) is assumed to be sinusoidal. By assuming also that the

diaphragm possesses a second-order response as in (4), the resultant (net) magnetic force produced by

the LOMS to generate X(t) must be sinusoidal. That is,
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Mx + Di + Kx = Fosin(rot + 0) = F.,

(Note that individual LOM forces will follow a non-negative sine-squaxed profile due to the 12 term in

(4). The physical basis for this occurence can be appreciated intuitively by realizing that the LOM

responds unidirectionally to a bidirectional current.)

The mapping of current I(t) to F(t) from (4) will result in a feedforward current drive technique that can

take advantage of straightforward commutation techniques to alternately stimulate opposite LOM coils.

The analysis will then be carried out to include a mapping of voltage V(t) to position F(t) and it will be

shown that this voltagt, drive technique essentially removes the variation in gap from the feedforward

equation and greatly simplifies LOM electronics.

COMMUTATED CURRENT DRIVE TECHNIOUE

Figure 3 is a block diagram of this drive technique. From (4), and assuming that the desired force and

resultant position varies sinusoidally,

F.,t = F. sin(Wt + O0)

AN 2 ., 122 o MI AN 2AL, 1 2 LoM2

2 ('. + g. - x)2  2 ('. + g. + x) 2

Since 1(0) = 0 (the onset of diaphragm motion), F., can be separated into two forces, FWomi and FwM2

applied to LOMi and LOM2 respectively. This current can be alternately turned on and off and

switched (commutated) to opposite LOMs to cause symmetric motion as shown in Figure 4.

Fw, = Fomi - FLOM2 = F.sin(cot + 0)

where

F. = X,(.K - MCoY2) + D2 o 2

Commutation can be incorporated using the following expression:

sin(owr + 0) = [Isin(wot + O)I + sin(wt + 0)] - [Isin(cot + O)j - sin(wt + 0)]
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F. is then expanded to include two separate components:

FWMI = Fo. I[Isin(ax + O)l + sin(att + 0)] = AN 2 gt J2roMI

2 (1., +go _Xo[Isinwtl + sin ot])2

2

FL~ou2 = F.[1sin(wt + O)j - sin(cot + 0)] = AN 2 t,, 1 2 wLM2

2 (10' +go + - X4lsincotl + sin cot])2

Solving for current I yields:

ILOMI Fo 1 Isin(o@t + O)j + sin( ot + o)] lo' +go - I Xo[Isin anj + sin wt]

hLoM= F- l[ Isin(ox + O)l - sin(Cot + 0)][lo' +go + Xo[lsin oil + sin ox]]C 22

where

C AN2/Al
2

This expression describes the current waveform for the "commutated current" mode of operation. It can

be seen that the feedforward drive current profile must include a varying gap term in addition to

constants equal to LOM electromechanical parameters (M, K and D).

Average power can be approximated using the standard relationship between peak current Io and rms

current ,. for a sinusoidal input:

Io
IW = 1.-

In general, assuming all power is resistive,

p• =12",.,R = I R

2
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900 VOLTAGE DRIVE TECHNIQUE

Figure 5 is a block diagram of this drive technique. Using (3) and (4), the set of governing equations in

terms of current and voltage for LOMI and LOM2 are as shown previously in (5) and (6).

The following analysis is based on a first order approximation of the inductance in terms of gap. From

(2) the inductance can be rewritten as:

L(g) = MA2A 1

Expanding L(g) about g = 0 results in:

L(g)= (O)9 g = 9 p.N2A /gV
.- O ! 1. .0 o

For g and go <<I.' assume all terms containing L are negligible. Then, since a, = 1,
lot

L y-N 2A

lo'

This is the first order approximation of L.

The system equations become:

AN 
2

.to _(1L2 wM, - 12 wM2) = M x+ Dx+ Kx (7)

IoMjR + pN2 A dW_ V..i (8)
1o' dt

ILOM2R +ELA dl_ V, 2 (9)
to' dt
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assuming

Rwk i= ~ .kf 2 =-R.

Solutions of (8) and (9) have the same following form:
R t R

I(t) = e-Z'Je-L'V (T)dr
0

where

I(0) =0
L =I~N 2A

10'

Taking advantage of uh: unique unidirectional force property of the LOM in response to bidirectional
current, the following trignometric relationship can be applied:

cos(o+) = cos2 1 (o)t + 0) - sin2 1 (cot +
2 2

This relationship suggests that the application of two sinusoidal waveforms to opposite LOMs at one-
half the operating frequency and 900 out of phase from one another will result in sinusoidal motion.

Define these stimulus voltages as follows:

Vi, = Vo sin coot
V-2 = V. coso,

where c = operating frequency.

The LOM currents become:

V0o
ILDMI = V

oR2 + Lýcoo2 (sin(coo)-sinoe)

II
¶ = R2+Lo2 (cos(ca + 0) -cos eL5
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where
Lo0o

tan 
L=a-

R

The second term in each of the above equations can be ignored since it is a transient responses and will
L

dissipate as >> -.

R

The steady state solution is therefore.

Voh..oAI = si7o, +-
WR2 + L2 ,2 n(c + )

V,
ILOM2 = - CO+(L• s t + 0)

-~jR 2 + Lew0
2

It can be seen that the voltage stimulus can be essentially independent of gap or LOM physical

parameters K, D and M.

Let

F,,, = F, cos(flt + y)

and assume that F. and Q are known. (. = 30Hz, Fo is computed from K, D, M). Then,

12LDMI - 1 2W0M2 = Io (rcOS 2 ( (ot + €) - sin 2 (&)ot + ))

= F.cos(f2t + y)

This implies:

(o2 =F,

2
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0=-Y
2

Letting

S= F.cos21 (rot+ 0)

2

FLO.U2= Fosin 2 (ot +)
2

results in the net force shown in figure 6.

The power consumption in this case is simply:

P = R(1 2wOMI+ 12LoM2) = Rio 2 = RF.

which is time dependent.

If a harmonic term (vi is introduced into both LOMs in this 900 case in order to cancel vibration, and

ignoring phase shift, the result can be shown as follows:

F,.,, = (IU sin w.t + Ii sin o)wt) 2 - (Iocosao)t + I1 cos 01t) 2

= los sin 2 ,o I + Io2 sin 2 wo. + 2IVo, sin wot sin amt

_Io2 cos 2 awt - 1,2 cos2 wat - 2Ioi, cos tx, t cos wat

= _102 cos 2wot _ 12 cos 2cow1 - 2I1., cos(o), + o0)t

If the purpose is only to cancel components at twice the fundamental frequency(= 2ow,) then there will

be an unwanted harmonic term at (a.+) ,).

00 VOLTAGE DRIVE TECHNIQUE

Figure 7 is a biock diagram of this drive technique. This drive method uses a sinusoidal voltage stimulus

at the desired operating frequency applied to both LOMs. A DC bias voltage is added to one LOM and
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subtracted from the other to form a fractional sine wave with a resultant nulling of alternating peaks. In

this case, define the following voltages:

Vi., = V.sin or.t + Vo

Vi.2= Vo sin amt - V.

where V, = bias voltage.

The LOM currents in this case are:

I-8, Vo ._
Rom = (I-e L L)+(sin(or + )- sin Oe L )
Rwu = -W - R +'60

LOM=--(l-e L )+ Vo (sin(aot + 0)-sin Oe--)

RRI

Again the e L verm can be ignored. Then the steady state solutions are:

VB Vo1ILOM I = •V+ sin(cot + 0)

Va V,
lWM2 =--'V"N + . sin(or + 0)

VR R 2 + e2

Define

Va V0
Is = V and Io =

Then,

Focos(!Q + y) = (In + Io cos(CLIt + 0))2 (-IB + 10cos(co(tk + 0))2

= 4Ilocos("tot + 0)

This implies:
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F. 4181.

Letting

FWm i = F. cos("t + 0)

FLoM2 = Focos(art + 0)

results in the net force shown in Figure 8.

The power dissipated by the LOM can be shown to be:

P = R(I2wM, . 12 MZ) = R(21B2 + 21,2 cos 2 (w)ot + 0))

Consider the average power in this case:

PA,- = R(21B2 + 12 )

By minimizing the average power with the single constraint: F& = 4I1d.:

I,...Paqs = ,a.(R(2 2 + I.') - ,ý(41RIo - F-))

Taking the partial derivatives of this expression with respect to Is and lo and solving for ;L results in:

I. =

then,

-F
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Therefore,

= RFo

Compared to the previous result for the 90' veltage drive case there is a reduction in power

consumption. Also, in terms of input voltage:

V. = V 8 = A 2Ia

R' + L2o"2 R

Therefore, the bias voltage for minimum power dissipation is:

V's V. R
w 2(R2 + L2 &a)

By introducing a harmonic term into both LOMs as before, (and ignoring phase shift),

F,,• = (Ia + I, cos oWt + 10 cos 0)'t)2 - (-IB + I cos oot + Jicos (oJt)2

= 4Ilocosc:t + 4BIfIcosa)It

If the goal is cancellation of only the component at o),, then this 0' approach is valid with correct

selection of J.

SIM ULATION

Prior to hardware fabrication, a dynamic simulation was developed for ihe LOM. This simulation

included a second order differential equation for LOM magnetic force:

F., = M Y+ Dx+ Kx

It also included the electrical relationships between voltage, current, inductance and resistance:

Ilw4Rt~o~u + L -fm 1i./dt
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Results for two cases are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows drive current, LOM power

dissipation, armature (diaphragm) position and force for the commutated current case using 30K

cryocooler parameters. It can be seen that power dissipation per LOM is relatively low (-2W).

Armature position is not a pure sinusoid, however, as can be seen by the accompanying FIT. The force

profile contains significant higher harmonics due to the "on/off' nature of the commutated drive signal

as seen in the top two traces.

Figure 10 illustrates the same variables for the 900 "continuous", one-half frequency drive approach.

Here, LOM current is continuously flowing without interruption. Armature position is sinusoidal as can

be seen from the FFT. Force is also monotonic. Howevcr, power dissipation is several times higher for

this case.

TESI

Test data was obtained for all four drive techniques. In this case, a special configuration consisting of
two compressor motors (each with two LOMs) mounted "back-to-back" was used as a test bed. The two

compressor motors in this "vibration qpparatus" were mounted in such a way as to cancel axial forces
when operated together. Note that this configuration does not incorporate gas force; results for such a

case can be extraploated using proportional masses and damping factors, however.

Figure 1 1 shows the acceleration results for a single LOM driven by a 90' "continuous" drive signal.
Back-to-back operation using the second motor as an active counter balance is shown in Figure 12. Peak

force is reduced by a factor of 5. Harmonic amplitudes are reduced significantly; the fundamental

(30Hz) i- reduced by a factor of 60 (to 0.012 Newtons) while no component exceeds 0.07 Newtons.

(The GSFC Specification requires <0.2 Newtons).

ACOIVE HARMONIC CANCELLATION

An acceleration feedback vibration minimization method was developed and tested using the vibration

apparatus and National Instruments LabView software on a Macintosh computer.

This acceleration (force) feedback method enabled the operator to monitor the FFr of the accelerometer

s:gnal and introduce harmonic frequencies into the drive signal which resulted in a reduction of that

harmonic.
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Figure 13 is a block diagram used within LabView to generate the drive signal array. The various

harmonics are summed with the fundamental drive frequency to develop the final LOM drive signal.

The feedback loop is "closed" through the operator. The operator views the FFT of the accelerometer

signal and inputs amplitude and phase to cancel each harmonic. In this experiment "anti-harmonics" out

to the 7th were added to the fundamental drive frequency. The previous Figure 14 illustrates the FFT of

the accelerometer signal when both vibration apparatus motors (all 4 LOMs) are operating normally. In

this experiment all drive signals were in phase (0' Drive) with a 35% DC bias which resulted in

approximately 12 mil peak to peak motion for each of the diaphragms. The Y axis is in Newtons and that

the top line (0.2224 Newtons or 0.05 lbs) represents the GSFC specification limit for the vibration level

of the 30K system. Figure 15 depicts the results of adding harmonics to the drive signals of a pair of

LOMs (one motor). It can be seen that the 30Hz - 210 Hz frequency components have been reduced

significantly. Figure 6 illustrates the reduction by modifying the Y axis scale. It is clear that the 30Hz -

210 Hz frequency components are below the 0.005 Newton Level. This is less than 1/45 of the

specification level. It is concluded that vibration harmonics can be controlled by iserting appropriate

harmonic frequencies of specific amplitude and phase into the 00 voltage drive signals.

CONCLUS.I_

A summary of test results is shown in Table I. A comparison of column 1 for the four test cases shows

the commutated current approach dissipates the least power as predicted by analysis and simulation.

However, peak vibration force is the highest amongst all candidates as also predicted.

Column 2 compares the peak vibration force values for dual back-to-back compressors using the

vibration apparatus. The feedforward technique using two 900 sinusoids at one-half the fundamental

frequency provides minimal vibration. However, as descAbed earlier, use of an ariti-hairnonic

cancellation technique with this approach resulted in the generation of multiple unwanted harmonics.

The 0' voltage drive technique with DC bias provides slightly higher vibration levels (-.bout 3X) but

lends itself to active harmonic cancellation without appearance of unwanted harmonics.

The 30K Cryocooler Electronics Module is presently being designed to allow the incorporation of both

control techniques for maximum flexibility.
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TABLE I COMPARISON OF FOUR CONTROL CIRCUITS

Control Circuit Dual Compressor Dual
Power Compressor
Dissipation Peak Vibration
(Watts) (Newtons)

Feed Forward Using 7.9 0.59 (7th)
Commutated Current

Feed Forward Using 21.3 0.04 (4th)
900 Sinusoids

Feed Forward Using 11.6 0.11 (2;,J)
00 Sinusoids

Feed Forward Using 11.6 0.005 (2nd)
00 Sinusoids
with vibration compensation
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Figure 4. COMMUTATED CURRENT COMPONENT WAVEFORMS
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MAGNETIC NOISE PRODUCED BY GM CRYOCOOLERS

S. Fujimoto, H. Ogata, and H. Kado
Superconducting Sensor Laboratory

2-1200 Muzaigakuendai, Inzai
Chiba 270-13, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

Magnetic noise produced by the operation of a Gifford-

McMahon (GM) cryocooler is measured. The tested GM cryocooler

has two cooling stages and the valve motor (VM) can be

separated from the expander to reduce the electromagnetic VM

noise. A magnetic regenerative material, Er 3Ni (Erbium-3

Nickel), is used in the second-stage regenerator in order to

liquefy helium without using a Joule-Thomson circuit. This

material becomes magnetized under an environmental magnetic

field, which causes oscillation of the magnetic field due to

the reciprocal movement of the regenerator. Experimental

results show that the field oscillation amplitude decreases as

the distance between the center of the regenerator and the

measuring point increases and that the amplitude of field

oscillation at a point 0.3 meters from the regenerator is less

than 10-5 of the environmental field. A suitable design will

provide a highly sensitive SQUID magnetometer cooled by a GM

cryocooler if it is used in a magnetically-shielded room.

INTRODUCTION

A key requirement for cryocoolers used in SQUID

magnetometers is the reduction of mechanical vibration and

electromagnetic noise. At present, most cryocoolers used for

SQUIDs are Gi f ford-McMahort (GM) /Joule-Thomson (JT)

cryocoolers. [1] [2] These cryocoolers are usually rather

large and complex due to JT circuits, but when a rare-earth

regenerative material is used in the GM cryocooier expander,
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liquid helium temperatures can be attained without the JT

circuit. [3] Using this type of GM cryocooler therefore

results in cooling systems that are smaller, lighter, simpler,

and more reliable, in spite of their lower cooling efficiency.

The rare-earth material used in the regenerator is usually

ferro-magnetic or antiferro-magnetic, and thus produces

magnetic noise due to reciprocal movement. This paper

describes the magnetic noise of a GM cryocooler using magnetic

regenerative material, and presents an example of its

application to a SQUID cooling system.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The tested GM cryocooler has two cooling stages. Its

specifications are summarized in Table 1. The expander is

pneumatically driven [4] and the valve motor (VM) can be

separated from the expander to reduce the electromagnetic VM

noise. [5] As shown in Figure 1, we placed the VM 1.8 meters

from the expander and connected them with a plastic tube.

Almost all of the magnetic materials used in the expander (such

as the backup spring for the second displacer gas seal and the

pin in the connecting rod between the first and the second

displacer) were replaced with non-magnetic materials (such as a

phosphor bronze spring and a titanium pin).

Table 1. Specifications of the tested cryocooler.

displacer stroke 11.2 rrrn

inside dia. of first cylinder 50.8 mm

inside dia. of second cylinder 25.4 mm

operating frequency 2.0 Hz

We fiae LI a=ued LhI •..ial magnetic noise produced by a

conventional expander in an environmental magnetic field. We

then replaced the lead material in the second displacer with

Er 3Ni (Erbium-3 Nickel) and measured the magnetic noise again.

The mean temperature of the second cooling stage was about 4.5
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K. The axis of the expander was horizontally-oriented

parallel to the earth's magnetic field.

Compressor

Expander Fluxgate
Magnetometer

Rotary Valve
and Motor

Magnetic Regenerative
Material ( Er 3Ni )

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental apparatus.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A typical magnetic noise pattern produced by a GM

cryocooler using magnetic regenerative material is shown in
Figure 2, where AB is the amplitude of the field oscillation.

The phase of the oscillation is synchronized with the movement

of the displacer. Figure 3 shows the 0.5 - 10 Hz magnetic

noise spectrum. At a fundamental frequency of 2.0 Hz and its

harmonics, there is noise due to the displacer movement, but VM

operation frequeicy (1.0 Hz) noise is not seen. Figure 4

shows that the mplitude of 2.0-Hz noise decreases according to

x-2.5, where x is the distance between the center of the

regenerator and the measuring point. The noise produced by

the magietic regenerative material is about six or seven times

that produced by a cryocooler using non-magnetic material

(lead).

If an expander could be constructed without any magnetic

materials, the noise levw 1 should be zero. This tested

expander, however, includes a few magnetic materials (such as a

welded stainless-steel cylinder) which vibrate due to the

movement of the displacer and gas in the expander. Noise may

also result from the non-mnanetic materials due to induced
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electrical current in the regenerator materials such as lead

and phosphor bronze, moving in the uniform earth magnetic

field. This noise factor has not yet been clarified. The

experimental results for Er 3 Ni should closely approximate the

actual noise produced by magnetic regenerative material,

however, since the noise level for lead is relatively low.

C:

0.1 sec /div

Time
Figure 2. Typical magnetic noise pattern.

M 10 9<I I -4-4--,

U) -10

o 10

-12 _

0.5 1.0 10.0

Frequency [ Hz]

Figure 3. 0.5-10 Hz noise spectArum.
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Figure 4. Relation between distance and magnetic noise.

CALCULATION AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We estimated the oscillation of the magnetic field due to

reciprocal regenerator movement by using integral computational

analysis of magnetic fields. The model dimensions are shown

in Table 2; they are equal to those of the tested cryocooler.

Tablc 2. Numerical analysis model dimensions.

Outside Dia. of Regenerator 19.05 Mr

Length of Regenerator 78.0 nmrr

Magnetic Susceptibility of Matrix 0.28

In this analysis, the regenerator was assumed to be a

cylindrical ingot. and static in the environmental field, Bo,

that is the same as the experimental conditions. We

calculated the field , -und the regenerator, B(x), and obtained

AB as B(x-S/2)-B(x+S/2), ,here S is the displacer stroke. We

found that magnetic regen, rative material produces magnetic

noise only along its axial direction. In Figure 5, the
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calculated results are compared with the experimental results.

The magnetic noise ratio is expressed as the magnetic noise to

the environmental field, AB/B 0 . The results show relatively

good agreement.

10

-10-6/.. 10.7
4,.

.7.

10 -7 p p

10 10

Distance x [ m]

Figure 5. Measured vs. calculated results of field
oscillation due to magnetic materials.

From Figure 5, the noise produced by the magneLic

regenerative material is 10-5 of the environmental magnetic

field at a point 0.3 meters from the center of the regenerator.

If this expander were operated in a magnetically-shielded room

in which the dc shielding factor was larger than 103, the noise

level at the operating frequency might be less than 10-'2 T.

As shown in Figure 6, this noise level is smaller than the

magnetic signal level from the human heart.
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Figure 6. Magnetic noise strength compared with
magnetic signals from the human body.

MCG :Magnetocardiogram
MEG :Magnetoencephalos.ram

APPLICATION

Figure 7 shows an example of a GM cryocooler system used

for cooling a SQUID magnetometer. A SQUID and a pickup coil

are placed at the bottom of a i'quid helium bath in a vacuum

chamber. The liquid helium bath and the vacuum chamber are

almost vibration-isolated from the expander by the use of a

bellows and rubber bumpers. The first cooling stage of the

expander and the liquid helium bath are thermally connected by

many cooling fins, but are not connected mechanically. When a

single-channel SQUID is cooled by using this system, the heat

load of the first and second cooli;zg stages are estimated to be

2.8 watts at 50 K and 26 miili-watts at 4.5 K, respectively.
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Rotary Valve

Expander

Bellows

Rubber Bumpers

Cooling Fins

* Vacuum Chamber

Radiation Shield

* Liquid Helium Bath

SQUID and Pickup Coil

, 130

Figure 7. Schematic of a SQUID coolIna system
using a GM cryoccooLer.

CONCLUSION

A GM cryocooler using a inagniý2Z L reeictierative material,

Er 3Ni, was found to produce !urge field oscillation due to the

movement of the regeneiator. The magnitude of the field

oscillation (maunetic noise) was 10- of. the environmental

field at 0.3 meters frorm the center of the regreerator. The

calculated magnetic ,oi." agrees weli wit-h the experimental
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results. The feasibility of a SQUID cooling systc-:," using a G.IC

cryocioler with Er 3Ni was demonstrated.
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REGENERATOR TWO-PHASE "SINGLE-BLOW" FOR PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION AT SMALL VELOCITIES:

ORIENTATION INFLUENCE AT "ig"

K.V. Ravikumar, R. M. Carandang, T.H.K. Frederking
Chem. E. SEAS, UCLA, LA 90024 CA

and
Robert Confair* , Winn Hong*, Faiz Shermnan*, Cristina Toribio*

ABSTRACT

The "single blow" transient technique has been used mostly for single-phase fluid
flow, e.g. gas flow 1.2 We have extended the blow test (BT) to two-phase (gas-liquid)
fluid flow at small velocities in order to evaluate the performance of screen
regenerator stacks. As the BT - velocity is reduced, our screen stack results show a
dcterioration in regenerator performance starting at an "onset" flow speed. After
undergoing a transition, a plateau-like reduced rate of heat transfer is observed. We
have extended our studies to include the influence of stack axis orientation with
respect tu the gravitational buoyancy direction at "Ig". Various screen and perforated
plate systems have been used. Some configurations, such as plates, show directional
sensitivity, while screen-like stacks do no' exhibit a significant orientation influence.

INrTRODUCT'1ON

Crycxoolers with reliability, compactness and efficient operation re,,uire ,.xtension
of hydrodynamic mid thermal equilibration processes to small velocl. -s. We focus
attention on the regenerator peformance at i 1,'ively hii,h density differences. They
arise in conjunction with a recently prov,, , vc-phase "single blow" protocol. In
the present investigatiuk we supplement pie,,ious work looking at gravitational
driving forces at "lg" (g = gravitational acceleration) with the goal of a better
understanding of compact structures , such as screens and perforated plates.

The transient meth(xd, for eryocooler regenerator perftormance evaluat.on inc!ude the
"single blow" test. In or, ao-dified version' of the test, thcre is the advantage of

*) UndeigrAduate rescimai participants including SRI' students,, t!CI A.
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short blow test times. However there is a need to understand thoroughly t'e. response
of thermodynamic parameters in various flow regimes, such as stagnant fluid
conditions, fluctuation influences and various convection modes. In the present paper
we investigate the angular dependence of regenerator performance in a modified BT
version using the gravity - related buoyancy force as the BT "driver". In these runs,
the sample stack's axis is varied with respect to the "g" direction. The early phase
of this work has been presented by Luna et al. (ref. 3 and related references). We
address first a two-phase reference case in order to assess the influence of transport
processes occurring at the peak flux of nucleate boiling in cryogenic liquids. This
mode of transport has been probed by many investigators. After a discussion of the
"peak" orientation influence, we examine the experiments conducted with various
regenerator stack systems, discuss the results and present conclusions.

ORIENTATION REFERENCE CASE: "Ug" results for plates and duct-,

The reference case selected is the "peak flux" of nucleate boiling known to be
sensitive to orientation with respect to gravitational buoyancy. The first case selected
is the flat plate of a pure metal with the heat flowing up from a horizontal setup to
an angle 4 of about 60 degrees; 0 is the angle between the gravitational buoyancy
direction and the normal to the surface. The second case is an open-ended duct
rejecting heat at the side of the rectangular cross section.

Flat plate. The simplified equation for the first case is given as (average) angle-
dependent vapor velocity.

v, =qlIp/[ X1]= 0. 16 [(g COS )o0A.% IM/ p"/2ll

[vv, vapor velocity ; cli. peak heat flux density; )X, latent heat of vaporization; p,.

density of saturated vapor; Ap, density difference between the saturated vapor density
and the saturated liquid density; o, surface tension; g, gravitational acceleration).
Figure 1 shows the vapor velocity prediction for He I and experimental He I d&ta'.
The configuration is shown schematically in the iaset of figure 1. It is seen that there
is agreement in a 4 - range from zero (horizontal plate) up to about 45 degrees.

Vertical dict with rertangular cross section. The duct axis is inclined at the angle
4with rLS.•Vet to the gravitational buoyancy. A simplified model of Lehongre et al.'
and its modification by Sato and Ogata6 for lie I data takes into account the duct axis
orientation. We make use of a simplified vcision of the modcl. The average ,'apor
velocity of continuum flow conditions is expressed by the following equation.

V = v, IcoS 01 (2)
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120.

Fig. 1. Orientation infueiicc: average "peak" vapor velocity (calorimetric velocity)

versus the angle of orientation 0; (the calorimetric velocity is the ratio of the heat

flux density divided by the latent heat per unit volume of vapor).

Data points, ref. 4 ; vo [cos v1." ; v0  value for 4---; inset: configuration.
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Hig. 2. Onentution influmncc: average "peak" vapor vclohi t (= Cldi)t 1111(11'i C

continu un veloity) versus ang'le of oric-.ntatui (4)( d"'ta I -f.(•, -- V., ,.
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The reference value is the highest velocity for the duct with vertical axis [cos 4 = 1].
To first order, within data scatter, the experimental results in figure 2 appear to agree
with equation (2) in the range from 0 equal to 0 to about 40 degrees. However, other
side wall heating conditions for the duct with rectangular cross section show
maximum velocities not at 0 = 0, but for finite 04 - values where the duct axis is
inclined.

GEOMETRY OF REGENERATOR SAMPLES

We have used three types of regenerator stacks. These are fine wire mesh screens,
partially perforated plates containing a hexagonal flow geometry, and perforated
plates with circular holes arranged within hexagonal "macro-cells".

Screen stacks. 500 mesh stainless steel has been used. The wire diameter is nominally
1 mil. Figure 3a shows a single screen stack with a thermccouple in the middle. This
stack has a overall height of about 1 in. The outer diameter of the screens is 1/2 in.
There is a surrounding sleeve of thin stainless steel tubing machined to a wall
thickness of less than 10 mil. A layer of masking tape has been used around the outer
tube. Several samples of this kind have been used. This early phase of the work has
been reported in reference 3 and related papers.

Figure 3b presents the two-section sample used in our runs concerning the orientation
influence. There is an inner screen stack, and an outer annular screen system serving
as guard section. The inner section is a screen stack with 80 screens of (1/2) in.
diameter. The outer guard section has an outer diameter of (nominally) I in.,
measured as 0.958 in. The number of screens in the annulus is 60 (also 500 mesh
stainless steel). Between the two screen sections, there is a thin stainless steel (1/2
in. diameter) tube of the type used for the single-stack sample (figure 3a). The height
of the sample is 0.67 in. All samples have a lower and an upper end brass screen (40
mesh).

Hexagonal disks. The plate, made of copper, has an inner solid copper core. The
shape of the core is a rounded hexagon, about 0.35 in. diameter. The plate thickness
is 52.5 rail (= 0.133 cm). The outer diameter of the plate is 0.715 in. The hexagon
pattern is shown schematically in figure 4. The total plate area is 2.63 cm2 , the
"active" hexagon area is 2.01 cm2. The system investigated has a thermocouple in the
center of a stack of 8 plates. Again, stainless steel tubing machined to a thickness
below 10 mil has been used.

Perforated plates. The plates (fig. 5a) have been described by Nilles et'7. The plate
is a copper disk with ani outer diameter of 6. 1'7 cm and a height of 0.1397 cm. The
hole pattern is a triangular "mini - unit cell" within a "macro-cell" of hexagonal
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(a)
- THEPMOCOUPLE

STAINLESS STEEL. SCREENS (160)

THEPMO-

COUPLE

(b)

0 35

STAINLESS STEFL.
SHELL I. _ _ _ _ _

o s-_

0 958

Fig. 3 Screen system schematically;
a. single stack ; b. stack of 80 screens with annular guard (6(0 screens).
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100 PM

Fig. 4. Hexagonal plate system: geometry (schematically) as shown on SEM record.

00
I I N

lig. -a. Perforated plate system ; a. geomctry with triangular "mini" unit cell
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shape. The circular holes have a diameter of about 300 micrometers. Two types of
thermometers have been used, thermocouple sensors, and electrical resistance
thermometry. There are several parameters of influence for each type of thermometer.
Examples are the location of the wire pair (outer rim or plate interior), and the
method of wire attachment in the resistance thermometry.

THERMOGRAMS

Several types of thermograms have been encountered. The temperature-time function
is either close to exponential decay conditions, with decreasing absolute (dT/dt)
during most of the single blow process, or with increasing absolute (dT/dt).

Initial BT-runs have been conducted using a stack of 6 perforated Cu-plates. The
liquid is LIN at atmospht-ric pressure (77 K) . This stack has been mounted in a 5
mm thick non-conducting sleeve (material: cardboard) leaving thermocouples between
various plates (figure 5b). The thermocouples are insulated 3 nmil diameter constantan
-chromel (type E) wire pairs. Temperature sensor T, is below piate number I (fig.
6); temperature sensor T3 is between plate number 2 and 3; temperature sensor T, is
between plate number 3 and number 4; temperature sensor T-7 is on top of the system,
i.e. above the 6th plate. The T, trace is a typical response of the stack system at the
"upstream" location. The time constant is less than 0.5 seconds. T3 shows a

monotonically decreasing function of time. Temperatures - and T 7 display a delayed
cooldown with a subsequent temporary increase in temperature. Thus, fig.6 show, 3 a
modified "single blow" of considerable duration for the upper portion of the stack.
These records indicate additional thermal energy removal from the non-conducting
sleeve, and cooldown is not completed yet at 22 seconds.

The initial runs with perforated plates suggest that three major transport regions exist:
first, a regime with efficient rates of heat transfer from the Cu-plates to the gas;
second, a regime of very small heat transfer rates caused by stagnating fluid inside
the stack assembly; third, a transition between the two transport regimes. The first
efficient regime has the characteristic properties of a convection-dominated regime.
The second inefficient regime has the typical properties of a Fourier conduction-
dominated transport scenario. The third transition regime is important tot the choice
of optimum parameters which ought to be above the limit corresponding to a
deterioration of regenerator performance. After these initial runs, the emphasis has
been on stacks with a relatively small number of plates.

Figure 7 is another set of thermograms for the hexagonal disk assembly at varous
orientations. The cooldown behavior is consistent with other runs. It is seen that there
is an influence of the axis orientation on the dT/dt derivative.
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T -7
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Fig. 5b. Perforated plate system; b. assembly of 6 plates with thermocouple location,
schematically.
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FUg. 6. Perforated plate assembly thermocouple voltages of blow test; T - values in

thenmogram denote thermocouple number, as indicated schematically in fig. 5b.
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Fig. 7. Thermograms of the hexa2;onal disk as,. mbly; parameter: angle (ý) of stack
axis inclination with respect to tl:e gravitati'; ,al buoyancy direction; plate number
8; mass : 11.9405 g ; spacer rings bt.tv,•cn i-:,ates: mass 0.0605 g ; stainless steel tube

2.7134 g.
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ORIENTATION EXPERIMENTS.

The influence of the angle ) is exhibited in figures 8 to 10. Figure 8 is for the screen
sample with the guard section (figure 3b). Figure 9 is a plot of hexagonal disk stack
results, and figure 10 presents the plate results.

Figure 8 is a plot of the times needed to reach specified temperzrtt-,.es in the range
from 250 K down to 150 K. At the highest temperature of 250 K, only 4 to 5
seconds are needed. At the lowest temperature of 150 K, we see a time of about 30
seconds all the way up to 4n arigle of about 140 degrees. Subsequently there is a
noticeable rise in the time toward a maximum value at 180 degrees. For the range
from 90 to 180 degrees, a cover has been p aced on top of the sample to
approximate, as closely as possible, the inverted configuration for angles above 90
degrees. For intermediate temperatures similar results have been obtained, as shown
also in figure 8.

Figure 9 is a plot of the total cooldown times versus the angle of orientation for the
hexagonal stack. It is seen that the range from 0 to 90 degrees is not strongly
affected by the angle. When the angle exceeds 90 degrees, a significant increase of
the test time occurs. The function (Q/)/ [cos 0] is included in the figure for a
comparison. The data do not agree with this simple function noting that at 90 degrees
the fluid convection prevents a BT - slowdown toward very large times.

Figure 10 plots the total time ratio for the perforated plate runs. The data show a
certain scatter. Aside from this uncertainty, we see a clear change of the time ratio
;n approximate agreement with a [cos 0]' variadon. The theoretical function is
included in the figure. Since in all previous cases, (cos 4]-related functions have
meaning only in a rather narrow angular range, we expect the departure from the
theoretical function to become pronounced at 90 degrees.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present studies show the following iesults. There is a very weak influence of the
angle of orientation for the present screens. This indicates that the nigh porosity of
our screen runs favors a gas fl-w which is relatively unimpeded by the gravitational
buoyancy component over a large angular range. The gas/vapor can easily find a
least-resistance path. The exception is the angle near 180 degrees.

The hexagonal disks and, in pirticular, the perforated plates exhibit a clear influence
of the angle of orientation. Tht influence is weak Lp to the 90 degree range for the
hexagon geometry. The perforated plates show a distinct 4 - influence in the range
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Fig. 8. Stack orientation influence: screen system times at different temperatures
during blow test.
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Fig. 9. Orientation influence on the duration of the blow test: hexagonal disk systelm;
the theoretical function is t = tJ[cos f] ; t, = time for 0 = 0.
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Fig. 10. Time ratio versus inclination angle of plate axis (single perforated phtC); the
theoretical function is t= t / [cos t]; = time for =0.
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covered in our runs. This confirms the expectation baszed on a constant driving force
at "Ig" involving the gravitational buoyancy component "seen" by the individual
channel widhin the plate.

The modified "single blow" has been found to be a fast tool which requires additional
information for full understanding of thermograms. For the present case of orientation
effects, we note that the single perforated plates show good agreement with the time
constant prediction that T is inversely proportional to the thermal conductance (h),
and that in addition, h1 is proportional to v. The latter assumption is not a "classical"
case. In continuum fluid mechanics , the dinmensionless heat transfer numbex (Nusselt
number) has been said to be constant at small v, i. e. independent of velocity. This
is at variance with our results.

In contrast to screens, the perforated plates exhibit a distinct influence of the angle
0 up to about 60 degrees. Despite these differences between screens and plates, An
"S-shaped" function of the Nusselt number (Nu) versus Reynolds number (Re)
appears to be a general feature8 . The Nu(Re) function reflects the three regimes
outlined above. There is additional evidence that plates behave similar to screens as
far the S-shape of the three regimes is concerned. Upon an increase in Re, Nu starts
at a "plateau", undergces the transition, and arrives finally in the "classical" heat
exchanger regime.

Further details of vapor flow kinematics have beer presented in reference 9, and the
Appendix sections [A, B] illustrate vapor velocity variations.
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APPENDIX A : Relative Order of Magnitude of the Average Vapor Velocity at the
Flat Plate

Consider the simplest case of a gravitational potential energy (g B) where B is the
characteristic vapor bubble size [ Laplace length ; B = I (a/g (Ap)}1 "2 1. The kinetic
energy is (v2/2). Matching of these two energy terms, by order of magnitude, leads
to the following velocity

vB = [2 gB ]"' (A. 1)

The velocity is shown in fig. A. I versus the normal boiling point (NBP) for
cryoliquids and several high boiling liquids.

Figure A.1 includes the "peak" vapor velocity for the special orientation of the
horizontal plate (e.g, ref. 4 for He 1) with heat flow up . The vapor velocity for this
simple case is

v, = 0.16 [ g B Ap/p, ]1r2 (A.2)

Details concerning the kinematics have been given in ref. 9.

APPENDIX B : Average Vapor Velocity in Open-Ended Duct with Heated Side Wall

The Lehongre et al.' - Sato/Ogata model6 is considered. The related reciprocal heat
flux density is a simple function of parameters for the vertical axis orientation. There
are two peak heat flux der.sities corresponding to two average vapor velocity terms
vj = q/[p, X]; (j = c designates the critical ("peak") value varying with geometry; j
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Fig. A.1. Velocity of rising vapor versus normal boiling point (NI3P);
a. characteristic velocity (2 g B)" 2, based on an order of magnitude assessment;

b. calorimetric "Kutateladse - Zuber continuum velocity" for the vapor removed by
gravitational buoyancy; geometry: smooth horizontal plate with smooth surface and
high conductivity (4 0).
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"- o designates a reference value). Because of the presence of liquid , the average
vapor velocity is considerably smaller than the actual rise velocity (u) of the vapor
bubbles. The velocity is given by the following function.

l/v = 1/v. + (x/dj) 4 / u (A3)

The model assumes vapor bubbles rise at constant velocity (u) along the channel.
Figure A.2 indicates that this condition is realized, to first order, in the data range
covered in the He I runs. The related reciprocal heat flux density of the model is
expressed in the following equation

l/q, = l/q, + (x./d,) 4 / q.,, (A.4)

(The subscripts U = c, o] denote the same conditions as in equation (3)). The
convective q-value r-presents the following term: q,,,,, = u p, .. The reciprocal heat
flux density of equation (4) is shown in figure A.3 versus the dimensionless distance
(x/d,); d, is the equivalent duct diameter d, = 4 A,/Cc ; Ac is the cross section of the
duct; C, is the heated circumference of the duct. Figure A.4 plots the bubble rise
velocity (u) of the model as documented in the data range. A comparison with figure
2 provides addditional insight into the continuum aspects of the vapor bubble
kinematics.

The angle of inclination, in general, causes a complex functicn v(O). However for
side wall heating of a rectangular duct6 , there is a simple angular dependence. The
constant reference term in equation (A.3) is relatively small. The.; [cos 4] - relation
is a rough (first order) approximation.

1/v, = I/v, + 4 (x/d.)/[(cos 0) u ] (A.5)

This function simplifies to a "cosine relation" if the (1/v.) - term it equation (A.4)
is negligible. Thus, a first order result is written as follows:

v, = Vre [cos 0] (A.6)
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Fig. A.2. Reciprocal "critical" heat flux density (qC) of a vertical open-ended duct
versus distance ratio; x = spatial coordinate along duct axis " de = equivalent channel
diameter (= 4 x [cross section]/ circumference).
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Fig. A.3. Velocity of duct data ot figuis A.2.
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ABSTRACT

Optimization studies of a detailed magnetic hydrogen liquefier model are described. The

liquefier utilizes an Active Magnetic Regenerator cycle. The device is proposed for the

industrial liquid hydrogen market. Overall efficiency is the primary performance measure.

Operating variables such as particle size, bed length, and interstage temperature are varied.

Efficiency comparable to much larger gas cycle plants is predicted. The device may be

modified, in a simple manner, to become a two-stage magnetic refrigerator operating

between 77 K and 20 K with a high efficiency.

INTRODUCTION

For engineering systems, it is often expensive, time-consuming or risky to use a real system
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to carry out performance studies. Models are typically used in engineering design because

they offer an inexpensive and fast way of studying the effects of changes in design variables

on system's performance. A time-dependent one-dimensional model of the Active Magnetic

Regenerator (AMR) has been developed to evaluate AMK magnetic refrigerator

performance and to aid in the design of AMR magnetic refrigerators (DeGregoria, 1991).

The model assumes that the heat capacity of the pore fluid in the regenerator is negli6 ible

compared to the magnetic material and uses measured material properties provided by

Zimm et al. (1991). The model includes axial conduction and axial dispersion effects in the

regenerator. The numerical results of the model were validated with experimental data.

Based on this model, a two-stage AMR hydrogen liquefier operating between 77 K and 20

K was designed. A detailed design of the liquefier is described in Janda et al. (1991).

The time-dependent one-dimensional AMR model (DeGregoria, 1991) was used to evaluate

the performance of the liquefier. The estimated liquefier efficiency is found to be

comparable to gas-cycle liquefiers. The design however, is a point design. No optimization

was performed. The maximum efficiency of the liquefier system should be determined

through an optimization analysis, optimizing the configuration parameters and operating

variables for maximum efficiency.

Optimization methods generally can determine the best operating point of an engineering

system without testing all possible combinations of design variables since they use a modest

level of mathematics and clearly defined logical algorithms in iterative numerical

calculations. For engineering systems, optimization methodology can be used to predict

improved choices of the independent variables values. This paper describes an optimization

method applied to the design of the two-stage AMR hydrogen liquefier and the associated

results.

MODELING

To apply an optr,n;-qtion process to the engineering design of the liquefier system, we need
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to formulate the problem. The objective function is identified as the liquefier system's

liquefaction efficiency which should be maximized vis-a-vis the independent variables and

external factor dependent variables.

The design schematic of the two-stage AMR hydrogen liquefier is shown in Fig. 1. The

upper stage operating temperature range is 39 - 77 K while that of low stage is 19 -39 K.

Each stage consists of two material beds with a moving magnet. Seven Tesla and 5 Tesla

magnetic fields are provided for the high and low stages, respectively. Material bed volumes

are fixed for each stage. A 2-second period for the AMR cycle operates on packed particle

beds of GdNi2 and GdPd for the high and low stages. respectively. With a total operating

period of 2 seconds, the cycle is divided into 0.5 seconds for magnet motion separated by

0.5 seconds for helium flow through the beds. A liquid nitrogen bath connected to the high

stage provides the precooling. The gaseous hydrogen feedstock is supplied at 40 atm and

41.5% para-hydrogen concentration. Helium pressure within the hydrogen-helium magnetic

refrigerators of both stages is 20 atm. With a specification of the counterflow heat

exchanger and dermanded production of hydrogen liquefaction, the cold helium mass flow

to the heat exchanger is determined. Therefore, there is a flow imbalance, with some of the

cold helium that is emerging from the cold end being diverted to the heat exchanger. Over

a cycle, more helium flows from the hot end to the cold end than from the cold end to the

hot end of the regenerator for both stages.

By analyzing the design of the two-stage liquefier and the time-independent one-dimensional

model of the AMR developed by DeGregoria (1991), the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP)

algorithm is used (Reklaitis et al., 1983 and Wilmert, 1988). This algorithm is quadratically

convergent for non-linear engineering problems. T'wc models are developed here which

enable the parametric studies of liquefier performance and the optimization of the operating

variables of the liquefier.

For the parametric study of the liquefier's performance model, the DFP code is employed

for both stages. For the low stage, the objective function is the residual cooling capacity
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whose value should be zero with the independent variable being the unbalanced mass flow

rate. For the high stage, the objective function is the helium outlet temperature from the

cold end which should match the hot inlet temperature of the low-stage with the

independent variable of the unbalanced mass flow rate. With the given input data for each

stage, the liquefaction efficiency is obtained. For the optimization stud- model, the DFP

code is employed again to maximize the liquefier efficiency with respect to feasible,

changeable variables

The liquefaction efficiency is based on the ideal work required to cool normal hydrogen

from 300 K and 40 atm to para-hydrogen at 20 K and 40 atm. This ideal work is divided

by the real work required by the hydrogen liquefier. This includes the work required at the

liquid nitrogen plant which is assumed to have an efficiency of 45 %. The total real input

work is the sum of the input work at the liquid nitrogen plant, the input work to each stage,

and the input work for the circulator pump.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The parametric study model is used to determine the performance of the hydrogen liquefier

with specified two stage operating parameters. The model was verified by the point design

data. Changing mass flow rates of the two stages changes the operating temperature ranges

of the two stages, and hence, changes the liquefier's efficiency. With all the design liquefier

parameters, the parametric study model gave results for the liquefier efficiency over the

interstage temperature from 35 K to 43 K. Figure 2 shows the effect of interstage

temperature on the liquefier efficiency. From Fig. 2 we see that the designed interstage

temperature 39 K falls within the optimized range.

The optimization study model is used to maximize the liquefaction efficiency with the

changeable variables. The magnetic material bed plays an important role in the liquefier

system's performance, thus a careful choice of parameter values is required. With the

constraints of using the materials GdNi 2 and GdPd and the limits on material bed volumes,
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particle sizes and bed length can be changed with the objective of improving the liquefier

efficiency. Figure 3 shows the efficiency contours with respect to two stage particle sizes.

From Fig. 3 we can see that the high stage particle size has a larger effect on the system's

efficiency. These results suggest that the high-stage particle size should not be less than 0. 1

mm in diameter and the low-stage particle size should be less than the high-stage particle

size. This is primarily because the denser low-stage bed can improve the liquefier efficiency

without contributing to increasing pump work (due to the smaller volume of the low-stage).

Figure 3 shows a maximum efficiency point of 26.2% corresponding to a low-and high-stage

particle size of 0.035 mm and 0.136 mi, respectively.

An optimization study of the low-stage bed structure was also carried out. Figure 4 shows

efficiency contours in terms of the particle size and bed length of the low stage. From Fig.

4 we see that the design bed length is in the optimized range, while the particle size is not.

With the design high-sige parameters, the best combination of the low-stage particle size

and bed length is 0.063 mm with a relative bed length of 5.6.

The performance of the liquefier is sensitive to the thermodynamic properties of the

magnetic materials. The "ideal" material properties were derived by DeGregoria (1991) as:

At d = f(B)t•a -t.

for both the unbalanced flow and the balanced flow. With the unbalanced flows obtained

with a low-stage particle size of 0.063 mm and a relative bed length of 5.6, the "ideal"

adiabatic temperature change is shown in Fig. 5 compared to GdPd at 5 T and GdNi 2 at 7

T. The "ideal" material properties shown in Fig. 5 are the ones employed in Fig. 2 to obtain

the "ideal"material efficiency. "Ideal" materials can significantly improve liquefier efficiency.

CONCLUSIONS
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Parametric and optimization study models of a two-stage AMR hydrogen liquefier were

developed. Studies maximizing liquefier efficiency with respect to changeable variables were

performed. Results show that key design parameters fall within the optimized range. It is

suggested that the low-stage particle size be reduced. Significant improvements are possible

if materials can be found which approximate "ideal" materials.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the two-stage AMR hydrogen liquefier
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